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...[A]ddic�on   makes   us   one   of   a   kind.   Our   personal   stories   may   vary   in   individual   
pa�ern   but,   in   the   end,   we   all   have   the   same   thing   in   common.   This   common   
illness   or   disorder   is   addic�on.   (Basic   Text,   Chapter   8:   Recovery   and   Relapse).   

By   the   �me   most   of   us   show   up   at   our   first   Narco�cs   Anonymous   mee�ngs,   we   are   
professionals   when   it   comes   to   the   difference   game.   Within   moments   of   mee�ng   someone   new,   
we   can   fire   off   a   list   of   ways   that   we   are   both   be�er   and   worse   than   they   are,   ways   in   which   
their   opinions,   concerns,   and   experiences   have   no   bearing   whatsoever   on   our   own   lives   and   
problems.   

But   something   strange   happens   to   most   of   us   when   we   sit   through   an   NA   mee�ng.   Whether   it   
happens   right   away   or   a�er   months   or   years,   we   look   around   at   a   room   full   of   people   who   are   
nothing   like   us,   and   we   begin   to   realize   that   we   are   si�ng   in   a   room   full   of   people   who   are   
exactly   like   us.   

Addic�on   comes   with   its   own   strain   of   terror   and   despera�on   that   we   recognize   when   we   hear   
each   other   share.   The   pain   of   wan�ng   to   stop   using   but   not   knowing   how,   of   wan�ng   to   stop   
disappoin�ng   the   people   in   our   lives   but   seeing   no   other   choice,   of   wan�ng   to   stop   waking   up   
disappointed   in   ourselves—again!—and   yet,   here   we   are,   sick   and   �red   of   being   sick   and   �red.   
We   hear   our   fellow   addicts   share   these   experiences,   experiences   we   know   so   well,   and   we   
know   we’re   in   the   right   place.   

For   some   of   us,   connec�ng   to   NA   members   on   the   level   of   pain   and   suffering   is   the   first   �me   in   
a   long,   long   �me   that   we   have   felt   any   connec�on   to   other   people.   But   it   doesn’t   stop   there!   
First,   we   have   only   addic�on   in   common,   but   when   we   stay   and   work   the   program,   we   soon   
have   recovery   in   common,   too.   

Our   sense   of   connec�on   with   other   NA   members   keeps   growing.   We   meet   members   from   other   
areas,   ci�es,   and   countries—they   share   differently,   but   the   message   is   the   same.   We   have   never   
met,   but   we   know   each   other   in�mately.   Such   is   the   blessing   of   being   an   addict   in   
recovery—anonymity   connects   us   all.   

-   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   

Addic�on   separates   me   from   other   people   and   from   myself.   To   reconnect,   I   will   
acknowledge   what   I   have   in   common   with   another   recovering   addict   today   and   
contact   them.     
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Our   spiritual   founda�on   is   not   a   ques�on   of   whether   we   know   each   other’s   last   
names;   it’s   that   we   accept   each   other   regardless   of   who   we   are   and   what   we   
have   done   ( Guiding    Principles,   Tradi�on   Twelve,   opening   essay).  

What’s   in   a   name?   Well,   “Anonymous”   is   half   of   ours.   In   not   using   our   last   names,   we   end   up   
sharing   the   same   one:   "Addict".   But   prac�cing   anonymity   doesn’t   end   with   a   last   ini�al.   A   
principle   can’t   be    that    simple   not   when   it’s   a   word   that’s   so   hard   to   pronounce.   Go   ahead,   try   it:   
Anonymity .   …See?   

Because   anonymity   is,   according   to   our   Twel�h   Tradi�on,   the   spiritual   founda�on   of   all   our   
Tradi�ons,   understanding   what   it   means   and   how   to   prac�ce   it   is   essen�al   to   our   being   able   to   
work   with,   relate   to,   and   love   each   other,   uncondi�onally.   Our   spiritual   founda�on   is   “the   very   
rock   we’re   all   standing   on,”   a   member   wrote.   “But   any   rock   can   be   pounded   into   sand   by   
relentless   forces.   A   slight   here,   a   direct   insult   or   backhanded   compliment   there,   and   on   and   on.”   

Anonymity   ensures   equity   among   us,   and   we   can’t   have   unity   without   it.   None   of   us   is   too   bad   
or   too   good   for   NA.   We   don’t   merely   tolerate   each   other’s   differences   and   ignore   our   difficult   
pasts.   Instead,   we   honor   and   embrace   the   people   w e    are     today.   We   do   our   damnedest   to   rise   
above   personality   differences   and   having-a-bad-day   reac�ons.   We   give   each   other   the   benefit   of   
the   doubt,   roll   up   our   sleeves   in   unity,   and   get   to   work.   

Acceptance   doesn’t   mean   we   endorse   each   other’s   every   ac�on.   There’s   space   for   all   of   us   at   
the   NA   table,   but   we   must   hold   ourselves   and   each   other   accountable.   Anonymity   requires   that   
we   all   have   equal   access   to   the   message.   So   when   a   member’s   behavior   prevents   that   from   
happening   or   otherwise   interrupts   the   atmosphere   of   recovery,   we   need   to   be   clear:   “You   are   
welcome.   Your   behavior   is   not.”   We   can’t   expect   ourselves   to   prac�ce   the   uncondi�onal   love   
aspect   of   anonymity   perfectly,   but   we   can’t   let   that   stop   us   from   ensuring   that   every   addict   who   
comes   to   our   group   has   access   to   a   message   of   recovery,   no   ma�er   who   they   are,   what   they   
have   done,   or   perhaps   will   do.   

-   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   

Today   I   aim   to   give   my   fellow   addicts   the   benefit   of   the   doubt.   Prac�cing   
anonymity    (say   it   one   more   �me!)    means   I   have   faith   that   we   can   all   grow,   
personali�es   and   pasts   aside.     
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In   anonymity,   we   are   free   to   be   ourselves   and   to   carry   and   receive   a   message   of   
hope   with   the   addict   who   suffers,   regardless   of   whenever,   wherever,   or   whoever   
they   might   be   ( Guiding   Principles ,   Tradi�on   Twelve,   closing   medita�on).   

We   live   in   the   world   where—consciously   and   unconsciously—we   adjust   how   we   speak   and   
behave   at   �mes   to   fit   our   circumstances.   We   refrain   from   dropping   the   f-bomb   when   talking   to   
granny   or   the   boss,   for   example.   We   greet   each   other   in   different   ways,   too.   A   handshake,   a   
bow,   or   dapping   may   be   called   for,   depending   on   the   situa�on,   or   maybe   cheek-to-cheek   air   
kisses—one,   two,   or   three.   The   point   is   that   people—even   non-addicts—adapt   as   a   sign   of   
respect   or   solidarity.     

But   like   so   many   other   characteris�cs,   addicts   can   take   this   natural   inclina�on   to   extremes.   In   
ac�ve   addic�on,   we   scaled   up   our   capacity   to   “read”   situa�ons   and   leveraged   this   skillset   to   get   
what   we   needed.   Instead   of   being   flexible   to   connect   with   others,   we   were   cunning   
manipulators   trying   to   get   our   way.     

Recovery   helps   us   return   this   ability   to   its   proper   propor�ons.   Working   the   Steps   helps   us   figure   
out   who   we   are   and   then   supports   our   efforts   to   be   and   do   our   best.   What   a   relief!   We   can   be   
more   secure   in   our   own   iden��es   and   less   like   chameleons   today.   Prac�cing   the   spiritual   
principle   of   anonymity   does   not   mean   losing   our   individuality.   In   reality,   the   very   character   of   
Narco�cs   Anonymous   relies,   in   part,   on   “the   rough-and-tumble   liveliness   that   arises   from   the   
diverse   personali�es   of   our   members,”   as   it   says   in    It   Works:   How   and   Why .     

In   being   our   weird,   wonderful   selves,   we   allow   a   broader   range   of   addicts   to   connect   with   the   
message   and   come   to   believe   that   NA   might   work   for   them,   too.   Collec�vely   and   individually,   
we   are   NA’s   best   asset.   In   fact,   we    are    NA.   When   we   share   from   the   heart,   others   connect.   
Being   ourselves   to   the   best   of   our   ability   makes   way   for   others   to   do   the   same.   There   is   a   place   
for   all   of   us   in   NA.   We   all   fit   in   when   we   focus   on   carrying   and   receiving   our   message   of   hope.   

-   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   

I   will   share   my   unvarnished   experience   today,   knowing   that   sincerity   and   
genuineness   are   far   more   important   than   polish   or   pretense.   NA   needs   me   to   be   
me—no   more,   no   less.   Turns   out   I   need   that,   too.     
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The   fact   that   we   are   anonymous   means   that   the   work   we   do   in   NA   really   can   be   
selfless   service.   We   don’t   want   or   need   credit   for   helping   others;   it’s   what   we   do   
to   save   our   own   lives   ( Living   Clean ,   Chapter   6,   “Anonymity”).   

The   first   thought   some   of   us   have   when   given   the   chance   to   help   someone   is,   “What’s   in   it   for   
me?”   We   stay   clean,   work   Steps,   experience   freedom—and   s�ll,   our   diseased   thinking   whispers   
that   we   ought   to   be   rewarded   for   our   selflessness.   

“I   volunteered   in   the   merchandise   room   at   our   conven�on   right   a�er   celebra�ng   ten   years   
clean,”   a   member   shared.   “I   folded   t-shirts   and   unboxed   coffee   mugs   for   hours,   wondering   all   
along   what   kind   of   goodie   I’d   get   for   doing   my   part.   A   mug?   A   shirt?   At   the   end   of   my   shi�,   they   
said,   ‘thanks   for   your   service!’   and   gave   me   a   hug.   In   a   ma�er   of   moments,   I   went   from   being   
disappointed   in   them   to   being   disappointed   in   myself!”   

The   good   we   do   for   others   is   not   limited   to   our   service   in   NA.   Another   member   wrote,   “My   
sponsor   told   me   to   do   something   for   someone   else   and   keep   it   a   secret.   On   my   way   to   a   
mee�ng,   I   saw   someone   asking   for   change,   and   I   bought   them   a   sandwich.   The   first   thing   I   did   
when   I   shared   at   the   mee�ng   was   congratulate   myself   for   being   so   generous.”   

Perfect   selflessness   may   be   out   of   reach,   but   we   can   always   strive   to   be   less   self-centered.   We   
don’t   have   to   disappear   completely;   we   simply   step   out   of   the   spotlight   for   a   moment.   When   
we   feel   the   impulse   to   make   a   moment   about   ourselves.   We   learn   to   say,   “thanks   for   sharing,”   
and   let   the   impulse   go.  

Feeling   like   we   are   owed   for   our   service   and   comparing   our   generosity   to   that   of   those   around   
us   are   just   a   couple   of   the   ways   addic�on   seeks   to   separate   us   from   others.   Service   and   
kindness   help   us   reconnect.   We   keep   our   focus   on   those   we   are   helping.   We   hope   that   the   
conven�on-goers   who   purchase   a   mug   or   a   t-shirt   look   back   fondly   on   their   conven�on   
experience   for   years   to   come.   We   hope   that   the   hungry   person   felt   some   relief   for   a   li�le   while;   
we   hope   that   if   we   see   them   again,   they   look   and   feel   be�er.   We   think   of   ourselves   a   bit   less,   
we   think   of   others   a   bit   more,   and   we   begin   to   feel   gra�tude.   

-   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   

I   may   never   be   perfectly   selfless,   but   I   can   try   to   serve   as   though   it’s   not   all   about   
me.   I   will   make   my   service   about   others   today.     
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When   we   treat   a   member   as   an   icon   rather   than   as   another   addict   seeking   
recovery,   we   deprive   them   of   the   opportunity   to   experience   the   recovery   they   
may   desperately   need   ( Living   Clean ,   Chapter   6,   “Anonymity”).   

The   principle   of   anonymity   is   meant   to   guarantee   all   of   us   a   place   to   recover   from   our   addic�on   
today.   Though   the   symptoms   of   our   disease   may   not   be   as   acute   at   a   given   moment,   we   don’t   
stop   needing   to   par�cipate   in   our   recovery.   NA   is   meant   to   be   free   of   status   or   hierarchies   that   
can   separate   us   from   one   another—or   from   our   connec�on   to   our   recovery.   

But   we   don’t   prac�ce   anonymity   perfectly.   We   can   put   our   fellow   members   on   various   
pedestals:   wise   old�mer,   circuit   speaker,   service   posi�on   elec�on   winner,   sponsor   
extraordinaire,   the   one   with   the   perfect   rela�onship   or   family,   or   money   or   status   outside   of   
NA.   For   those   of   us   who   are   subjected   to   the   pedestal,   we   may   end   up   sacrificing   our   needs,   
because   we   feel   like   we   shouldn’t   have   them   anymore.   No   thoughts   of   using   or   ac�ng   out   on   
defects!   No   complacency!   Gra�tude   and   service   only!   We   have   to   maintain   the   aura   of   
perfec�on   and   champion   NA   at   every   turn.   We   don’t   dare   disappoint,   so   we   don’t   share   our   
pain   and   doubt.   We   end   up   with   secrets,   and   that   puts   us   at   risk.   

And,   honestly,   some�mes   we   give   people   more   credit   than   they   deserve.   Clean�me   doesn’t   
necessarily   equal   recovery.   Some   of   us   end   up   believing   our   own   hype   and   think   the   rules   don’t   
apply.   We   use   our   status   as   a   shield   or   even   a   bludgeon.   But   we   must   resist   standing   by,   perhaps   
wai�ng   for   that   huge   ego   to   be   brought   down   a   peg.   We’ve   watched   our   fellow   members   
tumble   down   from   their   pedestals.   Some   have   lost   their   lives   in   that   fall.   

Some�mes   we   need   to   get   over   ourselves!   We   don’t   have   to   par�cipate   in   construc�ng   and   
maintaining   our   pedestals—or   anyone   else’s.   No   ma�er   who   we   or   who   others   think   we   are,   we   
need   willingness   to   share   honestly,   courage   to   call   each   other   out,   and   open-mindedness   when   
someone   does.   We   can   share   pride   in   our   successes,   while   staying   connected   to   where   we   came   
from.   We   need   NA,   even   when   we   experience   life’s   gi�s,   prosperity,   and   luck.   

-   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   

No   ma�er   what,   I’ll   remember   that   I   need   the   message   and   the   group.   And   I’ll   
make   space   to   support    any    addict,   no   ma�er   who   I   think   they   are   or   should   be.     
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NA   has   no   classes   of   membership   and   no   second-class   members.   The   common   
denominator   in   NA   is   the   disease   of   addic�on.   We   are   all   equally   subject   to   its   
devasta�on.   We   share   an   equal   right   to   recovery   ( It   Works ,   Tradi�on   Three,   
“Applying   Spiritual   Principles”).   

Tradi�on   Three,   which   insists   that   there’s   only   one   requirement   for   NA   members,   comes   easy   to   
some   of   us.   We   found   recovery   in   NA,   a�er   all,   and   no   one   asked   us   about   our   qualifica�ons.   
We   may   take   for   granted   that   everyone   else   finds   it   that   simple.   Maybe   we’d   lived   a   fortunate   
life   with   a   �ght   circle   of   friends   despite   our   addic�on,   so   the   idea   of   not   belonging   had   never   
occurred   to   us.   If   we   shared   a   language   and   culture   with   others   in   a�endance,   fi�ng   in   may   not   
have   been   a   challenge   for   us.   Maybe   we   looked   around   the   room   and   saw   faces   that   looked   like   
our   own.   Or   maybe   our   despera�on   had   dulled   our   cynicism   just   enough   to   allow   us   to   receive   
the   warm   welcome   we   found   in   our   first   mee�ngs,   despite   any   outward   differences.   No   ma�er   
the   specifics,   many   of   us   unthinkingly   assumed   that   others   felt   equally   welcome.   The   disease   of   
addic�on   tries   to   weaponize   our   differences   to   keep   us   sick.   

The   fact   is   that   barriers   exist   for   many   poten�al   members   despite   our   individual   efforts   to   extend   
that   classic   NA   welcome.   Some   of   us   struggle   with   accep�ng   hospitality   from   members   who   
seem   different   from   us   in   all   of   the   ways   that   society   deems   important.   “I   constantly   disqualified   
myself   from   NA,”   one   member   wrote,   “I   got   clean   young,   didn’t   use   certain   drugs,   and   I   am   
transgender.   My   disease   tells   me   that   I   don't   belong,   that   I   somehow   deserved   to   stay   separate   
and   alone.”   Before   we   set   aside   our   differences—as   prac�cing   anonymity   would   suggest—it   may   
be   helpful   to   recognize   that   iden�fica�on   may   be   a   li�le   more   difficult   to   come   by   if   we   don’t   see   
other   members   like   ourselves   in   mee�ngs   yet.     

Established   NA   members   do   well   to   emphasize   our   common   disease.   Regardless   of   the   specifics   
in   our   experience,   using   brought   us   all   to   isola�on,   shame,   and   degrada�on.   Iden�fying   on   an   
emo�onal   level   is   o�en   a   good   place   to   start.   Our   common   path   to   a   be�er   life   is   summed   up   by   
the   NA   message:   An   addict,    any    addict,   can   stop   using   drugs,   lose   the   desire   to   use,   and   find   a   
new   way   to   live.   The   disease   does   not   discriminate.   NA   must   not   either.     

-   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   

Recovery   is   precious,   so   I   will   strive   to   make   it   more   accessible   by   emphasizing   
our   similari�es   and   taking   no   addict   for   granted.     
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In   keeping   with   Tradi�on   Twelve,   the   “I”   becomes   “we.”   The   spiritual   founda�on   
becomes   more   important   than   any   one   group   or   individual   (Basic   Text,   Tradi�on   
Twelve).   

Thanks   to   the   Twelve   Tradi�ons,   everything   that   happens   in   NA   is   done   by   us   and   for   us.   A   
member   who   was   a   newcomer   when   the   Basic   Text   was   being   wri�en   shared   that   this   was   one   
of   the   quali�es   of   NA   that   made   her   stay:   “At   six   months   clean,   I   was   in   a   group   business   
mee�ng.   We   were   discussing   changes   to   the   Basic   Text,   and   the   secretary   made   a   point   of  
asking   me   what   I   thought.   I   knew   right   away   that   NA   was   unique.”   

Anonymity   calls   on   us   to   try   to   remain   anonymous   in   our   service   to   NA,   but   it   can   some�mes   be   
more   difficult   than   it   sounds.   Members   who   have   started   a   new   mee�ng   may   end   up   hearing   
others   call   it,   “so-and-so’s   mee�ng.”   It   can   take   a   while   to   shake   loose   a   label   like   that   for   the   
mee�ng,   no   ma�er   how   many   �mes   so-and-so   says,   “It’s   the   Just   for   Today   mee�ng,   not    my   
mee�ng!”   

Other   �mes,   we   may   feel   less   inclined   to   prac�ce   anonymity   in   our   service.   It’s   easy   to   become   
very   a�ached   to   a   par�cular   service   posi�on   or   role   we   have   filled,   and   some   of   us   become   
really   reluctant   to   allow   others   to   step   up   and   serve.   “I   had   an   H&I   panel   for   nearly   twelve   
years,   and   a   member   with   five   years   clean   showed   up   at   a   subcommi�ee   mee�ng   offering   to   
take   on   a   panel.   The   subcommi�ee   chairperson   looked   right   at   me   and   asked   if   I   was   ready   to   
prac�ce   the   spirit   of   rota�on.   I   felt   like   I   was   losing   part   of   myself.”   

Groups   and   service   bodies   need   anonymity,   too.   A   member   who   served   at   the   area   level   shared,   
“Our   area   nearly   le�   our   region   over   a   resentment.   The   area   spent   hours   deba�ng   a   regional   
mo�on   and   sent   in   a   strenuous   ‘no’   vote.   Then   the   region   passed   it   anyway!   We   were   mad,   but   
our   area   discussed   it   again   and   decided   that   we   need   our   region   more   than   we   need   to   be   
‘right.’”   

Anonymity   some�mes   just   means   being   willing   to   let   things   go.   We   can   be   conscien�ous   and   
take   pride   in   contribu�ng   our   best,   but   then   we   let   go.   We   do   our   part,   and   then   we   let   a   power   
greater   than   ourselves   manage   the   results.   

-   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   

My   contribu�ons   to   NA   are   important   because   they   touch   addicts’   lives.   I   can   
serve   without   insis�ng   on   ge�ng   my   way,   and   I   can   step   out   of   the   way   to   give   
others   a   chance   to   serve,   too.     
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ANONYMITY,   Entry   #8     

In   NA,   in   recovery,   we   are   all   equal…A   college   degree,   a   trust   fund,   illiteracy,   
poverty—these   circumstances   that   so   powerfully   affect   so   many   other   areas   of   
our   lives   will   neither   help   nor   hinder   our   chances   at   recovery   ( It   Works ,   Tradi�on   
Twelve).   

There’s   only   so   much   we   can   say   about   the   principle   of   anonymity   leveling   the   playing   field   of   
addic�on   and   recovery.   Addicts   are   addicts   are   addicts.   

Those   of   us   with   money   may   have   go�en   ourselves   access   to   posh   rehabs   or   lawyered   our   way   
out   of   jail,   but   that   wasn’t   enough   to   keep   us   clean.   We   can’t   buy   our   way   out   of   our   disease.   
Similarly,   for   those   of   us   who   think   we   are   ever-so-clever,   we   can’t   study   or   think   our   way   out   of   
it.   For   many   of   us,   poverty   or   limited   educa�on   may   have   limited   our   opportuni�es—and   that   
may   have   made   us   more   at   risk   for   nega�ve   consequences   due   to   our   addic�on.   But   no   ma�er   
where   we   come   from   or   where   we   end   up,   on   day   one   of   being   clean,   we   all   have   the   same   
opportunity   to   take   advantage   of:   the   program   of   NA.   

Yes,   if   addic�on   is   one   great   equalizer   that   brought   us   down,   recovery   is   another   that   can   build   
us   back   up!   Recovering   addicts   are   recovering   addicts   are   recovering   addicts.   And   the   program   
is   the   program…for   every   addict   with   a   desire   to   stay   clean   today.   

Once   we’re   clean   for   a   while,   our   life   might   look   different   from   the   outside,   but   it   also   might   
not.   Careers,   degrees,   marriages,   families,   homes,   —or   lack   thereof—aren’t   examples   of   
emo�onal   healing   and   spiritual   growth.   How   we   treat   one   another   is.   We’re   not   just   equal   in   
theory;   we   treat   each   other   that   way.   How   honest   and   open-minded   we   are   is   a   good   indicator   
of   our   progress.   So   is   willingness   to   look   at   our   part   in   conflicts,   past   and   present,   to   apologize,   
to   forgive,   and   to   do   be�er.   Our   readiness   to   accept   responsibility,   to   help   others,   to   grow   
through   our   hardships,   to   be   grateful,   to   stop   and   breathe   before   we   self-destruct   or   cause   
someone   else   unnecessary   pain—these   are   the   ac�ons   that   will   save   our   lives,   because   we   are   
all   equally   worthy   of   living.   

-   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   

External   factors—past   or   present—can’t   keep   me   clean   or   make   me   use   again.   I’ll   
nurture   my   recovery   internally   by   prac�cing   anonymity   outwardly,   trea�ng   all   
recovering   addicts   as   equals.   
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DISCERNMENT,   Entry   #1   of   5   

We   trust—and   we   use   good   sense.   Living   in   fellowship   with   other   addicts,   we   
learn   discernment   ( Guiding   Principles ,   Tradi�on   Two,   opening   medita�on).   

The   spiritual   principle   of   discernment—exercising   good   judgment—is   central   to   prac�cing   
Tradi�on   Two.   In   our   personal   recovery,   we   work   on   developing   a   guiding   conscience   in   our   own   
decision-making   that   helps   us   to   decipher   what’s   healthy   for   us   and   what   isn’t.   Many   of   us   have   
described   that   conscience   as   a   voice   in   our   head   that   tells   us   right   from   wrong.   Many   others   say   
it’s   our   loving   Higher   Power   working   in   our   lives.   

We   bring   this   awareness   into   our   groups   and   try   to   prac�ce   it   there,   in   fellowship   with   each   
other.   Discernment   is   group   conscience   in   ac�on;   using   it   requires   some   common   sense,   
experience,   and,   hopefully,   clarity   about   what’s   our   opinion,   what’s   factual,   and   what’s   actually   
important.   Some   of   our   groups   develop   trust   and   a   collec�ve   conscience   over   �me,   but   we   
need   to   stay   open-minded   as   our   membership   evolves.   To   sustain   our   prac�ce   of   Tradi�on   Two,   
we   need   unity,   faith,   goodwill,   and   even   more   trust.   

Speaking   of   trust,   discernment   helps   us   to   choose   our   trusted   servants   and   guides   us   in   our   
efforts   to   be   trustworthy   as   we   serve.   We   create   guidelines   that   outline   preferred   quali�es   for   
par�cular   roles   in   our   groups.   These   may   aid   the   process   but   aren’t   the   whole   of   it.   Other   
circumstances   may   play   a   role   in   our   decisions   that   aren’t   on   paper   and   s�ll   meet   our   need   to   
serve   the   greater   good.   We   listen   to   our   fellow   members   offer   qualifica�ons   for   a   posi�on,   
learning   about   each   other’s   capacity   for   effec�ve   leadership,   and   then   use   discernment,   
expressed   through   our   group   conscience,   to   match   talent   to   task.   

As   trusted   servants,   we’re   trusted   to   serve   the   needs   of   our   group   and   NA   as   a   whole,   rather   
than   our   own   egos,   individual   opinions,   and   desired   outcomes.   To   keep   our   leaders   in   check,   we   
are   each   other’s   eyes   and   ears,   shining   light   on   one   another’s   blind   spots   and   turning   up   the   
volume   when   we   aren’t   listening   carefully.     

-   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   

I   am   commi�ed   to   serving   the   greater   good.   I   aim   to   do   so   by   exercising   good   
judgment,   invi�ng   my   own   conscience   to   contribute   to   the   group’s,   and   le�ng   go   
of   the   outcome.     
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DISCERNMENT,   Entry   #2   of   5   

Discernment   comes   from   hard   experience:   trus�ng   people   we   shouldn’t,   being   
hurt,   and   coming   back   anyway.   ( Living   Clean ,   Chapter   5,   “Friendship”).   

Addicts   seem   especially   prone   to   being   all   or   nothing   people.   We   either   know   or   have   been   the   
kind   of   people   who   flip   between   manipula�on   and   brutal   honesty,   who   exercise   eight   days   a   
week   or   not   at   all,   or   who   have   love/hate   rela�onships   with   everything   and   everybody.   One   
member   described   their   approach   to   rela�onships   this   way:   “Either   I’m   all   in   or   you’re   dead   to   
me.”   Suspicion,   cynicism,   and   self-reliance   were   survival   skills.     

It   doesn’t   take   much   clean�me   for   us   to   realize   this   dark   and   fearful   view   of   the   world   won’t   
serve   our   recovery   well.   Hope   for   a   be�er   life   creeps   up   on   us,   crowding   out   our   
previously-dark   outlook.   Some   of   us   even   adopt   an   uncharacteris�cally   sunny   disposi�on   as   
the   renowned   “pink   cloud”   colors   our   en�re   approach   to   life   for   a   �me.   Not   to   knock   this   
glorious   phase   of   early   recovery   or   those   lucky   enough   to   experience   it,   but   blind   op�mism   
carries   its   own   risks.   We   can   trust   NA   with   saving   our   lives   without   entrus�ng   every   member   
with   all   of   our   secrets.   It’s   important   to   modulate   our   openness,   discerning   the   difference   
between   sharing   at   group   level,   confiding   in   a   friend,   and   baring   our   soul   in   a   Fi�h   Step.   Of   
course,   some   of   our   best   lessons   come   from   our   mistakes.     

This   is   where   discernment   comes   in.   Discernment   introduces   us   to   the   brake   pedal   so   that   we   
don’t   have   to   lurch   between   extremes.   Tapping   the   brakes   on   our   thinking   and   behavior   allows   
us   to   prac�ce   good   judgment   instead   of   impulsiveness.   Discernment   turns   a   toggle   switch   into   
a   dial.   Instead   of   binary   choices   like   trust   or   don’t   trust,   we   discern   the   useful   territory   
between   poles.   We   don’t   just   discern   right   from   wrong,   but   also   right   from   almost   right.   

Discernment   helps   us   make   be�er   choices   and   to   learn   from   experience.   We’ll   s�ll   get   things   
wrong   but   we   take   the   �me   to   discern   a   be�er   approach   and   try   again.     

-   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   

Do   I   have   toggle   switches   for   some   of   my   emo�ons   or   behavior   that   should   be   
converted   to   dials?   How   can   a   discernment   dimmer   switch   tone   down   some   of   my   
excesses?   
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DISCERNMENT,   Entry   #3   of   5   

We   learn   where   we   can   use   our   energy   to   make   a   difference   and   where   we   need   to   let   go   
( Living   Clean ,   Chapter   3,   “Awakening   to   Our   Spirituality”).   

Life   in   ac�ve   addic�on   for   many   of   us   seemed   like   a   ba�le:   picking   sides,   winners   and   losers,   
retrea�ng   in   fear   from   all   conflict,   or   bullying   to   get   what   we   wanted.   We   tend   to   bring   this   
mindset   with   us   in   recovery.   Some   of   us   confront   and   challenge   more   than   we   engage   and   
listen.   One   member   shared,   “I   brought   a   sledgehammer   to   all   my   rela�onships.   I   felt   it   was   my   
duty   to   pound   my   perspec�ve   into   every   discussion.   Choosing   my   ba�les   was   a   copout.”     

As   we   mature   in   our   recovery,   examining   our   behavior   through   stepwork,   most   of   us   will   figure   
out   that   “we”   in   NA   doesn’t   really   mean   “me,   plus   all   who   agree   with   me.”   When   we   say   the   
“We”   version   of   the   Serenity   Prayer   in   our   service   bodies   and   in   business   mee�ngs,   we’re   
invi�ng   discernment   into   the   proceedings.   We   ask   for   courage,   acceptance,   and   wisdom   to   
guide   us.   Instead   of   approaching   service   mee�ngs   like   gladiator   games,   we   concentrate   on   
cul�va�ng   enough   humility   to   appreciate   and   learn   from   each   other.   We   gain   trust   in   others   and   
become   less   invested   in   ge�ng   our   way.   We   apply   this   newer   mindset   in   all   rela�onships.   

We   can   also   �e   the   Serenity   Prayer   to   discernment   in   terms   of   priori�zing   our   �me   and   energy.   
We   can   discern   where   our   efforts   would   be   best   focused   to   change   the   things   we   can,   accept   
what   we   can’t,   and   let   go   when   others   want   to   make   a   different   change   than   we   do.   We   can   ask   
ourselves   whether   we’re   ge�ng   too   caught   up   in   minor   details   rather   than   paying   a�en�on   to   
the   big   picture   and   where   we   can   make   a   posi�ve   impact.   

“Some�mes   the   most   discerning   choice   is   to   say   nothing,   step   away,   and   let   others   step   up,”   the   
member   went   on.   “At   other   �mes,   honest   self-assessment   will   lead   me   to   choose   a   par�cular   
‘ba�le.’   But   now   I   try   to   approach   a   conflict   in   my   life   with   spiritual   principles   in   my   arsenal   and   
forego   the   sledgehammer.”   This   strategy   can   apply   to   so   many   realms   within   our   lives:   
sponsoring,   paren�ng,   roman�c   rela�onships,   in   our   jobs,   while   driving…and,   of   course,   in   NA   
service.   

-   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   

Not   everything   is   ba�le-worthy.   Where   can   I   apply   my   energy   today   so   that   I   am   
contribu�ng   to   the   wellbeing   of   others?   What   situa�on   can   I   pull   back   from   that   isn’t   
benefi�ng   me   or   anyone   else?    
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DISCERNMENT,   Entry   #4   of   5   

As   we   mature   in   recovery,   we   learn   to   exercise   sound   judgment   in   how   we   make   
decisions,   place   our   trust,   and   meet   our   responsibili�es   ( Guiding   Principles ,   
Tradi�on   Four,   opening   essay).   

Stepwork,   living   clean,   and   the   passage   of   �me   bring   the   gi�   of   maturity   to   NA   members.   Our   
commonsense   grows   as   we   take   on   various   roles   in   NA—as   home   group   members,   sponsors,   
and   trusted   servants.   We   grapple   with   the   meaning   and   applica�on   of   the   Tradi�ons   in   the   
context   of   real   life.   As   we   read   in   most   mee�ngs,   “it’s   only   through   understanding   and   
applica�on   that   they   work.”   When   we   put   in   the   �me   and   pay   close   a�en�on,   we   become   more   
skilled   at   discernment.   We   grasp   how   each   Tradi�on   works   individually,   and   prac�ce   
discernment   by   exploring   how   the   tension   between   them   creates   balance.     

For   example,   Tradi�on   Four’s   asser�on   that   “Each   group   should   be   autonomous”   makes   it   a   
favorite,   especially   when   we   want   to   validate   any   unconven�onal   means   of   fulfilling   our   primary   
purpose.   The   Tradi�on   doesn’t   stop   there—unless   we’re   trying   to   manipulate—and   what   
follows   provides   some   pre�y   clear   instruc�ons   about   the   limits   to   autonomy:   “…except   in   
ma�ers   affec�ng   other   groups   or   NA   as   a   whole.”   The   other   eleven   Tradi�ons   point   to   the   kinds   
of   things   that   threaten   to   do   just   that.   Being   mature   and   responsible   members   of   NA—or   at   
least   aspiring   to   be—we   lean   into   discernment   to   sort   out   whether   or   not   expressions   of   
autonomy   are   in   harmony   with   the   principles   of   the   other   Tradi�ons.     

To   make   sound   decisions,   we   invite   a   loving   Higher   Power   to   influence   our   group   conscience   as   
Tradi�on   Two   suggests.   NA   groups   and   communi�es   arrive   at   group   conscience   by   different   
paths,   but   they   share   some   common   markers:   we   come   together   in   unity,   we   honor   and   include   
mul�ple   perspec�ves,   and   we   create   space   for   honest   and   open   communica�on.   When   we   
listen   for   the   will   of   a   loving   God,   we   are   prac�cing   discernment.   It   pays   off   as   we   find   a   spiritual   
way   forward,   enlist   trustworthy   members   to   serve,   and   meet   our   responsibili�es   to   provide   
them   with   the   resources   and   support   they   need   to   carry   out   the   work.     

-   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   

I   will   review   my   personal   decision-making   process   and   be   more   discerning   about   
how   I   contribute   to   shaping   my   group’s   conscience.   Sound   judgment—my   own   
and   my   group’s—is   a   worthy   goal.       
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DISCERNMENT,   Entry   #5   of   5   

We   learn   to   tell   the   difference   between   a   principle   we   need   to   stand   for   and   an   
opinion   that   we   just   won’t   let   go   of   ( Living   Clean ,   Chapter   3,   “Awakening   to   Our   
Spirituality”).   

A   lot   of   us   have   spent   plenty   of   energy   denying   reality,   estranging   ourselves   from   our   true   
feelings,   avoiding   making   decisions,   and   taking   ac�ons   that   serve   our   egos.   Many   of   us   
overvalued   our   own   opinions—accepted   them   as   irrefutable   fact—and   devalued   others’   
perspec�ves   that   didn’t   match   ours.   Or   the   opposite   was   true:   Opinions?   Principles?   We   had   
none.   Yours   were   fine.   

So,   how   do   we   learn   in   recovery   to   discern   between   standing   for   principles   versus   doing   what   
we   think   is   right   or,   perhaps   fearing   change,   merely   defending   the   way   it’s   always   been.   The   
quota�on   above   begins   with   “We   learn,”   a   reflec�on   of   our   growth   through   prac�cing   
discernment.   The   learning   comes   from   lived   experience,   meaning   that   we’ve   caused   or  
undergone   pain,   examined   our   mistakes,   and   figured   something   out—usually   a�er   many   �mes   
through   this   cycle.   

Some�mes   we’re   led   by   a   gut   feeling.   We   talk   it   over   with   our   sponsor   or   others.   We   pray,   
meditate,   and   write   about   it.   We   read   sec�ons   of   NA   literature   seeking   guidance.   We   do   our   
best   to   evaluate   how   well   a   decision   will   posi�vely   affect   our   lives   and   those   we   love.   
Some�mes   we   just   know   what   we   know,   without   a   doubt,   because   of   a   similar   past   experience.   
But   all   that   searching   and   discerning   is   not   a   guarantee.   We   can   do   everything   possible   to   make   
sure   that   we   are   standing   on   principles   instead   of   opinions   or   ceremony—and   s�ll   screw   it   up.   

Discernment   is   exercising   good   judgment   based   on   past   experience   and   on   guidance   from   each   
other—but   we   mostly   find   out   how   we   did   when   looking   back.   All   we   can   do   is   take   ac�on   with   
good   inten�on   and   let   the   cards   fall   where   they   may.   The   result   isn’t   ours   to   determine.   Some   
stuff   we   just   have   to   leave   to   our   Higher   Power.   

-   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   

With   prac�ce,   I’ll   get   be�er   at   discernment.   I   will   do   my   best   to   make   the   most   
principled   decision   and   later,   with   humility,   find   the   lesson   in   however   it   turns   out.   
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Empathy,   Entry   #1   of   6   

As   I   sit   here   in   my   cell,   I   know   there   are   people   out   there   following   in   my   
footsteps,   and   it   brings   tears   to   my   eyes,   because   I   know   the   pain   they   are   feeling   
( Behind   the   Walls ,   Is   NA   for   you?).   

Before   we   find   NA   and   a   path   toward   empathy   and   healing,   a   lot   of   us   find   jails   first.   Some   of   us   
follow   predecessors   into   a   life   that   we   see   no   way   out   of.   Others   of   us   just   see   opportuni�es   to   
take   advantage,   to   make   money,   and   to   get   one   more   that   leads   us   down   a   similar   path—and   
we   take   them   because   we’re   addicts.   We   push   away   those   who   care   about   us.   We   end   up   
desperately   trying   to   gain   control   because   we   have   completely   lost   it.   We   live   in   constant   fear   
and   shame   and   do   whatever   we   can   to   suppress   those   feelings.   We   refuse   help.   We   end   up   
locked   up.   For   many   of   us,   this   cycle   repeats,   over   and   over.   

Along   the   way,   we   get   exposed   to   NA   and   life   behind   bars   gives   us   �me   to   consider   our   choices:   
we   can   con�nue   down   the   path   of   self-destruc�on   and   harming   others,   or   we   can   follow   one   
toward   healing   that   is   available   to   any   addict   through   the   Twelve   Steps.   We   opt   for   the   la�er   
and   begin   to   follow   different   predecessors.   We   are   shown   empathy   by   our   fellow   recovering   
addicts—through   H&I,   at   NA   mee�ngs   run   by   other   inmates,   or   when   just   a   couple   of   us   get   
together   and   make   a   mee�ng.   We   work   a   program   in   whatever   way   we   can.   Our   hearts   open,   
par�cularly   to   those   we’re   locked   up   with   who   we   see   struggling   with   their   disease.   We   think   of   
those   from   our   past   who   are   s�ll   running.   We   pray   that   they   find   the   hope   and   freedom   that   
we’ve   found.   

Word   travels   fast   inside,   so   it’s   no   secret   that   we’re   in   recovery   and   available   to   help.   We   do   our   
best   to   draw   people   to   us,   instead   of   pushing   them   away.   We   try   to   be   a   good   role   model,   and   
when   the   opportunity   strikes,   we   reach   out   to   the   s�ll-suffering   addict.   We   seek   healthy   
companionship   and   solidarity   with   one   another.   We   empathize   with   the   pain   of   each   other’s   
pasts   and   with   the   struggles   recovery   entails.   

-   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   

I   will   take   whatever   ac�ons   I   can   to   help   others   find   and   stay   on   the   path   that   I   have   
found.   Two   addicts   make   a   mee�ng,   and   I   will   be   one   of   them.   I   will   let   another   addict   
know,   “You   never   have   to   use   again.”     
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That   wordless   language   of   recogni�on,   belief   and   faith,   which   we   call   empathy,   
created   the   atmosphere   in   which   we   could   feel   �me,   touch   reality   and   recognize   
spiritual   values   long   lost   to   many   of   us   (Basic   Text,   Chapter   8:   We   Do   Recover).   

For   some   of   us,   our   first   percep�ble   encounter   with   a   Power   greater   than   ourselves   comes   in   
the   form   of   other   recovering   addicts.   We   find   it   in   that   vibe   we   feel   in   the   rooms   of   NA.   Many   of   
us   pick   up   on   it   even   before   we’ve   taken   that   leap   and   given   abs�nence   a   try.   We   sense   this   
energy   unlike   anything   we’ve   experienced   elsewhere.   One   addict   described   it   this   way:   “I   felt   
oddly   connected   to   these   complete   strangers   and   they   seemed   to   know   me,   to   understand,   and   
to   genuinely   want   to   help.”   

Pu�ng   this   intriguing   something   into   words   is   difficult   at   best   and   runs   the   risk   of   becoming   
quickly   outdated   since   the   words   to   describe   it   change   with   the   �mes.   To   our   ear,   our   
predecessors’   a�empt   to   explain   it   may   sound   pre�y   trippy   today.   It’s   hard   to   capture   the   
essence   of   this   almost   indescribable   thing   in   words.   Had   our   French-speaking   members   wri�en   
“We   Do   Recover,”   they   may   have   used   the   phrase   “je   ne   sais   quoi,”   which   translates   literally   to   
“I   don’t   know   what”   but   signifies   something   more   in   its   naming   of   the   unnamable.   As   the   Basic   
Text   notes,   “The   problem   with   literature   is   language.”     

To   be   sure,   the   atmosphere   of   recovery   we   find   in   NA   is   intangible.   Maybe   it’s   too   cosmic   or   
mys�cal   to   pin   down   in   a   descrip�on   that   will   stand   the   test   of   �me   and   transla�ons.   Even   so,   
groups   and   service   bodies   some�mes   find   it   useful   to   talk   about   how   we   support   or   create   an   
atmosphere   of   recovery.   Most   will   iden�fy   empathy   as   a   key   ingredient.     

Perhaps   empathy   stands   out   as   central   to   our   atmosphere   because   it’s   a   quality   that’s   been   
missing   in   our   lives   when   we   get   to   the   rooms.   Nevertheless,   we   recognize   and   respond   to   the   
empathy   like   it’s   a   long-lost   friend.   The   world   has   li�le   empathy   for   using   addicts.   NA   is   different   
and   thank   goodness   it   is.     

-   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   

I   will   listen   with   my   heart   today   and   empathize   with   the   struggles   and   victories   of   
fellow   members.     
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Empathy   means   we   get   each   other;   we   see   the   hidden   darkness   and   love   and   hurt,   and   
we   understand   ( Living   Clean ,   Chapter   5,   “Fellowship”).   

As   newcomers,   we   o�en   were   suspicious   when   NA   members   told   us   “I   get   you”   a�er   we   shared.   
When   someone   said,   “I’ve   been   there,”   we   thought,    no   way   anyone   has   been   through   what   I’ve   
been   through .   Even   scarier   is   when   someone   says,   “I   see   you.”    If   someone   can   see   me,   then   they   
know   how   horrible   I   am .   

A   lot   of   us   reject   empathy   at   first,   because   we   misinterpret   it   as   sympathy,   like   someone   feeling   
sorry   for   us.   What   we   begin   to   understand,   as   we   keep   coming   back,   is   that   our   fellow   NA   
members   are   feeling   our   pain   with   us.   We   get   each   other.   Our   situa�ons   and   experiences   may   
be   different,   even   unique,   but   our   suffering   is   not.   All   of   us   came   to   our   first   NA   mee�ng   having   
fought   to   keep   our   addic�on   going   and   having   lost   that   fight.   

Over   �me,   the   value   of   empathy   is   revealed.   A�er   we   surrender   to   the   fact   that   we   belong   in   
NA,   it   is   others’   empathy   that   makes   us   feel   safe   enough   to   accept   help.   We   learn   we   don’t   have   
to   hide—we   can   remove   the   mask   we’ve   been   wearing,   whether   it’s   one   projec�ng   
in�mida�on,   righteousness,   innocence,   or   invisibility.   We   can   allow   ourselves   to   be   seen   below   
the   surface   and   accept   that   others   do   understand   us.   And   in   turn,   we   start   to   iden�fy   and   
empathize   with   other   addicts   in   the   room.   

Being   understood   can   be   scary   in   a   different   way,   too,   because   we   witness   people   who’ve   been   
through   similar   situa�ons   as   us   who   have   taken   posi�ve   ac�on.   They   are   clean   and   are   taking   
responsibility   for   their   lives,   their   rela�onships,   and   their   choices.   Allowing   their   empathy   to   
affect   us   helps   us   to   let   go   of   the   depth   of   our   hurt   and   see   a   path   forward.   Eventually,   we   feel   
grateful   that   we   get   to   do   that.   Accep�ng   others’   empathy   brings   relief.   

Although   we   get   each   other’s   darkness   and   hurt,   we   also   feel   each   other’s   love   and   joy.   We   
certainly   do   get   each   other,   and   it’s   based   not   only   on   our   wreckage   but   how   we   deal   with   it.   
Let’s   acknowledge   that,   too.   

-   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   

I   acknowledge   that   feeling   seen   and   understood   has   helped   me   to   heal.   That’s   why   
today   I’m   going   to   be   open   to   other   addicts   iden�fying   with   me   and   rela�ng   to   them.   I   
know   I’m   not   alone.     
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Empathy   is   the   ability   to   connect   with   others   at   the   level   of   the   heart   and   the   
spirit   ( Living   Clean ,   Chapter   5,   “Friendship”).   

Many   of   us   have   had   the   experience   of   hearing   someone   else   tell   our   story.   We   love   it   when   we   
recognize   ourselves   in   the   details   of   how   another   member   went   about   the   “ge�ng   and   using   
and   finding   ways   and   means   to   get   more.”   Rela�ng   to   the   specifics   is   far   from   typical,   however,   
so   how   is   it   that   we   iden�fy   with   others’   experience   when,   really,   it’s   not   our   own?   

Iden�fica�on   doesn’t   require   that   we   come   from   the   same   place.   A�er   all,   hi�ng   “rock   bo�om”   
o�en   has   li�le   to   do   with   our   circumstances.   Our   willingness   to   give   recovery   a   try   can   emerge   in   
wildly   different   contexts.   One   member   shared:   “By   outward   appearances,   I   had   it   all.   And   yet,   I   
felt   isolated   and   alone,   filled   with   fear,   resentment,   and   regret.”   While   another   recalled:   “The   
source   of   my   despera�on   wasn’t   living   on   the   streets.   It   came   from   that   hollow   ache   of   
hopelessness,   shame,   and   sadness   deep   inside   me.”   Many   of   us   will   relate   to   both   stories—and   
so   many   more—because   they   express   the   emo�onal   state   that   precedes   the   gi�   of   despera�on.     

We   share   a   few   telling   par�culars   in   our   stories   because   it   keeps   us   in   touch   with   where   we   came   
from   and   what   awaits   us   should   we   return   to   using.   We   revisit   that   despera�on   and   touch   base   
with   our   First   Step.   And   that’s   where   we   connect,   too.   Empathy   has   the   power   to   bind   us   
together   regardless   of   our   stories.   One   member   shared:   “The   disease   will   tell   me,   ‘you’re   not   like   
these   people’   but   my   spirit   can’t   help   but   connect   when   I   focus   on   the   feelings.”     

As   we   stay   clean   and   experience   the   Twelve   Steps,   our   ability   to   connect   with   heart   and   spirit   
expands.   Beyond   the   using   stories   that   qualify   us   as   drug   addicts,   we   share   a   common   path,   a   
spiritual   program   in   which   we   learn   to   prac�ce   living   principle-centered   lives.   Recovery   gives   us   
access   to   the   range   of   emo�ons   we’ll   need   to   respond   to   life’s   ups   and   downs.   When   NA   groups   
make   it   safe   for   in�mate   sharing,   we   can   summon   the   courage   to   share   our   feelings—good,   bad,   
and   ugly—and   make   room   for   empathy   to   emerge.     

-   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   

I   will   listen   with   my   heart   and   my   spirit   today   as   I   seek   empathy   and   connec�on   with   
others.   I   will   disclose   more   about   my   emo�onal   life   so   that   others   might   connect   with   
me.       
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We   find   people   who   have   been   through   what   we’re   going   through,   and   got   through   it   
clean.   We   need   other   people   to   walk   us   through   hard   �mes,   and   we   need   to   reach   out   
and   help   others   as   we   heal   ( Living   Clean ,   Chapter   1,   “Growing   Pains”).   

For   many   of   us,   when   we   were   new   to   NA,   ge�ng   clean—and   staying   clean—was   the   hardest   
thing   we’d   ever   been   through.   Our   life   seemed   impossibly   dark,   and   it   took   every   bit   of   effort   
not   to   go   back   to   our   old   lives.   But   we   didn’t   pick   up,   no   ma�er   what.   We   survived   that   �me,   in   
large   part,   because   of   our   connec�on   to   other   addicts.   A   member   shared,   “In   my   first   mee�ng   
someone   told   me,   ‘I   understand   you,   and   you   don’t   have   to   go   through   this   alone.’   For   years,   
people   had   said   so   many   things   to   me,   trying   to   help,   but   un�l   NA,   no   one   said   they’d   had   the   
same   experience—and   that   they’d   survived   it.”   

However,   staying   clean   doesn’t   mean   the   difficult   �mes   are   over.   Inevitably,   “no   ma�er   what”   
situa�ons   await   all   of   us.   Some�mes   these   challenges   can   add   to   our   lives   in   significant   ways:   
we   get   off   the   street   and   live   on   our   own   for   the   first   �me,   or   we   buy   property   or   start   a   family   
or   a   business.   For   many   of   us,   we   experience   catastrophic   events   that   easily   eclipse   the   suffering   
of   early   recovery.   We   have   to   care   for   an   aging   parent,   or   we   lose   a   child   to   the   disease   of   
addic�on.   There’s   economic   hardship,   divorce   or   widowhood,   infer�lity,   cancer   or   chronic   pain,   
the   list   is   endless…   

…And   so   is   the   depth   of   the   empathy   and   experience   of   our   NA   Fellowship.   None   of   us   has   to   go   
through   any   hardship   alone.   We   get   through   these   �mes   clean,   just   as   we   did   when   we   were   
new:   with   willingness   to   accept   help   from   those   who   understand   us   and   who   have   endured   
similar   situa�ons.   

The   member   con�nued:   “Without   each   other,   we   are   stumbling   around   in   the   dark.   I   let   people   
in,   not   only   because   I   needed   help,   but   because   allowing   others   who   love   us   to   support   us   in   
our   �me   of   need   also   shows   compassion   and   generosity.”   Speaking   about   the   loss   of   his   spouse   
to   suicide,   he   added,   “Ul�mately,   my   own   struggle   became   more   bearable,   because   I   helped   
someone   going   through   the   same   thing.   That   mutual   aid   is   empathy   in   ac�on.”   

-   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   

I   am   commi�ed   to   being   there   for   others   who   have   been   down   similar   roads.   We   can   
walk   together   and   welcome   others   along   the   way.     
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One   of   the   benefits   of   reaching   out   is   finding   that   our   most   painful   experiences   
can   help   someone   else   ( Living   Clean ,   Chapter   1,   “Growing   Pains”).   

Being   clean   doesn’t   give   us   immunity   from   life’s   struggles.   Fortunately   for   us,   we   don’t   have   to   
navigate   life   on   our   own.   When   we   ask   for   support   and   allow   people   to   be   there   for   us,   we   
access   perhaps   the   Fellowship’s   greatest   resource:   each   other.   If   clean�me   and   other   successes   
have   caused   us   to   lose   touch   with   this   asset,   life’s   difficul�es   can   provide   a   gentle   nudge   in   its   
direc�on.   When   we   summon   the   courage   to   reach   out   for   support,   our   NA   communi�es   
respond   with   empathy.   It   helps   to   have   someone   to   lean   on,   to   sit   with   us   as   we   sit   with   our   
feelings,   to   cheer   us   on   as   we   put   one   foot   in   front   of   the   other,   and   to   empathize   as   we   heal,   
regroup,   and   start   again.   

Our   fellow   members   understand   our   urge   to   run   away   or   to   find   some   temporary   relief   in   food,   
sex,   or   spending.   We   can   iden�fy   with   that   impulse   to   shut   down,   or   be   massively   controlling,   or   
lean   into   other   character   defects   to   manage   our   troubles   and   feelings.   We   empathize   because   
we’ve   been   there   emo�onally,   or   at   least   in   the   neighborhood.   We   can   connect   deeply   and   share   
the   burden   of   each   other’s   sorrows   and   emo�onal   pain.   Even   if   we   don’t   have   direct   experience   
with   a   specific   way   in   which   life   has   shown   up   for   a   fellow   member,   we’re   all   capable   of   listening,   
bringing   a   hot   dish,   or   taking   the   kids   out   for   ice   cream.   Some�mes,   it   even   helps   to   be   reminded   
that   there   will   be   sunshine   a�er   the   rain.   

When   we   share   with   an   addict   in   pain,   we’re   able   to   get   outside   ourselves.   The   empathy   we   
experience   creates   iden�fica�on,   gra�tude,   and   perspec�ve.   The   therapeu�c   value   of   one   
addict   helping   another   is   beneficial   to   both   the   helper   and   the   helped—we   know   this   because   
we’ve   been   both.   One   member’s   comment   to   another   captures   this   dynamic:   “Someone   told   
me   that   my   struggle   would   give   me   the   strength   I’d   be   needing   down   the   line.   That   strength   was   
for   you   and   when   my   experience   helped   you,   I   got   to   heal   on   a   whole   new   level.   Your   call   for   
help   was   a   real   mitzvah.”   

-   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   

The   well   of   empathy   runs   deep   in   NA,   and   I   will   keep   returning   to   it.   I   will   share   my   
burdens   with   another   addict   today,   knowing   it   will   provide   a   source   of   healing   for   
both   of   us.   
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I   know   that   faith   in   my   Higher   Power   will   not   calm   the   storms   of   life,   but   it   will   
calm   my   heart.   I   will   let   my   faith   shelter   me   in   �mes   of   trouble   ( Just   for   Today ,   
January   11).   

Most   of   us   have   heard   it   said   that   “none   of   us   gets   here   by   accident.”   It   wasn’t   excep�onal   skills   
for   handling   life   on   life’s   terms   that   got   us   here—it   was   unmanageability.   Working   Step   One   
helps   us   to   see   how   addic�on   creates   chaos   in   our   lives,   and   also   to   see   how   we   can   begin   to   
gain   some   freedom.   

Some   of   us,   while   floa�ng   on   that   early   recovery   pink   cloud   of   hope,   might   prematurely   
celebrate   the   end   of   all   the   drama   in   our   lives.   We   might   rush   off   and   make   amends   to   our   
families—or   our   exes,   or   virtual   strangers—eager   to   let   them   know   that   our   problems   are   all   in   
the   past   now.   

Then,   life   gets   tough   and   reality   sets   in   again.   We   are   let   down   by   people   and   ins�tu�ons   we   
think   we   should   be   able   to   respect.   Rent   is   too   high.   We   get   sacked   from   our   job   for   no   reason.   
A   public   health   crisis   occurs.   On   top   of   that,   they   cancelled   our   favorite   television   series.   The   
injus�ce   of   it   all!   And   our   Step   work   doesn’t   stop   any   of   it   from   happening.   

Our   disease   creates   unmanageability   in   our   lives,   sure—and   arres�ng   the   disease   by   working   
Steps   can   help   us   put   an   end   to   our   needless   self-inflicted   suffering.   However,   not   all   of   the   
messes   in   our   life   are   self-created.   No   amount   of   Step   work   or   medita�on   will   prevent   us   from   
ever   experiencing   loss,   sadness,   rage,   frustra�on,   and   other   unpleasant   feelings;   no   amount   of   
prayer   will   guarantee   freedom   from   unpleasant   encounters   with   coworkers,   family   members,   or   
random   people   in   traffic.  

We   may   not   know   how   to   react   to   every   new   type   of   weather   pa�ern   that   comes   our   way.   S�ll,   
the   freedom   from   our   self-made   storms   that   we   gained   by   working   Steps   is   a   source   of   faith:   We   
can   endure   all   sorts   of   chaos   and   nonsense   by   ge�ng   right   with   ourselves   and   our   Higher   
Power.   Things   might   not   go   our   way,   but   we   can   s�ll   go   with   the   flow.   

-   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   

The   current   crisis—whatever   it   is—will   pass.   If   the   problem   is   one   of   my   own   
making,   the   Steps   will   help   me   get   through   it.   If   the   problem   is   not   one   of   my   own   
making,   the   Steps   will   help   me   get   through   it.   
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When   we   find   ourselves   obsessed   with   a   complica�on   in   our   lives,   we   will   do   
well   to   sharply   remind   ourselves   of   all   that   is   going   right   ( Just   for   Today ,   January   
19).   

Once   we   have   been   in   recovery   for   a   while,   we   discover   that   unmanageability   can   be   caused   by   
things   other   than   drugs,   and   that   complica�ons   can   be   the   result   of   factors   other   than   our   
disease.   We   spent   so   much   �me   in   ac�ve   addic�on   being   unable   to   manage   our   own   lives   
effec�vely.   The   Steps   help   us   develop   the   ability   to   make   and   keep   plans,   to   set   and   achieve   
goals   for   ourselves.   We   were   stuck   in   ruts   for   so   long,   and   finally   we   are   going   somewhere!   

And   then   complica�ons   arise.   Someone   cancels   on   us   at   the   last   minute.   The   bus   is   late.   Money   
we   were   coun�ng   on   doesn’t   come   through   on   �me.   Complica�ons   are   a   fact   of   life,   and   they   
some�mes   make   our   lives   more   difficult   to   manage.   As   people   who   caused   a   lot   of   
unmanageability   for   ourselves   in   ac�ve   addic�on,   we   some�mes   have   shockingly   low   tolerance   
for   complica�ons   not   of   our   own   making.   

The   real   danger   for   us   comes   in   the   obsession.   Rather   than   simply   addressing   an   issue   head   on,   
we   begin   thinking   about   it.   And   keep   thinking   about   it—about   precisely   how   much   the   
complica�on   is   interfering   with    our    plans.   Self-centered   obsession   is   familiar   territory   for   us;   
what   be�er   place   for   us   to   go   when   things   aren’t   going   our   way?   

A   member   shared,   “I   can   have   99   things   going   right   for   me,   but   all   I   can   think   about   is   the   one   
thing   that   isn’t.”   When   our   sponsor   suggests   a   gra�tude   list,   it’s   not   about   pretending   that   the   
difficulty   we   are   experiencing   doesn’t   exist—it’s   about   ge�ng   a   be�er   perspec�ve.   Taking   a   
more   objec�ve   look   at   our   lives   helps   us   reconnect   with   faith.   Yes,   something   is   going   wrong.   
But   in   many   other   areas,   our   lives   are   going   be�er   than   we   ever   could   have   managed   on   our   
own.   We   will   be   okay.   

-   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   

When   something   goes   wrong,   I   don’t   have   to   pretend   that   I’m   happy   about   it.   I   
do,   however,   need   to   make   sure   I’m   not   giving   it   more   a�en�on   than   it   deserves,   
especially   when   compared   to   all   that’s   going   right.     
dra
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FAITH,   Entry   #3   of   7   

Many   of   us   use   spiritual   principles   as   a   power   greater   than   ourselves   ( It   Works ,   
Step   Two).   

We   all   have   differing   experiences   with   religion   and   belief   when   we   arrive   in   NA.   Some   of   us   
were   raised   in   very   religious   families,   a�ending   mosque,   temple,   or   church   regularly,   while   
others   grew   up   in   secular   homes   without   much   exposure   to   religious   ma�ers.   One   member   
shared,   “My   parents   were   both   scien�sts   and   atheists.   In   my   family,   exploring   spirituality   made   
me   more   of   a   rebel   than   using   drugs   did.”   We   may   show   up   at   our   first   mee�ng   with   an   a�tude   
of   intolerance   toward   spiritual   principles,   thinking   that   things   like   “faith”   are   total   rubbish.   
Maybe   we   rejected   the   idea   of   spiritual   principles   because   we   felt   that   the   religion   we   grew   up   
with   didn’t   protect   us   from   addic�on.   Or   we   came   to   NA   with   an   open   mind,   eager   to   try   
something   new—or   desperate   to   find   something   that   would   work   for   us.   

Regardless   of   our   past   experience   with   spiritual   ma�ers,   we   all   have   work   to   do   when   we   get   
here.   We   all   need   to   learn   to   live   in   a   principled   manner.   On   the   surface,   it   might   seem   like   faith   
in   a   Higher   Power   should   come   easier   to   those   of   us   who   grew   up   with   strong   convic�ons   about   
what   that   Higher   Power   is.   In   reality,   the   ability   to    act    in   faith   can   have   very   li�le   to   do   with   our   
beliefs—secular   or   religious.   Part   of   ac�ng   in   faith   is   giving   up   the   illusion   of   control.   Whether   
we   want   to   acknowledge   it   or   not,   every   principle   discussed   in   this   medita�on   book   is   a   force   
beyond   our   control.   We   can   allow   the   power   of   principled   ac�on   to   guide   us,   or   we   can   struggle   
to   use   our   own   power   to   control   our   lives.   

Step   Two   does   not   say,   “We   came   to   believe    in    a   Power   greater   than   ourselves,”   it   says,   “We   
came   to   believe    that    a   Power   greater   than   ourselves    could    restore   us   to   sanity . ”   It   doesn’t   
ma�er   much   whether   we   understand   how   or   why;   we   consistently   get   be�er   results   from   
principled   ac�on   than   we   do   from   self-will.   As   we   experience   the   results   of   living   by   spiritual   
principles,   we   come   to   believe   that   sanity—peace   of   mind   and   connec�on   to   ourselves   and   
others—is   possible   for   us.   

-   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   

There   are   countless   forces   in   life   that   I   may   never   fully   grasp.   I   will   place   my   faith   
in   spiritual   principles   because   I   know   they   work,   even   if   I   don’t   always   know   how   
or   why.     
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FAITH,   Entry   #4   of   7   

Faith   is   what   keeps   us   doing   the   footwork   even   when   we   can’t   see   the   reason   
( Living   Clean ,   Chapter   1,   “Growing   Pains”).   

Many   of   us   were   fine   with   living   a   philosophy   of    act   now,   ask   ques�ons   later    in   our   addic�on.   
We   did   what   we   had   to   do—the   footwork   of   using,   perhaps—and   had   a   certain   degree   of   faith   
within   the   chaos   of   that   lifestyle.   But   we   don’t   necessarily   bring   those   bold   tac�cs   into   early   
recovery.   Why   then   is   it   so   difficult   for   many   of   us   to   have   faith   and   get   on   board   with   NA   from   
day   one?   Maybe   it’s   that   we   don’t   know   what   we   want.   We   thought   we’d   found   what   we   
wanted   in   drugs,   but   total   abs�nence   seems   unlikely   and   long-term   recovery   unfathomable.   Yes,   
we   want   a   be�er   life,   but   who   doesn’t?   

It’s   suggested   we   go   to   mee�ngs.   Help   set   up   the   room.   Read   the   book.   Call   a   member   when   
we’re   feeling   squirrelly.   Ask   someone   to   be   our   sponsor   so   that   they   can   take   us   through   these   
unfathomable   Twelve   Steps.   We   also   think,    this   works   for   you,   but   what   if   it   doesn’t   for   me?   And   
why   do   you   seem   so   sure   it   will?   

A   lot   of   us   would   say   that   the   reasons   are   evident.   Here   are   a   bunch   of   addicts   who   didn’t   use   
today,   who   set   up   and   ran   a   mee�ng   that   started   and   ended   on   �me.   They   shared   their   
experience,   strength,   and   hope.   They   griped   about   their   day   but   stayed   clean   anyway.   They   
were   joyful   with   each   other,   celebra�ng   recovery   milestones   with   gra�tude.   When   speaking,   
most   expressed   their   faith   in   the   program   and   in   each   other.   

At   some   point,   we   made   a   decision   to   do   the   footwork,   without   a   clear   picture   of   our   
des�na�on.   Why?   Some   of   us   are   so   desperate   we’ll   do   anything   to   stop   the   pain.   For   others,   
it’s   a   lightning-bolt   spiritual   awakening,   a   moment   of   clarity.   Others   of   us   take   �ny   steps,   or   have   
many   moments   of   clarity.   Others   find   a   single   person   to   trust   and   that   drives   our   decision.   S�ll   
others   cling   to   our   rebelliousness   and   then   find   ourselves   celebra�ng   a   year   clean,   then   five   
years,   then   a   quarter-century.   No   ma�er   what   kicks   it   off,   this   decision   is,   for   many   of   us,   our   
first   experience   of   faith.   We   hear   that   more   will   be   revealed,   and   more   is.   

-   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   

I   see   abundant   evidence   around   me   that   NA   works.   I   just   need   a   bit   of   faith   every   
day   to   keep   me   willing   to   follow   my   path   of   recovery.     
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FAITH,   Entry   #5   of   7   

Ge�ng   through   hard   �mes   strengthens   our   faith   ( Living   Clean ,   Chapter   1,   
“Growing   Pains”).   

Ge�ng   those   first   30   days   is   a   milestone   for   many   reasons,   not   least   of   which   is   that   it   gives   us   
some   resolve   to   get   31,   then   32,   and   so   on.   We   didn’t   think   we   could,   but   here   we   are.   And   the   
unpredictable   journey   con�nues...   As   difficult   as   that   period   of   �me   may   be,   we   are   going   to   
need   the   faith   that   got   us   through   it—a   day   at   a   �me,   some�mes   an   hour,   or   a   minute—as   life   
con�nues   to   reveal   itself.   

We   may   not   view   prac�cing   faith   as   essen�al   to   our   early   recovery   as   it’s   happening.   In   
retrospect,   we   understand   that   it   took   faith   to   surrender,   ask   for   help,   and   allow   ourselves   to   be   
supported.   Something   else   is   revealed   as   well:   We   are   stronger   for   it.   That   awareness   becomes   
very   useful   when   we   experience   life’s   inevitable   misfortunes.   We’ve   all   doubted,   at   some   point,   
that   we   can   make   it   through   certain   challenges   clean—death   of   a   loved   one,   prison,   divorce,   
severe   illness,   financial   ruin,   natural   disasters—the   list   goes   on.   The   longer   we   stay   alive   and   
clean,   the   more   likely   it   is   that   we   will   be   exposed   to   life’s   hardships.   

We   watch   others   stay   clean   through   the   worst.   We   hear   them   share   about   the   strength   they’ve   
gained   by   relying   on   faith   to   pull   through.   Witnessing   their   resolve   strengthens   our   own—and   
our   faith   in   NA.   If   someone   else   can   do   it,   we   can   too.   And   we,   who   at   one   �me   were   
emo�onally   unavailable   or   unreliable   in   rela�onships,   are   now   able   to   help   people   we   love   
through   their   suffering.   

It’s   true   that   many   of   us   have   discovered   that   experiencing   adversity   can   be   one   pathway   
toward   gra�tude,   peace,   and   serenity.   We   grow   through   the   pain.   But   let’s   also   be   realis�c   
about   how   this   may   manifest.   Many   of   us   will   smile   and   have   some   relief   to   share.   Others   will   
undergo   unbelievably   crushing   experiences   that   we   will   have   to   manage   daily—at   �mes,   by   the   
hour   or   minute—for   the   rest   of   our   lives.   Most   days   we   will   be   able   to   get   out   of   bed,   go   to   
work,   care   for   our   families,   and   help   others.   Some   days,   just   con�nuing   to   stay   on   this   earth   will   
be   the   best   we   can   offer.   Recovery   in   NA   doesn’t   eliminate   pain   and   suffering   from   our   lives,   but   
our   faith   gives   us   a   way   to   endure   it.     

-   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   

No   ma�er   what   I’m   going   through,   I   have   enough   resolve   to   stay   clean   one   more   
day.   Today   I   have   faith   in   NA   and   in   myself.     
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FAITH,   Entry   #6   of   7   

We   plan   for   the   future   just   for   today   and   let   go   of   the   outcome,   even   when   we   
really   want   it   ( Living   Clean ,   Chapter   1,   “Why   We   Stay”).   

Early   in   recovery,   many   of   us   are   told,   “Hey,   don’t   future-trip!”   when   we   express   certainty   that   
disaster   lies   ahead,   no   ma�er   what   we   might   do   to   prevent   it,   including   staying   clean   and   
working   a   program.   In   NA,   we   frequently   and   ac�vely   encourage   each   other   to   be   in   the   present   
moment,   to   focus   on   today   and   what   is   directly   in   front   of   us,   instead   of   fearing   what   may   come   
to   pass.   

But   let’s   not   be   confused   about   what   this   means.   We   can   and    should    plan   for   the   future.   We   can   
allow   ourselves   to   want   a   be�er   life,   full   of   good   stuff—even   really,    really    want   it.   We   can't   let   
fear   of   the   unknown   prevent   our   progress.   Enac�ng   the   future   we   desire   depends   upon   our   
willingness   to   plot   steps   in   the   direc�on   of   our   vision   and   our   desires…and   having   faith   that   we   
are   going   to   be   okay,   no   ma�er   the   outcome.   

What   we   need   to   be   cau�ous   about,   however,   are   expecta�ons.   Because   we’ve   let   ourselves   
really   want   something,   dare   to   hope   for   it,   even   (gasp!)   fantasize   about   ge�ng   it,   a   loss   can   
really   shake   us.   But   we   can’t   let   disappointment,   or   feelings   of   en�tlement,   rob   us   of   the   faith   in   
ourselves   that   can   feel   so   fragile   at   such   �mes.   We   also   can’t   succumb   to   the   tempta�on   to   let   a   
single   failure,   despite   all   of   our   good   inten�ons   and   hard   work,   define   us   and   stop   us   from   
trying   again.   One   of   faith’s   toughest   and   most   rewarding   lessons   is   when   we   do   everything   in   
our   power   to   succeed,   turn   over   the   rest,   lose   out,   learn   from   it,   and   be   okay   to   let   it   go.   That’s   
a   moment   of   freedom   to   savor,   because   it   strengthens   our   faith   to   try   again.   

And   there   may   even   be   �mes   when   the   outcome   we’ve   experienced   ini�ally   as   u�er   failure   
turns   out   to   be   the   best   possible   result   that   could   have   happened.   Faith,   perspec�ve,   and   �me   
o�en   work   together   in   ways   that   create   insights   we   could   never   have   imagined.   

-   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   

I   won’t   let   fear   and   uncertainty   stop   me   from   wan�ng   more   out   of   life.   Faith   will   
help   me   get   my   plan   in   ac�on,   find   some   acceptance,   and   help   me   stay   out   
of—and   deal   with—the   results,   whatever   they   may   be.     
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FAITH,   Entry   #7   of   7   

In   the   Third   Step,   faith   gives   us   the   capacity   to   actually   make   a   decision   and   carry   
that   decision   into   ac�on   ( NA   Step   Working   Guides ,   Step   Three,   “Spiritual   
Principles”).   

When   we   look   back   at   early   recovery—regardless   of   how   recent   or   distant   that   may   be—we   can   
see   how   faith   inspired   some   of   our   decisions   and   helped   us   to   act   on   them.   Many   of   us   credit   
some   sort   of   blind   faith   for   ge�ng   us   through   the   doors   of   our   first   mee�ng.   We   decided   to   get   
some   help   and   found   our   way   to   Narco�cs   Anonymous.     

As   our   heads   cleared,   we   saw   that   our   every   effort   to   clean   up   on   our   own   had   failed.   
Consciously   or   not,   we   surrendered   and   made   that   crucial   admission   in   Step   One.   We   took   
another   leap   of   faith   by   entertaining   the   possibility   that   we   could   stay   clean   and   be   restored   to   
sanity.   Faith   that   the   recovery   that   we’d   seen   work   for   others   could   also   work   for   us   brought   us   
to   Step   Three.     

Deciding   to   turn   our   will   and   life   over   to   the   care   of   the   God   of   our   understanding   was   huge.   It   
might   have   seemed   too   big,   really.   Other   members   reassured   us,   “You’re   just   making   a   decision.   
You’ll   have   a   life�me   to   figure   out   what   that   looks   like,   plenty   of   �me   to   prac�ce.”   So,   okay,   we   
decide…now   what?     

Some   of   us   get   stuck   here   or   find   ourselves   cycling   through   the   first   three   Steps,   sure   that   we’ve   
dropped   a   s�tch.   We   get   lucky—as   we   do   so   o�en   in   NA—   when   we’re   si�ng   in   a   mee�ng,   only   
half   listening,   and   we   hear   just   what   we   need   to   propel   us   into   ac�on:   “The   footwork   of   Step   
Three   is   Step   Four.”   And   so   on.     

The   faith   we   prac�ce   as   NA   members   gives   us   the   courage   to   make   other   momentous   decisions:   
to   change   careers,   to   exercise   more,   to   marry,   to   end   a   marriage.   When   we’re   secure   in   our   
recovery,   faith   enables   us   to   ask   ourselves   some   really   tough   ques�ons,   like   “What   do   I   want?”   
and   “What’s   holding   me   back?”   Faith   steadies   us   as   we   make   decisions,   supports   us   as   we   clear   
the   way   forward,   and   keeps   us   humble   as   we   find   out   what   we’re   capable   of.   

-   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   

Faith   will   show   in   my   ac�ons   today,   as   I   make   the   �me   to   do   the   things   I   ought   to   
do   and   say   the   things   I   need   to   say.   
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Gra�tude,   Entry   #1   of   5   

One   of   the   ways   we   express   our   gra�tude   for   the   gi�s   of   recovery   is   to   help   
others   find   what   we’ve   found   ( Just   for   Today ,   January   30).   

During   our   first   days   of   being   clean,   who   of   us   is   contempla�ng   the   intangible   gi�s   of   recovery?   
Nobody,   that’s   who.   We   are   thinking   about   making   it   through   the   day   without   using.   We’re   
focused   on   ourselves   and   how   we   are   going   to   get   through   the   pain,   uncertainty,   and   shame.     

As   the   weeks   and   months   pass,   the   physical,   emo�onal,   and   spiritual   gi�s   of   recovery   become   
more   evident,   and   we   find   ourselves   feeling   grateful   for   the   journey   we   have   begun   and   for   the   
people   who   have   helped   us.   We’re   told   that   “a   grateful   addict   will   not   use.”   So   far,   that’s   turning   
out   to   be   true.   

We   also   hear   that   gra�tude   is   an   ac�on.   A   member   put   it   like   this:   “Gra�tude   isn’t   just   a   feeling   
we   bask   in   or   a   state   of   being   we   pay   lip   service   to.   Walking   around   feeling   grateful   we’re   clean  
and   for   the   gi�s   of   recovery   is   fantas�c,   but   gra�tude   is   less   meaningful   without   evidence   of   its   
expression.”   It’s   an   ac�on,   as   well   as   an   awareness   and   an   a�tude,   which   means   that   it’s   
something   that   we   do—and   prac�ce.   

There   is   perhaps   no   truer   or   more   prac�cal   expression   of   gra�tude   in   NA   than   helping   another   
addict   find   or   rediscover   their   path   in   recovery.   If   one   of   the   most   common   manifesta�ons   of   
the   disease   of   addic�on   is   self-centeredness,   naturally   one   of   the   ways   we   counteract   that   is   by   
being   there   for   new   members   or   any   member   in   need.   There   is   a   symbio�c   rela�onship   
between   gra�tude   and   service,   between   expressing   our   gra�tude   through   suppor�ng   others   
and   staying   clean   ourselves.   As   we   say   in   NA,   “we   can   only   keep   what   we   have   by   giving   it   
away.”   And   on   a   day   when   we’re   feeling   ungrateful,   which   happens   to   all   of   us,   we   can   do   
something   about   it.   We   can   remove   our   a�en�on   from   ourselves   and   focus   it   on   someone   else.   

Expressing   our   gra�tude   is   a   skill,   too.   We   develop   it   over   �me   and   rely   on   it   to   keep   our   disease   
in   check.   Truly,   this   is   one   of   the   greatest   gi�s   of   recovery.   

-   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   

Today   I   will   express   my   gra�tude   in   the   most   fundamental   NA   way:   I   will   seek   out   
opportuni�es   to   help   another   member.   I   want   to   keep   what   I   have,   so   I   can   
con�nue   to   give   it   away.     
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Gra�tude,   Entry   #2   of   5     

When   we   feel   the   deepest   gra�tude,   we   can   look   back   and   see   that   our   path   to   
that   moment   was   neither   short   nor   straight   ( Living   Clean ,   Chapter   1,   “Keys   to   
Freedom”).   

“I’m   so   grateful   for   the   life   I   have,   thanks   to   NA.”   The   speaker   was   then   quiet   for   a   moment,   
wiping   away   tears,   before   con�nuing:   “Grateful   for   my   sponsor   and   the   Steps…and   even   for   the   
bad   stuff   that’s   happened   along   the   way…”   

For   someone   who’s   new,   witnessing   gra�tude   from   a   member   for   “bad   stuff”   can   sound   
illogical,   overly   virtuous,   impossible,   even   undesirable.   Why   on   earth   should   we   be   grateful   for   
our   addic�on,   our   mistakes,   and   our   poor   decision-   making?   Do   we   really   have   to   feel   grateful   
for   pain   and   loss   to   recover   in   NA?   

Reframing   our   past   hardships   or   current   challenges   with   a   deep   awareness   of   gra�tude   is   not   an   
easy   path,   nor   is   it   a   quick   one.   For   one   thing,   we   rarely,   if   ever,   start   our   journey   in   recovery   
with   a   clear   and   broad   perspec�ve   on   our   lives.   This   doesn’t   happen   just   from   being   abs�nent   
and   going   to   a   few   mee�ngs—and   talking   about   being   grateful.   It   requires   effort,   a   lot   of   it.   We   
do   our   step   work   thoroughly.   We   develop   and   learn   to   rely   on   a   power   greater   than   ourselves.   
We   try   to   apply   spiritual   principles   in   all   our   rela�onships.   We   work   on   forgiving   others   and   
ourselves.   We   make   amends   for   our   mistakes   and   find   compassion   for   ourselves   when   we   mess   
up   again.   We   consistently   surrender   in   the   face   of   new   adversity   and   strive   to   find   the   lesson   in   
it.   

“My   flaws   and   mistakes   are   part   of   what   makes   me   who   I   am   today,”   the   speaker   con�nued.   
“They   are   what   inspire   me   to   work   to   be   a   be�er   person.   My   ability   to   get   through   some   of   the   
worst   �mes   in   my   life—bruised   and   ba�ered   but   s�ll   clean—is   a   huge   gi�.   I   am   grateful   for   this   
life.”   

Gra�tude   is   not   a   des�na�on   we   arrive   and   stay   at.   It’s   an   awareness   and   a   process.   Though   we   
recovering   addicts   don’t   feel   grateful   all   the   �me,   there   are   �mes   when   we   do   feel   it   deeply.   
When   we’re   feeling   ungrateful,   we’ve   learned   what   to   do:   help   another   person   on   their   journey   
in   recovery.   

-   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   

Today   I   will   do   some   work   to   learn   from   my   mistakes   and   from   hardships.   I   will   
strive   for   gra�tude   for   the   “bad   stuff”   as   well   as   the   good.     
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Gra�tude,   Entry   #3   of   5     

Gra�tude   in   ac�on   is   an   engine   for   change:   As   we   carry   the   message,   our   own   
lives   transform   ( Guiding   Principles ,   Tradi�on   Five,   opening   medita�on).   

We   tell   the   newcomer,   “Welcome   home,”   as   we   give   them   our   number,   an   IP,   and   a   mee�ng   
directory.   “Call   me   any�me.   Hang   in   there—it   gets   be�er.”   This   simple   act   of   gra�tude   carries   a   
powerful   message,   just   as   Tradi�on   Five   and   Step   Twelve   intend.   Simple   words   and   ac�ons   like   
these   take   place   in   mee�ngs   every   day.   Though   our   inten�on   may   be   to   help   the   new   or   
poten�al   member,   we   end   up   helping   ourselves,   too.   We’re   reminded   of   where   we   came   from,   
and   our   gra�tude   engine   gets   recharged.     

In   NA,   all   of   our   service   efforts   focus—directly   or   indirectly—on   our   primary   purpose.   Groups   
are   the   main   vehicle   for   carrying   the   message,   and   it   takes   trusted   servants   to   make   them   run   
smoothly.   Likewise,   events   carry   a   message   and   require   a   lot   of   work   behind   the   scenes.   We   
serve   to   ensure   that   the   addict   who   reaches   out   for   help   by   phone   or   online   finds   the  
informa�on   they   need   to   get   to   their   first   mee�ng.   All   of   this   and   more   happens   within   a   larger   
context   for   NA   service   that   goes   largely   unno�ced.   Our   fellows   are   hard   at   work   transla�ng   
literature,   telling   the   world   that   we’re   here   to   help,   and   demonstra�ng   that   NA   is   a   reliable   
program   of   recovery.   

We   tell   the   newcomer   that   change   is   possible   and   barely   no�ce   how    our   lives    transform   as   we   
carry   that   message.   It’s   a   happy   byproduct,   a   pleasant   surprise,   an   unintended   consequence.   
Call   it   what   you   will,   there   is   no   doubt   that   our   lives   change,   just   as   we   do.   Each   Step   has   an   
impact   on   who   we   are   and   how   we   see   ourselves.   We   connect   with   a   Higher   Power,   with   
ourselves,   and   with   other   people.     

By   the   �me   we   get   to   Step   Twelve,   we’re   not   the   same   people,   and   all   of   that   change   has   made   
us   increasingly   able   to   serve.   Our   new   found   approach   to   life   reflects   this   transforma�on.   We   
are   there   for   each   other   in   moments   of   crisis   and   celebra�on.   It’s   who   we   are   and   what   we   do.   
We   take   this   “how   can   I   help?”   mindset   into   the   community,   and   it   changes   the   way   we   interact   
with   the   world.   

-   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   

I   will   look   for   opportuni�es   to   give   of   myself   today   and   take   �me   to   appreciate   
my   transforma�on.     
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Gra�tude,   Entry   #4   of   5   

Every   act   of   service,   no   ma�er   how   small,   is   a   contribu�on   demonstra�ng   our   
commitment   and   our   gra�tude   ( Guiding   Principles ,   Tradi�on   Seven,   “Word   by   Word”).   

The   Seventh   Tradi�on   is   confusing   at   first   to   most   of   us.   The   basket   is   passed,   and   our   reac�on   
ranges   from   surprise   (because   we   thought   this   was   free),   to   guilt   (because   we   have   nothing   to   
put   in),   to   shame   (because   people   see   we   don’t),   to   resistance   (because   do   we    have    to?),   to   
indigna�on   (because    hell   no ).   

In   �me,   we   absorb   the   meaning   of   Tradi�on   Seven,   apprecia�ng   the   importance   of   group   
autonomy   and   self-support.   We   give   what   we   can,   when   we   can,   and   some�mes   more   than   we   
thought   we   ever   could   or   would—not   just   with   our   money,   but   with   our   skills,   our   passion,   our   
empathy,   and   our   �me.   And   we   also   come   to   understand   how   contribu�ng   to   NA   demonstrates   
our   commitment   to   the   program   and   gra�tude   for   its   impact   on   our   lives.   

Beyond   the   basket,   it’s   temp�ng   to   assume   that   service   which   requires   an   elec�on,   gives   us   a   
�tle,   or   takes   a   lot   of   �me   has   the   most   meaning.   A   member   aptly   shared   this:   “We   are   o�en   
asked   if   a   glass   of   water   is   half-empty   or   half-full,   but   I’m   not   concerned   with   how   much   water   is   
in   the   glass.   I   just   want   to   know   how   good   the   water   tastes.   The   quality   of   NA   work   we   do   is   
more   important   than   the   quan�ty.   Every   bit   of   love   and   gra�tude   we   contribute   has   value.”     

Some�mes   momentary   acts   have   lifelong   meaning   to   another   addict:   remembering   a   
newcomer’s   name   or   saying   “welcome   home”   to   a   member   returning   a�er   a   relapse.     

And   then   there   are   those   acts   of   service   we   use   to     occupy   us   so   that   we   can   endure   the   terrible   
awkwardness   we   some�mes   feel.   They   can   help   us   stall   long   enough   to   get   up   the   guts   to   ask   
someone   to   sponsor   us.   They   keep   us   busy   un�l   we   are   ready   to   receive   hugs.   At   �mes,   just   
having   something   physical   to   do   before   or   a�er   the   mee�ng   can   help   us   keep   it   together   when   
our   insides   feel   like   they   are   ready   to   spill   out.   These   contribu�ons   are   self-suppor�ng   in   a   
different   way.   We’re   grateful   that   they   get   us   through   challenging   moments.   

-   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   

What   �me,   talent,   or   treasure   can   I   contribute   to   NA   today?   What   can   I   do   to   
make   an   addict   feel   more   comfortable,   even   if   that   addict   is   me?     
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Gra�tude,   Entry   #5     

Gra�tude   and   a   sense   of   wonder   change   our   percep�on   ( Guiding   Principles ,   
Tradi�on   One,   “For   Members”).   

“You’re   s�ll   alive!”   she   said,   sounding,   well,   surprised.   It   can   be   a   bit   shocking   to   find   one   of   our   
old   running   mates   in   the   rooms   of   NA.   “I   mean,   I’ve   seen   this   thing   work   for   lots   of   addicts,   but   
YOU—you   were   hardcore.”   We   puff   up   as   our   selec�ve   memory   kicks   into   gear.   “I   mean— bloody   
hell —you   were   a   mess,   love.   But   look   at   you   now!   Your   mum   must   be   so   happy   to   have   you   
back.”   We   feel   another   surge   of   pride,   this   �me   for   our   recovery.     

The   jolt   of   seeing   someone   who-knew-us-when   reminds   us   that   we’ve   come   a   long   way.   It’s   also   
a   good   reminder   of   just   how   incredible   this   program   is   and   how   it   really   can   work   for    any    addict.   
No   ma�er   what   drugs   we   took   or   where   using   them   took   us,   there’s   help   available   in   NA.   

Embracing   this   perspec�ve   makes   it   easier   to   set   aside   our   differences   and   consider   our   
common   welfare   first.   Humility   helps   us   see   ourselves   simply   as   members   in   a   community   of   
equals.   Our   gra�tude   speaks   when   we   welcome   the   new   member   who   made   it   to   the   rooms   by   
way   of   a   different   route   than   the   one   we   took.   Regardless   of   how   obvious   or   how   well-hidden   
our   ac�ve   addic�on   had   been,   we’ve   found   the   same   solu�on   in   Narco�cs   Anonymous.   

“If   NA   can   work   for   me,   it   can   work   for   anybody,”   our   hardcore   addict   responds.   “I   didn’t   want   it   
to,   but   I’m   so   grateful   that   I   proved   myself   wrong.”   As   we   listen   to   each   other’s   stories,   we’re   
reminded   that   NA   is   for   any   addict.   When   we   tell   our   own,   we   remember   where   we   came   from   
and   get   glimpses   of   where   we   were   headed.   Le�ng   go   of   our   reserva�ons   about   
membership—our   own   and   others—makes   it   easier   to   surrender   to   the   unity   called   for   in   our   
First   Tradi�on.     

With   gra�tude   for   the   solu�on   that   can   work   for   any   addict   who   has   the   desire   to   stop   using,   
we   put   unity   first.   We   focus   on   what   ma�ers:   this   simple   program   that   changes   lives.   Our   
gra�tude   for   what   the   program   has   done   for   us   as   individuals   is   amplified   when   we   think   of   NA’s   
transforma�ve   power   in   the   lives   of   recovering   addicts   around   the   world.     

-   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   

I   will   reflect   on   my   journey   with   gra�tude   today   and   take   �me   to   revel   in   the   
awe-inspiring   diversity   and   expanding   reach   of   this   Fellowship.   
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HONESTY,   Entry   #1   of   8     

When   we   fully   concede   to   our   innermost   selves   that   we   are   powerless   over   our   
addic�on,   we   have   taken   a   big   step   in   our   recovery   (Basic   Text,   Chapter   5:   What   
Can   I   Do?).     

One   member   shared   their   favorite   NA   metaphor:   “Figh�ng   our   addic�on   without   recovery   is   like   
entering   the   ring   with   the   boxing   world   champion.   We   think   we   can   get   in   just   one   good   punch,   
but   repeatedly   we’re   pummeled   to   the   ground.   A�er   many   tries,   we   finally   concede   that   the   
disease   will   eventually   knock   our   lights   out   permanently.   Admi�ng   powerlessness   is   the   first   of   
many   strategies   we’ll   need   to   fight   it.”     

It   didn’t   ma�er   how   prac�ced   we   were   in   our   fancy   footwork   of   denial.   No   ma�er   our   clever   
cunning,   our   brute   strength,   or   our   fearlessness   in   the   face   of   danger,   we   did   not   succeed   in   
managing   our   drug   use.   We   lost   that   fight   and   came   to   NA   cut,   bruised,   and   beaten   down.   
Admi�ng   “I   am   an   addict”   the   first   �me   and   many   �mes   therea�er   is   a   big   step,   but   to   fully   
concede   our   powerlessness,   we   go   deeper   than   that   honest   admission.   

Our   first   approach   to   Step   One   shows   the   value   of   ge�ng   honest.   Honesty   loosens   our   grip   on   
denial   and   unlocks   surrender.   In   �me,   the   same   line   of   a�ack   will   help   us   examine   other   areas   
of   our   lives.   As   we   work   the   Steps,   we   discover   more   truths   about   our   innermost   selves.   Other   
members   help   us   make   sense   of   what   we   find   and,   eventually,   we’re   able   to   help   others   do   the   
same.     

The   member   con�nued   with   their   metaphor:   “ The   recovery   process   involves   struggle,   strategy,   
and   triumph.   Striving   for   complete   honesty   and   ongoing   surrender,   we   have   a   figh�ng   chance.   
But   we   never   fully   re�re   from   the   ring.”   

Years   on,   we’ll   struggle   with   new   (or   old)   areas   of   our   lives   where   our   nemesis   of   denial   rears   up   
again.   We   get   in   the   ring—and,    bam!    We   get   hit   with   a   lights-out   combo   of   rela�onships,   sex,   or   
other   compulsive   behaviors.   Confron�ng   our   denial   about   these   issues,   surrendering   and   
admi�ng   powerlessness   in   these   arenas—and   doing   the   necessary   work—furthers   our   progress   
in   recovery.   To   stay   clean,   we   have   to.   

-   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   

I   don’t   need   to   get   back   in   the   ring   with   the   champ   or   suffer   denial’s   low   blows   
to   know   there’s   s�ll   work   to   do.   With   the   Steps   as   my   strategy,   I   won’t   be   beat   
down.     
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HONESTY,   Entry   #2   of   8     

Honesty   is   the   an�dote   to   our   diseased   thinking   (Basic   Text,   Chapter   9:   Just   for   
Today).     

Looking   back   at   our   using   days,   it’s   easy   to   see   how   our   outlook   on   life   morphed   to   
accommodate   and   jus�fy   our   choices.   Self-delusion   had   become   second   nature.   It   takes   effort   
and   prac�ce   to   embrace   honesty   instead.    

Even   before   we   got   clean,   there   were   clues   that   honesty   might   help   to   counter   our   distorted   
thinking.   At   some   point   in   our   using,   many   of   us   experienced   a   “moment   of   clarity”—although   
we   probably   didn’t   have   those   words   to   describe   it.   Instead   of   the   usual   lies   we   told   ourselves,   
we   encountered   a   sudden   wave   of   understanding   in   which   we   realized   some   essen�al   truths   
about   our   lives.   The   veil   of   denial   li�ed,   if   only   for   a   moment,   to   give   us   an   undistorted   view   of   
ourselves   and   the   mess   we’d   made.   It   wasn’t   pre�y.   That   brief   encounter   with   reality   stuck   
with   us   and   wore   us   down   un�l   we   were   ready   to   try   something   new.     

Eventually,   we   make   it   to   the   rooms   and   iden�fy   ourselves   as   newcomers.   We   give   our   real   
name,   take   a   breath,   and   add:   “I   am   an   addict.”   This   admission   transforms   a   �red   old   excuse   
into   an   affirma�on   and   posi�ons   us   for   the   first   of   Twelve   Steps.   With   the   Steps   as   our   guide,   
we   honestly   confront   the   wreckage   of   our   past   and   establish   prac�ces   that   help   us   maintain   our   
connec�on   to   reality.   

Recovery   is   a   collec�ve   prac�ce,   and   community   is   essen�al   to   learning   about   honesty.   Real   
friends   support   our   efforts   to   be   true   to   ourselves,   to   choose   ac�ons   that   align   with   our   
aspira�ons,   and   to   help   us   spot   when   we’re   in   trouble.   “I   surround   myself   with   people   who   
aren’t   sa�sfied   when   I   tell   them   I’m   fine,   when   they   know   be�er.   In   public,   they   let   that   
slide—they   give   me   side-eye   and   say   ‘really.’   In   private,   they   ask   ques�ons   that   challenge   me   to   
get   honest,   like   ‘What   are   you   afraid   of?’   and   ‘Where   would   you   be   without   that   defect?’”   Our   
delusions   crumble   under   such   scru�ny.   Resis�ng   well-rehearsed,   unhealthy   pa�erns   takes   this   
kind   of   support   and   a   whole   lot   of   courage.   Honesty   frees   us   from   diseased   thinking   each   �me   
we   choose   to   voice   our   concerns   instead   of   censoring   ourselves,   reveal   our   insecuri�es   instead   
of   ac�ng   like   a   know-it-all,   or   prac�ce   some   humility   instead   of   thinking   we’re   too   good   or   not   
good   enough.     

-   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   

I’ll   take   some   �me   to   honestly   evaluate   any   feelings   and   behavior   I’ve   avoided   
looking   at.   I   will   get   a   be�er   perspec�ve   by   pu�ng   pen   to   paper   and   talking   to   
another   addict   in   recovery.     
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HONESTY,   Entry   #3   of   8     

Honest   self-assessment   is   one   of   the   keys   to   our   new   way   of   life   (Basic   Text,   
Chapter   4,   Step   Four).     

As   we   begin   to   work   on   the   Fourth   Step   for   the   first   �me,   it’s   highly   likely   we   already   have   an   
opinion   about   it.   Chances   are   that   it’s   not   very   posi�ve.   Most   of   the   words   that   comprise   this   
step   are   daun�ng   in   their   own   right.   Searching.   Fearless.   Moral.   Inventory.    Ourselves.    That   last   
one   is   the   core   of   it.   We   will   be   ge�ng   to   know    ourselves    honestly,   something   which   most   of   us   
have   had   limited   experience   doing   prior   to   ge�ng   clean.   Isn’t   that   who   we   ran   from   for   so   long?   

By   the   �me   we   get   to   Step   Four,   we’re   already   prac�cing   some   self-honesty.   We’ve   admi�ed   
that   we   are   powerless   over   our   addic�on   and   that   we   need   help.   The   next   step   is   to   learn   what   
we’re   holding   onto   that   is   keeping   us   from   progressing   in   our   lives.   We   iden�fy   our   resentments   
toward   other   people,   ins�tu�ons,   and   ourselves.   We   look   at   our   guilt   and   shame,   our   fears,   our   
sexual   and   rela�onship   behaviors,   abuses   we’ve   suffered   and   wrought   upon   others,   and   our   
secrets.   

Working   Step   Four   also   provides   another,   perhaps   unexpected,   gi�:   revealing   our   assets.   For   
many   of   us,   this   is   the   most   difficult   part.   We   tend   to   be   far   more   comfortable   obsessing   about   
what’s   wrong   with   us   than   owning   our   posi�ve   quali�es.   But   our   inventory   is   inclusive   of   our   
whole   selves.   Assessing   our   assets   is   absolutely   cri�cal   to   our   new   way   of   life.   We   need   to   know   
what   we   have   that   we   want   more   of,   not   just   the   nega�ve   aspects   we   want   to   rid   ourselves   of.   

Our   honest   and   courageous   self-assessment   doesn’t   end   with   Step   Four,   nor   with   Step   Ten   
which   helps   us   to   make   this   process   a   consistent   prac�ce.   Beyond   what   happened   during   our   
using   days,   we   con�nue   to   look   at   the   pa�erns   and   behaviors   that   follow   us   into   recovery.   We   
learn   to   differen�ate   what’s   really   true   about   us   now   from   what   our   head   tells   us.   Through   this   
work,   we   develop   trust   in   ourselves   and   in   this   new   way   of   life.   Our   pasts   instruct   us;   they   do   
not   define   us,   and   they   no   longer   control   us.   

  -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   

No   ma�er   where   I   am   in   the   Steps,   I   am   commi�ed   to   looking   at   myself   as   honestly   and   
completely   as   possible.   I   have   the   fearlessness   I   need   to   examine   the   parts   of   myself   I   want   
to   cul�vate   and   those   I   strive   to   diminish.     
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HONESTY,   Entry   #4   of   8     

Open,   honest,   and   straigh�orward   communica�on   nurtures   the   spirit   of   service   
in   our   fellowship,   and   poisons   the   impulse   to   govern   ( Twelve   Concepts   of   NA   
Service ,   Concept   Twelve).     

At   its   best,   our   service   to   NA   is   selfless—the   right   thing,   done   for   the   right   reason.   Selflessness,   
which   definitely   requires   tamping   down   our   ego   and   communica�ng   with   each   other   honestly,   
directly,   and   respec�ully,   may   be   a   stretch   for   us   at   �mes.   But   it’s   certainly   something   we   all   
aspire   to.   The   true   spirit   of   service   in   NA   can   be   found   in   that   aspira�on.   When   we   serve   to   
fulfill   our   primary   purpose—whether   one-on-one,   through   a   home   group,   or   in   some   facet   of   
our   service   system—we   have   the   opportunity   to   reinforce   the   best   aspects   of   ourselves.   This   is   
a   benefit   to   us   as   individuals   as   well   as   to   our   common   welfare.   

Selfless   service   calls   on   us   to   apply   everything   we   know   about   spiritual   principles.   The   
experience   we’ve   gained   from   working   the   Steps   and   applying   Tradi�ons   comes   to   bear   
big-�me.   We   learn   a   lot   about   open-mindedness   when   we   work   Step   Two,   for   example,   and   
then   as   we   serve,   open-mindedness   finds   a   new   purpose   as   we   exchange   ideas   in   a   business   
mee�ng.   Likewise,   the   importance   of   inclusion   that   we   first   encountered   in   Tradi�on   One   
reinforces   our   belief   in   a   spirit   of   rota�on,   making   it   a   li�le   easier   to   end   a   commitment.   We’ve   
prac�ced   honesty   and   gained   clarity   as   we’ve   inventoried   our   lives,   past   and   present.   This   
prac�ce   proves   invaluable   in   service   as   we   strive   to   foster   healthy   communica�on.     

When   we’ve   tended   to   our   spiritual   condi�on,   it’s   easier   to   come   correct   to   service.   We’re   able   
to   set   aside   the   rigidity,   ancient   resentments,   and   impulse   to   control   that   can   interfere   with   a   
spirit   of   service.   Fortunately,   we’re   not   all   sick   on   the   same   day   and   a   spiritually-fit   majority   
have   a   way   of   keeping   our   worst   impulses   in   check.   At   some   point   or   other,   we'll   probably   get   
our   turn   to   play   the   role   of   that   difficult   member.   The   good   news   is   that   honest   communica�on   
has   a   way   of   neutralizing   the   myriad   forms   that   self-will   can   take.     

-   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   

I   will   prac�ce   the   spiritual   principles   of   honesty   and   open-mindedness   in   my   
service   to   NA   today.   I   will   encourage   open   communica�on   and   unity   by   
acknowledging   others’   efforts   to   do   the   same.     
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In   the   beginning,   we   may   have   to   consciously   prac�ce   being   honest.   As   we   
con�nue   this   prac�ce,   we   find   dishonesty   progressively   more   uncomfortable,   
perhaps   even   agonizing;   and   gradually   we   no�ce   that   honesty   has   become   more   
normal   for   us   ( Living   Clean ,   Chapter   1,   “Keys   to   Freedom”).     

In   ac�ve   addic�on,   dishonesty   was   organic   to   how   most   of   us   func�oned   in   the   world.   We   did   
what   we   had   to   do   to   stay   high;   stealing,   being   manipula�ve   and   decei�ul   were   among   our   
strategies   to   meet   that   goal.   We   were   chameleons   more   adept   at   figuring   out   who   others   
wanted   us   to   be   than   being   ourselves.   Our   skewed   percep�on   was   that   the   risk   of   being   real   
outweighed   its   benefits.   

Lifelong   habits   die   hard.   In   early   recovery,   we   o�en   find   ourselves   embellishing   our   using   
careers   or   whitewashing   our   wrongdoings.   We   are   quick   to   jus�fy   our   behavior,   blame   others,   
and   minimize   our   feelings.   Some   of   us   con�nue   to   steal,   cheat   to   get   ahead,   or   promote   a   clean   
date   that   isn’t   quite…accurate.   But   every   �me   we   come   to   a   mee�ng,   we   hear   that   honesty   is   
essen�al   to   recovery.   We   know   that   we’re   se�ng   ourselves   up   for   relapse   if   we   don’t   start   
telling   the   truth   and   ac�ng   with   integrity.   We   hear   that   lesson   in   others’   stories.   

So,   we   prac�ce   being   honest   in   all   of   our   affairs.   We   iden�fy   with   other   members—and   
vice-versa—which   encourages   us   to   be   more   open.   Our   sponsor   helps   us   to   see   that   being   
honest   is   actually   the   solu�on   to   our   problems.   We   adjust   our   stories   to   match   the   truth.   
Gradually,   as   our   behavior   shi�s,   so   does   our   comfort   level   with   the   truth.   The   perceived   danger   
we   felt   at   being   truly   ourselves   is   replaced   by   the   gi�   of   par�cipa�ng   in   reality   and   receiving   
support   from   our   fellow   members.   

Like   any   defect,   the   impulse   to   lie   comes   back.   Though   it’s   not   as   habitual,   dishonesty   may   be   
that   rusty   old   tool   we   reach   for   in   a   jam.    Nowadays,    when   we   pop   off   a   lie,   it’s   painful.   Our   
denial   and   jus�fica�on   wound   us.   Our   denial   and   jus�fica�on   wound   us.   Knowing   ourselves   and   
our   defects   well   allows   us   to   put   some   �me   between   impulse   and   ac�on.   We   are   able   to   
inves�gate   the   urge,   forgive   ourselves,   and   humbly   ask   for   help   to   avoid   ac�ng   on   it.   

-   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   

When   I   feel   that   now   familiar   discomfort   in   the   pit   of   my   stomach   from   being   
dishonest,   I   will   reflect   on   it.   I’ll   change   direc�on   and   take   ac�on,   because   I   know   
reality   and   the   truth   pose   no   real   risk   to   me   today.     
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The   steps   help   us   to   increase   our   ability   to   be   honest   with   ourselves   and   others   
( Living   Clean ,   Chapter   1,   “Growing   Pains”).     

To   say   that   honesty   wasn’t   a   top   priority   when   we   were   using   may   be   an   understatement.   We   
gain   a   new   awareness   of   honesty’s   value   once   we   clean   up.   With   a   clear   head   and   a   restored   
conscience,   we   find   that   dishonesty   comes   at   a   price.   Regret   is   no   joke   so   we   try   to   avoid   it.   
Prac�cing   honesty   with   ourselves   can   be   a   li�le   more   complicated.   Self-decep�on   creates   some   
major   blind   spots   that   have   a   nasty   habit   of   reemerging.   Fortunately,   our   ability   to   be   honest   
with   ourselves   deepens   as   we   work   the   Twelve   Steps.     

We   admit   our   powerlessness   and   begin   to   reckon   with   our   unmanageability.   We   come   to   
recognize   that   we’re,   frankly,   screwed   on   our   own,   and   decide   to   accept   some   help.   Taking   
ac�on   that’s   aligned   with   that   decision   begins   with   an   honest   evalua�on   of   how   we’ve   lived   our   
lives   so   far.   Some�mes   we   get   as   many   insights   in   sharing   our   inventories   as   we   do   in   wri�ng   
them.   We   go   on   to   dig   a   bit   deeper,   examining   how   aspects   of   our   character   had   become   
dispropor�onate   to   their   intended   purpose.   We   turn   this   bag   of   dirty   tricks   over   to   a   Higher   
Power—and   over   and   over   and   over   again   as   we   strive   to   be   be�er   people   with   help   from   that   
Power   whatever   we   conceive   that   to   be.   Taking   another   look   at   the   harm   we’ve   caused,   we   
make   an   earnest   effort   to   right   our   past   wrongs.   

Con�nuing   on   this   path   takes   daily   commitment   and,   honestly,   we   all   slack   off   from   �me   to   
�me.   Our   experience   with   the   Steps   means   we’re   quicker   to   no�ce   when   old   pa�erns   of   
thinking   and   behavior   creep   back   up   on   us.   “Oh,   I’m   doing    that    again.”   We   may   find   that   we’ve   
shut-down   emo�onally,   become   disconnected   from   our   spiritual   lives,   resumed   a   hur�ul   
interior   monologue,   or   taken   up   some   other   outmoded   approach   to   life.   We   put   in   the   work   to   
restore   wholehearted   honesty   to   our   lives   and   in   our   rela�onships   including   those   with   
ourselves   and   with   a   Higher   Power.   We   tune   into   reality,   to   the   truth,   to   our   higher   selves.   And   
we   help   others   to   do   the   same,   to   live   and   to   thrive   through   the   daily   applica�on   of   spiritual   
principles.     

-   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   

I   will   engage   in   some   honest   self-assessment   today.   I   will   shore   up   my   founda�on   
and   restore   my   zest   for   learning   how   to   live.     
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Honesty   is   a   commitment   to   reality   ( Guiding   Principles ,   Tradi�on   One,   “In  
Service”).   

If   honesty   really   is   a   commitment   to   reality,   then   we   addicts   definitely   need   help   in   this   arena.   
Many   of   us   gamed   reality   for   as   long   as   we   can   remember.   A   member   shared,   “We   tend   to   not   
see   things   as   they   are.   We   see   them   as   we   are.”   O�en   our   version   of   the   past   isn’t   necessarily   
reliable.   Today,   we   can   be   confused   about   how   much   to   say   that’s   on   our   minds   and   who   to   say   
it   to—and   then   end   up   oversharing   or   being   needlessly   brutal   in   our   truth-telling.   

By   working   the   Twelve   Steps,   we   address   our   past   and   present   commitment   to   reality.   Through   
that   process,   one   truth   becomes   apparent:   no   ma�er   how   hard   we   try,   we   can’t   make   
something   true   that   isn’t.   Denial   can   be   fierce   and   keep   us   running   for   years,   but   ul�mately,   it’s   
not   more   powerful   than   reality.   The   member   quipped,   “Reality   will   always   catch   up   with   you.   
Hopefully   it’s   just   your   spouse,   a   government   agency,   or   a   pair   of   handcuffs,   not   the   morgue.”   

We   carry   our   commitment   to   reality   with   us   as   home   group   members   and   in   service.   Tradi�on   
One   tells   us   to   consider   NA’s   common   welfare,   not   just   our   own.   Our   commitment   to   reality   can   
be   complicated   by   having   to   consider   the   reali�es   of   our   fellow   group   members.   Does   this   mean   
then   that   we’ll   all   have   the   same   perspec�ve   on   how   to   put   our   common   welfare   first?   In   a   
word,   no.   But   what   we    can    do   is   stay   commi�ed   to   spiritual   principles   in   our   group   work.   

There   will   be   communica�on   problems   and   differences   of   opinions.   We   can   start   by   being   real   
about   that   and   accep�ng   our   responsibility   as   commi�ed   NA   members   to   face   these   challenges.   
As   individuals,   we   can   commit   to   admi�ng   when   we’re   wrong   or   when   we   don’t   know   
something.   We   can   be   candid   about   caring   deeply   about   the   outcome   of   a   par�cular   decision.   
We   can   be   real   about   the   fact   that   we   don’t   remember   every   single   detail   about   the   past   and   
we   can’t   predict   the   future.   

When   we   can   make   an   honest   self-assessment   and   realize   that   our   self-centeredness   is   working   
against   our   desire   to   serve,   then   we   have   taken   a   great   step   towards   shedding   our   denial   and   
embracing   reality.   

-   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   

Today   I   acknowledge   my   commitment   to   seeking   and   expressing   the   truth,   
respec�ng   others’   perspec�ves,   and   staying   real.     
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Honesty   begins   with   not   lying,   but   that’s   not   where   it   ends.   ( Guiding   Principles ,   
Tradi�on   Ten,   opening   medita�on).   

With   any   luck,   we’re   challenged   to   prac�ce   a   bit   of   “cash-register   honesty”   early   in   our   recovery.   
When   a   cashier   gives   us   too   much   change,   it’s   temp�ng   to   quietly   pocket   it,   but   we   do   the   right   
thing   instead.   We   hand   the   money   back   rather   than   lying   by   default.   Damn,   that   feels   good.   We   
get   an   a�aboy   from   the   clerk   and   have   some   righteous   experience   to   share   at   the   next   mee�ng.   
We   revel   in   the   posi�ve   a�en�on   and,   even   be�er,   we   feel   proud   of   ourselves.     

This   is   a   great   start   to   prac�cing   honesty,   but   it   doesn’t   end   there.   The   Steps   offer   some   
important   guidance   for   us   as   we   si�   through   our   past   and   examine   our   present   state   of   mind   
and   behavior.   Personal   inventories—long-form   as   well   as   the   frequent   spot   checks—help   us   
develop   a   habit   of   honest   self-evalua�on.   We   take   stock   of   our   assets   and   liabili�es,   refining   our   
lists   in   consulta�on   with   a   sponsor   and   Higher   Power.   Knowing—really   knowing—ourselves   is   a   
crucial   element   of   recovery.     

Our   rela�onships—with   ourselves,   with   others,   and   with   our   lives—are   enriched   by   our   
willingness   to   be   honest.   When   we’re   in   a   good   groove   with   honesty,   we   tend   to   surrender   a   
li�le   more   and   have   fewer   amends   to   make.   Clarity   about   our   character,   our   mo�va�ons,   and   
our   emo�onal   lives   means   we’re   less   defensive   and   more   introspec�ve.   It   turns   out   that   having   
access   to   our   feelings   makes   it   easier   to   connect   with   others.   We   build   deep   and   las�ng   
rela�onships   with   others   who   are   also   emo�onally   available.   

When   we   understand   ourselves   and   our   lives,   it’s   easier   to   respond   to   the   world   around   us   in   a   
way   that’s   consistent   with   our   values.   For   some   of   us,   conscious   living   means   that   we   find   our   
voice   and   become   advocates   for   causes   that   are   important   to   us.   We   can   hold   strong   opinions   
on   difficult   issues   and   s�ll   take   care   not   to   complicate   the   NA   message.   Clarity   comes   from   
honestly   reflec�ng   on   our   experience   and   sharing   how   living   by   spiritual   principles   keeps   us   
grounded   and   growing.   Our   experience   offers   a   vision   of   hope.   

-   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   

Being   myself   is   my   best   asset   in   carrying   the   message.   I   will   take   �me   for   some   
honest   reflec�on   today.   
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For   many   of   us,   early   recovery   was   difficult.   Facing   the   prospect   of   life   without   
drugs   can   be   very   frightening    (IP#23    Staying   Clean   on   the   Outside ).   

We   usually   think   of   “hope”   as   a   good   thing,   but   it   comes   with   a   catch:   Realizing   our   hopes   
involves   going   through   change.   Some   things   seem   be�er   when   we’re   wishing   for   them   than   
when   we   get   them.   No   ma�er   how   green   the   grass   looks   on   the   other   side,   change   always   
seems   to   s�r   up   a   lot   of   fear   and   anxiety.   

One   member   shared   that   he   struggled   when   he   first   came   to   NA   because   he   had   a   hard   �me   
with   the   idea   of   living   the   rest   of   his   life   without   drugs.   “I   heard   addicts   share   that   they   could   
manage   a   day   without   using,   and   I   realized   that   all   I   had   to   try   was   not   using   just   for   today.   They   
gave   me   hope.”   Our   Basic   Text   men�ons   this   same   principle:   “Most   of   us   can   do   for   eight   or   
twelve   hours   what   seems   impossible   for   a   longer   period   of   �me.   If   the   obsession   or   compulsion   
becomes   too   great,   put   yourself   on   a   five   minute   basis   of   not   using.   Minutes   will   grow   to   hours,   
and   hours   to   days…”   

Many   of   us   had   wishes   about   ge�ng   clean   before   we   came   to   NA,   but   we   didn’t   see   how   a   life   
without   drugs   could   possibly   become   a   reality   for   us   un�l   we   heard   addicts   just   like   us   share   
how   they   had   done   it.   Hope   begins   when   we   shi�   our   vision   from   the   seemingly   endless   journey   
ahead   to   the   few   steps   in   front   of   us.   Life   without   drugs   seems   impossible,   but   five   minutes   
without   drugs   is   doable.  

The   same   is   true   for   any   change   we   wish   for   in   our   lives:   ge�ng   out   of   treatment   or   jail,   
changing   jobs   or   moving,   switching   sponsors,   or   becoming   more   open   and   vulnerable   with   our   
partner.   Imagining   the   “new”   life   that   awaits   us   on   the   other   side   of   any   big   change   can   be   
in�mida�ng,   but   we   don’t   have   to   live   that   new   life   all   at   once.   We   talk   to   members   who   have   
made   similar   changes,   and   they   share   their   experience   with   us.   We   find   hope   by   listening   to   
other   addicts.   We   begin   to   see   how   we   can   get   through   the   next   five   minutes,   the   next   few   
hours,   the   rest   of   the   day.   As   it   turns   out,   the   grass   is   greener   when   we   water   it.   

-   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   

The   difference   between   wishing   and   hoping   is   that   hope   lets   me   see   a   way   
forward.   I   will   share   a   wish   with   my   sponsor   and   ask   for   help   in   transforming   it   
into   hope.     
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While   abs�nence   is   the    beginning ,   our   only   hope   for   recovery   is   a   profound   
emo�onal   and   spiritual   change   ( It   Works ,   Step   One).   

Being   new   in   NA   is   a   crash   course   in   hope.   At   first,   our   hope   only   needs   to   last   as   long   as   the   
distance   to   our   phone.   Will   we   call   our   new   friend   in   NA   when   that   obsession   to   use   clouds   our   
commitment   to   stay   clean   today—or   our   dealer?   We   hope   for   the   former,   but   most   of   us,   in   
early   days,   have   reserva�ons.   Do   we   even   want   to   stop   using?    Can    we?   In   a   mee�ng,   someone   
shares,   “H.O.P.E.   is   an   acronym   for    Hold   On,   Pain   Ends .”   Yikes,   more   like,    Hell   On   Planet   Earth !   

Others   of   us   are   sure   that   we’re   done,   done,   done   with   using   forever   and   ever   and   ever.   But   
then   we’re   told   by   someone   to   slow   our   roll,   as   it’s   “just   for   today”   round   here.   If   that’s   the   
case,   do   we   even   dare   to   hope   for   a   be�er   life   than   the   one   we   can   see   in   tomorrow's   future?   

Soon   we   hear,   and   eventually   absorb,   the   idea   that   abs�nence   does   not   equal   recovery.   “Our   
disease   doesn’t   just   manifest   physically   in   our   reliance   on   drugs   and   messed-up   behaviors,”   an   
NA   member   clarifies,   “It’s   mental,   emo�onal,   and   spiritual,   too.   So,   we   need   solu�ons   that   
touch   all   of   it.   When   we   stop   using,   it’s   merely   the   start   of   our   recovery.”   

Our   H.O.P.E.   evolves   to   a   deeper   version:    Hearing   Other   People’s   Experience .   We   transi�on   from   
merely   wan�ng   some   short-term   relief   from   our   obsessions   and   destruc�ve   behaviors   to   
desiring   significant   change   in   other   areas   of   our   lives   that   we   believe   might   be   possible,   based   
on   observa�ons   of   other   members’   long-term   experiences.    They   did   the   work.   So   can   I.   

We   don’t   passively   hope   for   a   meaningful   recovery   beyond   abs�nence.   We   treat   our   addic�on   
with   the   program   and   principles   of   NA.   We   learn   to   let   go   of   our   self-obsession   and   embrace   
humility   through   working   Steps.   Applica�on   of   the   Tradi�ons   in   our   lives   leads   us   to   contribute   
to   the   greater   good   of   NA   and   our   communi�es.   H.O.P.E.   becomes    Helping   Other   People   
Everyday .   

-   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   

Hope   helps   me   to   be   abs�nent   today.   As   I   con�nue   to   treat   my   whole   disease   with   
vigilance   and   perseverance,   I   will   keep   hope   alive,   deepening   and   sustaining   my   
recovery.       
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When   we   choose   not   to   look   through   the   lens   of   resentment   and   en�tlement,   
we   can   see   the   world   as   it   is   and   find   beauty   in   it   even   when   it’s   challenging.   
Each   day   is   filled   with   opportuni�es   either   to   escape   reality   or   to   show   up   and   
live   ( Living   Clean ,   Chapter   7,   “Living   Our   Principles”).   

An   old   saying   has   it   that   “fear   makes   the   wolf   bigger   than   it   is.”   The   howls   of   that   big,   bad,   
metaphorical   wolf—symbolizing   all   of   life’s   challenges—threaten   from   a   distance,   even   in   
recovery,   making   us   suscep�ble   to   resentment.   Our   improved   emo�onal   health   may   even   
increase   our   awareness   of   the   howling.   Life   can   indeed   be   scary,   but   today   we   have   tools   and   
choices.   We   no   longer   have   to   live   in   terror.   Recovery   allows   us   to   make   peace   with   ra�onal   
fears,   to   free   ourselves   from   resentment,   and   to   face   life   on   its   own   terms.     

As   we   work   the   Steps,   we   begin   to   recognize   how   fear   shaped   our   responses   to   life,   past   and   
present.   We   see   how   we   papered   over   our   fear   with   resentment,   fantasy,   despair,   anger,   or   a   
sense   of   en�tlement.   We   learn   how   our   shortcomings   correlate   with   our   fears,   provoking   us   to   
push   people   away   or   hold   them   too   close.   We   manipulated,   bullied,   or   retreated   from   reality   
only   to   find   ourselves   increasingly   isolated   and   our   lives   more   and   more   unmanageable.     

Although   we’re   clean   today,   fear   s�ll   crops   up.   We   hear   that   wolf   howling:   Why   me?   Am   I   up   to   
this   task?   Am   I   worthy   of   love?   Instead   of   shu�ng   down   or   pushing   back   in   the   face   of   existen�al   
ques�ons,   recovery   opens   us   up   to   a   different   approach.   Our   insecuri�es   no   longer   have   to   
dominate   our   outlook,   direct   our   thinking,   or   dictate   our   behavior.   We   can   be   present   in   the   
struggle   and   find   meaning   and   beauty   as   we   meet   life’s   challenges   with   clarity   and   purpose.     

Both   hope   and   fear   ask   us   to   believe   in   something   that   hasn’t   happened.   Either   can   influence   
how   we   perceive   our   condi�ons   and   our   future.   To   the   best   of   our   abili�es,   we   choose   hope.   If   
fear   makes   the   wolf   seem   bigger,   then   maybe   we   can   say   that   hope   tames   the   wolf.   Life’s   
challenges   are   a   li�le   less   in�mida�ng   when   we   allow   hope   to   shape   our   view   of   the   world   and   
inform   our   responses.     

-   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   

I   will   face   one   of   the   metaphorical   wolves   in   my   life   and   let   hope   inspire   courage   
and   posi�ve   ac�on.   
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When   we   see   a    member    experience   a   real   breakthrough   with   20,   or   30,   or   more   
years   clean,   we   can   see   that,   truly,   recovery   never   stops   ( Living   Clean ,   Chapter   7,   
“Love”).   

As   a   Twelve   Step   program,   stairs   are   an   easy   go-to   metaphor   we   o�en   use   to   describe   the   
recovery   process.   We   climb   up   out   of   the   darkness   and   despair   of   ac�ve   addic�on   into   the   light   
of   recovery.   Some   members   say   that   the   farther   we   go   up   the   staircase,   the   more   we   have   to   
lose   should   we   go   tumbling   back   down   again.    Living   Clean    describes   recovery   like   a   spiral   
staircase:   “Again   and   again   we   come   to   the   same   view,   only   each   �me   we   are   seeing   it   from   a   
different   perspec�ve.”   One   member   shared   with   a   laugh,   “My   staircase   feels   more   like   one   of   
those   trippy   op�cal   illusion   pain�ngs   where   the   stairs   circle   back   on   each   other   and   the   laws   of   
physics   don’t   apply.”   

The   longer   we   stay   clean,   the   more   life   we   experience.   And   when   we’re   ac�vely   working   our   
program,   we   experience   life   deeply   and   con�nue   to   encounter   more   truth   about   ourselves   all   
the   �me.   Finding   a   new   way   to   live   takes   on   a   different   meaning   when   we   stay   clean   for   
decades.   We   discover   ourselves,   reinvent   ourselves,   lose   ourselves,   find   ourselves,   discover   
ourselves—again   and   again   and   again.   The   staircase   circles   back   on   itself.   

When   we   stay   clean   through   it   all   and   stay   ac�ve   in   NA,   much   of   our   process   is   visible   to   those   
around   us.   It   can   be   messy.   We   may   grow   in   ways   that   cause   us   to   dri�   apart   from   some   friends   
in   recovery.   We   may   form   new   connec�ons   with   other   members   we   never   thought   we   would   
get   close   to.   We   might   have   moments   where   we   feel   silly   or   slow   for   having   a   realiza�on   about   
ourselves   so   far   down   the   path,   only   to   have   our   friends   respond,   “oh,   yeah—we’ve   known   that   
about   you   for   a   long   �me.”   

Few   of   us   end   up   having   the   lives   that   we   would   have   expected   to   have—or   even   being   the   
people   we   would   have   expected   to   be—when   we   first   got   clean.   Our   fellow   members   love   us   
through   it   all.   No   ma�er   how   far   along   we   are,   when   we   share   our   new   discoveries,   we   share   
our   hope.   

-   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   

My   journey   may   not   look   like   what   I   expected—or   what   I   think   others   expected.   As   my   
horizons   broaden,   I   will   relish   each   discovery   and   freely   share   what   I   have   learned   so   
others   can   see   how   my   journey   con�nues.  
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We   don’t   have   to    deny    reality   to   have   hope   or   gra�tude.   We   feel   what   we   feel,   
and   we   do   the   footwork   anyway   ( Living   Clean ,   Chapter   7,   “Living   Our   Principles”).   

A   lot   of   us   have   had   a   moment   when   we   are   going   through   something   difficult,   and   a   fellow   
recovering   addict   shares   their   opinion   that   “feelings   aren’t   facts”—and   we   want   to   chop   their   
head   off.   Perhaps   more   helpful   is   this   fact:   Feelings   are   real—and   one   thing   we   learn   in   NA   is   
that   we   can   feel   them    and    survive   them.   We   do   so,   not   merely   by   grasping   onto   hope   that   
they’ll   change   soon,   but   by   taking   ac�ons   in   spite   of   them.   As   one   addict   rhymed,   we   “feel,   
deal,   and   heal.”   

We   deal   by   engaging   the   familiar   NA   footwork:   going   to   mee�ngs,   sharing   the   feelings,   and   
listening   for   solu�ons;   doing   stepwork   around   an   issue,   such   as   our   resistance   to   change;   
praying   and   medita�ng;   and   focusing   on   others,   not   just   our   own   strife.   And   of   course,   there’s   
the   footwork   that’s   specific   to   our   par�cular   situa�on.   Loss   of   employment,   for   instance,   
requires   footwork   to   replace   it.   A   mental   health   issue   might   warrant   an   appointment   with   a   
professional.   We   retake   a   course   we   failed   or   ini�ate   lifestyle   changes   to   improve   our   health.   
We   end   a   marriage.   We   certainly   aren’t   guaranteed   a   pain-free   life   in   recovery,   and   some�mes   
the   footwork   is   painful,   too.   

A   fresh   perspec�ve,   especially   when   infused   with   gra�tude   and   hope,   helps   us   heal.   When   we   
lose   that   job,   many   of   us   will   go   down   the   road   of   fear   and   self-pity.   Taking   a   moment   to   shi�   
our   perspec�ve   to   one   of   gra�tude   ( I   have   come   so   far )   and   hope   ( There   are   other   opportuni�es   
out   there   for   me )—and   faith,   too   ( I’ll   be   okay   no   ma�er   what )   won’t   deny   us   our   very   real   
feelings.   Instead,   perspec�ve   keeps   reasonable   feelings   of   sadness   and   fear   from   morphing   into   
abject   despair   or   outsized   anxiety.   We   don’t   wait   un�l   the   fear   has   gone,   or   the   stress   or   anger   
or   sorrow,   before   we   get   back   on   the   path.   The   feelings   might   s�ll   linger,   but   we’re   moving,   
le�ng   change   happen,   even   taking   risks.   We’re   healing.   

-   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   

I   may   not   like   where   I   am   right   now,   but   I   can   s�ll   be   grateful.   I   can   deal   with   my   
feelings   by   working   a   program   and   striving   to   change   my   perspec�ve.   Through   
NA,   and   in   my   rela�onships   with   fellow   addicts,   I   find   the   hope   I   need   to   heal.   
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When   we   can    separate    hope   from   wishing   or   expecta�on,   it   stops   feeling   like   
such   a   setup   ( Living   Clean ,   Chapter   7,   “Living   Our   Principles”).   

In   the   final   weekend   of   the   football   season,   it’s   common   to   hear   fans   u�er   a   familiar   refrain:   
“It’s   the   hope   that   kills   you.”   Maybe   it’s   smart   to   restrain   our   op�mism   if   winning   the   
championship   has   been   elusive   year   a�er   year.   Football   fans   know   that   a   bad   decision,   a   lousy   
play,   or   ro�en   luck   will   crush   hopes.     

In   life,   as   in   football,   it   might   seem   that   we   dare   to   dream   at   our   peril.   Few   of   us   get   through   life   
without   enduring   a   heartbreak   or   two.   There   may   be   �mes   when   we   swear   off   hope,   effec�vely   
pu�ng   the   kibosh   on   our   aspira�ons.   But   that’s   no   way   to   live.   A   broken   heart   has   loved,   a�er   
all.   

Yes,   hope   can   lead   to   disappointment,   but   it   can   also   usher   us   to   new   heights.   “Hope   is   what   
gets   me   going   in   the   right   direc�on.   It   gives   me   a   sense   that   I   can   do   something   to   realize   my   
dreams,”   one   member   wrote.   Hope   mo�vates   me   to   persevere,   to   put   in   the   effort.   Hoping   but   
not   doing   the   work?   That’s   just   making   a   wish.”     

Of   course,   we   can   move   in   the   right   direc�on   and   s�ll   get   caught   offside.   Our   projec�ons   about  
what   it   takes   to   achieve   a   dream   aren’t   always   accurate.   Some�mes   we   get   what   we’d   worked   
and   prayed   for   only   to   discover   that   we   were   le�   wan�ng.   Recovery   can   help   us   through   all   of   
that.   We   learn   to   survive   our   expecta�ons   and   the   emo�ons   a�ached   to   them,   not   do   without   
them.   We   allow   ourselves   to   feel   hope   and   also   to   tolerate   disappointment   or   redirec�on.   

Hope   is   daring   to   dream,   doing   the   footwork,   and   landing   on   our   feet.   No   ma�er   how   it   pans   
out,   we   are   stronger,   more   resilient,   even   more   hopeful   for   having   taken   those   risks.     

-   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   

Recovery   gives   me   the   courage   to   hope.   I   can   take   ac�on   and   exert   influence   on   
the   world   around   me.   If   things   don’t   work   out   as   I’d   hoped—and   if   my   team   loses   
again—I   will   cope.     dra
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We   have   a   message   of   hope   to   carry.   It’s   a   gi�   and   an   obliga�on   ( Living   Clean ,   
Chapter   2,   “Connec�on   to   Others”).   

A�er   coming   to   NA   for   a   while,   most   of   us   eventually   hear   that   ques�on   from   family   or   friends:   
“How   long   do   you   have   to   keep   going   to   those   mee�ngs?”   Maybe   we   have   even   wondered   the   
same   thing   ourselves.   And   then   we’re   lucky   enough   to   see   a   sponsee,   right   in   the   middle   of   
working   Step   Two,   open   up   to   the   idea   of   staying   clean,   just   for   today—for   the   rest   of   their   lives.   

One   of   the   first   gi�s   most   of   us   receive   in   NA   is   hope,   and   it’s   one   that   we   con�nue   to   carry   to   
newcomers   even   as   other   gi�s   pile   up   around   us.   NA   promises   only   freedom   from   ac�ve   
addic�on.   For   most   of   us,   that   freedom   o�en   makes   it   possible   for   us   to   achieve   so   much   
more—repaired   rela�onships,   self-esteem,   employability,   trust,   the   ability   to   love   and   be   loved,   
financial   security.   When   our   lives,   hearts,   bank   accounts,   and   bellies   get   fuller,   we   might   find   
ourselves   showing   up   to   mee�ngs   a   bit   less   regularly.   In   some   cases,   we   might   even   feel   like   life   
is   so   good   that   we   don’t   even    need    mee�ngs.   

We   say   it   over   and   over:   “We   can   only   keep   what   we   have   only   by   giving   it   away.”   The   more   
regularly   we   share   our   experience   with   others,   the   more   regularly   we   are   reminded   of   the   hope   
that   we   have   found   in   NA.   A   member   shared,   “I   need   to   tell   lots   of   newcomers   what   worked   for   
me   when   my   ass   was   on   fire   so   that   when   I   start   smelling   smoke   again,   someone   will   be   here   to   
remind   me   how   to   put   it   out.”   

Our   first   dose   of   hope   was   about   ge�ng   clean,   and   we   saw   many   other   hopes   become   reality   as   
we   stayed   clean   and   worked   the   Steps.   We   owe   it   to   ourselves   and   to   NA   to   share   our   hope   with   
other   addicts.   We   share   how   we   get   through   our   difficul�es   and   how   we   achieve   our   successes.   
We   share   not   just   so   that   they   will   gain   some   hope,   but   so   that   we   will   keep   some,   too.   

-   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   

To   keep   my   hope   fresh,   I   will   keep   sharing   about   how   I’m   living   clean   today.   I   share   my   
hope   freely   with   others,   knowing   that   I   always   have   somewhere   to   go   when   I   need   
someone   to   share   hope   with   me.     dra
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We   may   not   relate   exactly   to   one    another’s    dreams,   but   we   can   relate   to   the  
hope,   energy,   and   excitement   of   trying   to   realize   them   ( Living   Clean ,   Chapter   2,   
“Connec�on   to   Others”).   

One   of   recovery’s   greatest   gi�s—and   its   joys—is   seeing   another   NA   member’s   hopes   and   
dreams   become   realized.   We   are   there   when   someone   in   our   homegroup   plants   a   seed   of   an   
idea   into   their   own   life,   where   it   takes   root   in   the   dirt   below   and   sprouts   a   stem   that   stretches   
toward   the   sun.   We   witness   them   take   all   the   necessary   steps   to   bring   their   goal   to   frui�on,   in   
spite   of   struggles   with   self-doubt   and   some   real   setbacks.   We   celebrate   each   other’s   successes   
at   gradua�ons   and   weddings;   for   births,   adop�ons,   and   reunifica�ons;   at   launchings,   openings,   
and   housewarmings;   and   at   the   finish   line—or   just   by   hearing   about   them   at   a   mee�ng.   

We   are   inspired,   even   if   our   own   seed   of   an   idea   is   very   different,   or   even   if   we   don’t   yet   have   a   
seed   of   our   own.   Most   of   us   would   agree   that   the   specific   details   of   our   stories   of   ac�ve   
addic�on   don’t   have   to   be   the   same   as   another   addict’s   in   order   for   us   to   empathize,   even   
iden�fy   with   them.   The   same   can   be   said   regarding   our   specific   ideas   about   how   we   want   to   
enrich   our   lives.   There   are   as   many   paths   to   freedom   as   there   are   addicts,   and   just   as   many   
paths   to   joy,   success,   contentment,   and   fulfillment.   

Seeing   others   follow   their   dreams   can   inspire   hope   in   us   to   find   and   follow   our   own.   At   different   
periods   of   our   journey,   hope   may   inspire   us   in   different   realms,   like   employment,   family   and   
rela�onships,   using   our   intellect,   our   crea�vity.   As   one   addict   quipped,   “I   used   to   climb   the   
walls,   and   now   I   climb   mountains.”   Bearing   witness   to   each   other’s   journeys   is   a   boon.   We   can   
learn   from   each   other’s   mistakes,   without   having   to   make   the   same   ones   ourselves.   What   looks   
impossible   or   undesirable   to   us   in   early   recovery   may   appeal   to   us   later   on—and   transform   our   
lives.   We   get   most   of   our   best   ideas   from   each   other.   

-   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   

I   can   find   inspira�on   in   my   fellow   recovering   addicts—some�mes   despite   the   
details   and   some�mes   because   of   them.   Today,   I   have   hope   for   my   own   future,   
and   I’m   willing   to   do   what   I   can   to   inspire   others   to   find   the   hope   that   they   lost   or   
never   had.       
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Hope   begins   when   we   think   that   it   might   be   possible   for   us   to   stop   using   against   
our   own   will   and   stay   clean .    ( Living   Clean ,   Chapter   7,   “Living   Our   Principles”).   

By   the   �me   many   of   us   show   up   to   our   first   mee�ng,   we   have   broken   the   trust   of   many   people   
in   our   lives.   For   some   of   us,   there   wasn’t   a   single   person   le�   in   our   lives   who   would   believe   us   
even   if   we   told   them   the   sun   rises   in   the   east.   No   ma�er   how   many   people   we   burned   in   ac�ve   
addic�on,   over   and   over   again,   one   person   was   more   likely   than   any   to   be   skep�cal   of   anything   
we   said—ourselves.   

This   is   one   of   the   huge   stumbling   blocks   that   stops   many   of   us   from   truly   feeling   hope   when   we   
first   get   clean.   We   know   ourselves!   We   can’t   be   trusted.   Some�mes   people   in   our   lives   looked   at   
the   way   we   used   and   accused   us   of   having   no   willpower,   but   the   truth   of   the   ma�er   was   that   
we   had   so   much   self-will   that   we   had   lost   all   freedom   to   choose.   There   was   no   space   between   
our   impulses   and   our   ac�ons.   Ge�ng   clean?   Sure,   no   problem—we   can   do   that   just   fine;   that   is,   
just   un�l   we   feel   like   using.   Then,   all   bets   are   off.   

One   of   the   most   courageous   things   we   have   to   do   in   order   to   get   clean   is   to   admit   a   li�le   bit   of   
hope   into   our   spirit,   defying   all   of   the   evidence   to   the   contrary   we   have   amassed   in   our   ac�ve   
addic�on.   People   who   use   the   way   we   use   don’t   get   clean.   But   then,   we   find   ourselves   in   rooms   
filled   with   people   who   used   the   way   we   used.   And   they’re   clean...allegedly.   Maybe,   is   it   
possible?   

Self-will,   impulsive   behavior,   obsession,   and   compulsion—even   though   many   of   us   came   to   NA   
blaming   the   world   around   us   for   our   problems,   a   lot   of   us   felt,   deep   down,   that   we   were   too   
flawed   to   have   the   lives   we   wanted.   In   NA,   we   found   people   with   flaws   just   as   deep   as   ours,   and   
they   taught   us   how   to   become   free.   

-   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   

It’s   hard   to   see   a   way   forward   when   I   am   standing   in   my   own   way.   I   will   let   other   
addicts   show   me   how   to   step   aside   and   find   a   way   out.     dra
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We   find   [hope]   again   and    again    as   our   journey   con�nues:   In   the   dark   moments   
when   we   realize   we   can   go   on   anyway,   and   in   our   triumphs—it   is   possible   ( Living   
Clean ,   Chapter   7,   “Living   Our   Principles”).   

The   first   bit   of   hope   we   experienced   in   NA   came   from   a   place   of   defeat.   Using   drugs   hadn’t   
worked   for   us.   Our   grand   experiment   of   solving   our   living   problems   with   mind-   and   
mood-altering   substances   was   a   profound   failure.   In   that   dark   place,   though,   a   ray   of   light   shone   
through:   We   could   find   a   way   out   of   addic�on   and   into   recovery.   

Once   we   have   been   clean   for   a   while,   many   of   our   hopes   come   from   more   posi�ve   places.   We   
think   about   how   much   more   we   can   accomplish   with   our   career   goals,   our   crea�ve   endeavors,   
our   loving   rela�onships.   Maybe   we   want   to   sponsor   more   addicts   or   try   out   new   service   
posi�ons.   

Having   hope   for   the   good   things   that   will   come   our   way   is   great,   but   we   would   do   well   to   
remember   how   much   more   precious   hope   can   be   when   we   have   very   li�le   of   it.   We   are   bound   
to   experience   tremendous   disappointments   when   we   stay   clean   for   years   and   decades,   some   of   
which   ra�le   us   to   our   very   core.   We   bury   parents,   children,   siblings,   or   spouses—and   lots   of   
fellow   addicts.   We   lose   jobs   and   rela�onships,   we   make   terrible   mistakes,   and   hurt   people   we   
love.   Guilt,   shame,   and   loneliness   take   up   so   much   space   in   the   room   that   it’s   hard   to   make   any   
room   for   hope,   even   when   it   is   what   we   need   most   desperately.   

Hope   is   why   we   must   stay   in   the   prac�ce   of   going   to   mee�ngs,   sharing,   calling   our   sponsor,   
reading   literature,   and   talking   to   other   addicts   when   life   is   going   well   for   us.   We   get   to   see   clean   
addicts   find   their   way   through   incredible   difficul�es   by   showing   up—no   ma�er   how   fragile   or   
broken—and   pu�ng   themselves   in   the   posi�on   to   receive   some   hope.   When   we   find   ourselves   
there,   fragile   or   broken,   we   think   of   the   others   we   have   seen   walk   through   it,   and   we   know   it   
can   be   done.   We   must   go   on—together,   we   can.   

-   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   

I   will   pay   a�en�on   to   members   going   through   the   unthinkable   and   do   my   best   to   
offer   them   hope.   If   I   am   one   of   those   members,   I   will   go   where   I   know   I   can   find   
hope — to   an   NA   mee�ng.     
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HOPE,   Entry   #11   of   11    

Narco�cs   Anonymous   offers   hope   to   addicts   around   the   world,   regardless   of   any   
real   or   imagined   differences    that    might   separate   us   ( Guiding   Principles ,   Tradi�on   
One,   opening   essay).   

“If   addic�on   doesn’t   discriminate,   then   hope   doesn’t   either,”   a   speaker   shared   during   an   
interna�onal   marathon   mee�ng   held   online.   “And   neither   should   we.”   

Our   hope   lives   at   the   intersec�on   of   anonymity,   unity,   acceptance,   and   inclusiveness.   We   
believe   that   any   addict   can   get   and   stay   clean   in   NA,   no   ma�er   who   we   are,   what   we’ve   done,   
where   we   live,   or   any   aspect   of   ourselves   that,   on   the   surface,   would   seem   to   separate   us.   To   
help   us   feel   like   we   belong,   we   encourage   each   other   to   look   for   the   similari�es,   not   the   
differences;   to   focus   on   the   message,   not   the   messenger.   We   strive   to   bring   this   openness   to   
visitors   to   our   homegroup,   to   mee�ngs   and   NA   events   we   have   the   privilege   to   a�end   in   
unfamiliar   se�ngs   with   unfamiliar   setups,   in   other   areas,   in   other   countries,   in   other   languages.   

The   universality   of   hope   in   our   program   and   our   message   doesn’t   diminish   the   fact   that   there   
are   differences   among   us,   real   ones.   As   important   as   it   is   for   us   to   take   responsibility   to   see   past   
our   own   differences,   we   have   perhaps   an   even   greater   responsibility   to   be   inclusive   of   those   
who   may   have   experiences   or   iden��es   that   depart   from   the   group’s   majority.   Ac�vely   including   
others   assures   a   place   for   each   of   us   and   elevates   hope   for   all   of   us   in   the   rooms.   

To   give   hope   to   those   who   feel   in�midated   or   unheard   by   the   majority,   some   of   us   find   it   
important   to   establish   mee�ngs   that   embrace   a   similarity   of   experience   or   iden�ty.   There   is   
room   for   this   diversity   of   hope’s   expression   within   NA;   autonomy   also   ensures   that   addicts   are   
able   to   find   each   other   in   ways   that   are   welcoming   and   safe—and   acknowledge   and   honor   the   
similari�es   inherent   within   our   differences.   

-   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   

NA’s   message   of   hope   is   heard   around   the   world.   I   am   an   integral   part   of   this   
whole.   Today   I   strive   to   receive   that   message   from   whoever   offers   it   and   to   take   
responsibility   for   carrying   it   to   whoever   needs   it.   
dra
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OPEN-MINDEDNESS,   Entry   #1   of   8   

Being   open-minded   allows   us   to   hear   something   that   might   save   our   lives.   It   
allows   us   to   listen   to   opposing   points   of   view,   and   come   to   conclusions   of   our   
own   (Basic   Text,   Chapter   9:   Just   for   Today).   

There   are   a   lot   of   opinions   in   NA   about   NA,   and   yet,   there   are   few   beliefs   about   recovery   in   
Narco�cs   Anonymous   that   are   universally   held   by   all   of   us.   Certainly,   we   are   an   
abs�nence-based   program,   and   the   NA   basics   are   made   clear   in   our   literature:   mee�ngs,   Steps,   
sponsorship,   service,   and   a   rela�onship   with   a   Higher   Power.   Our   primary   purpose   of   carrying   
the   message   to   other   addicts   is   also   plainly   stated.   In   addi�on   to   our   Steps,   we   have   the   
Tradi�ons   and   Concepts   to   assist   us   in   mee�ng   that   purpose.   

While   NA’s   basics   are   explicit,   how   we   apply   them   is   not.   As   newcomers,   we   are   told   to   listen   as   
if   our   lives   depended   on   it—because   they   do.   It   is   through   prac�cing   open-mindedness   that   we   
can   find   our   personal   journey   in   recovery   using   the   basics   in   the   ways   that   work   best   for   us.   
When   we’re   new,   we   have   no   idea   how   to   work   a   program   of   recovery—though   some�mes   we   
think   we   do   and   have   no   problem   saying   so.   Mostly,   we   rely   on   sponsors   and   other   more   
experienced   members   to   show   us   how   they   do   it.   This   is   where   some   members’   very   passionate   
and   some�mes   opposing   views   arise—for   example,   how   many   mee�ngs   we   should   be  
a�ending,   how   to   work   Step   Ten,   or   how   long   to   hang   on   to   a   service   posi�on.   But   there’s   no   
exact   blueprint   for   staying   clean.   All   we   know   is   what   has   worked   for   us.     

With   more   �me   clean   it   can   become   more   difficult   to   stay   open-minded,   curious,   and   flexible .   
True,   we   find   things   that   work   for   us   and   keep   doing   them.   But   we   need   to   be   mindful   of   
becoming   rigid   in   the   face   of   our   evolving   lives.   A   new   job   or   rela�onship   or   a   sudden   hardship   
might   merit   a   different   approach   from   what   we’re   used   to.   We   may   find   ourselves,   just   as   we   
did   in   early   recovery,   asser�ng   what   we   think   we   know,   instead   of   listening   and   being   open   to   
others’   perspec�ves   and   input.   Wherever   we   are   in   our   recovery,   open-mindedness   doesn’t   
mean   that   we   have   to   change   our   views   or   our   ac�ons,   but   it   means   we   are   listening   and   
exploring   different   op�ons.   

-   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   

When   I   find   myself   not   wan�ng   to   hear   what   others   are   saying,   I   need   to   ask   myself   
why—and   then   I   need   to   listen   and   draw   my   own   conclusion.     
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OPEN-MINDEDNESS,   Entry   #2   of   8     

A   new   idea   cannot   be   gra�ed   onto   a   closed   mind   (Basic   Text,   Chapter   9:   Just   for   
Today).   

“Approaching   Step   Two   with   an   open   mind   was   a   real   challenge   for   me,”   a   member   shared.   The  
concept   that   a   Power   greater   than   ourselves   could   restore   us   to   sanity   presents   a   real   dilemma   
for   some   of   us.   “Thankfully,   a   thorough   First   Step   convinced   me   that   my   way   wasn’t   working,”   
the   member   con�nued.   “That   set   me   up   to   surrender   and   I   came   to   believe   that   maybe   this   NA   
thing   would   work   for   me.”   

Each   of   us   grapples   with   the   meaning   of   “spiritual   not   religious”   within   the   context   of   our   own   
world   view.   The   Basic   Text   promises   that   there   aren’t   any   catches   to   the   proposal   that   we   find   a   
Higher   Power   of   our   own   understanding,   and   our   experience   bears   that   out.   Some   of   us   come   
with   deeply   held   convic�ons   steeped   in   a   religious   tradi�on.   Others   have   secular   beliefs   that   we   
may   be   equally   commi�ed   to.   No   ma�er   what   our   view   or   experience   is   prior   to   NA,   we   find  
that   an   open   mind   is   an   important   asset,   allowing   us   to   consider   ideas   that   are   new   to   us.     

In   recovery,   we   find   that   being   open   to   spiritual   concepts   enriches   our   own   beliefs.   We’re   not   
being   asked   to   swallow   novel   ideas   whole,   as   we   may   have   feared,   or   to   replace   a   current   belief   
system   with   some   prepackaged   dogma.   Rather,   open-mindedness   allows   us   to   learn   from   
others’   experiences,   taking   what   feels   right   for   us,   and   leaving   the   rest.   It’s   a   gra�,   not   a   
transplant.   Instead   of   closing   our   minds   to   new   ideas,   an   open   mind   frees   us   to   try   them   out.   If   
the   gra�   takes,   it   may   enhance   our   previously-held   beliefs.   If   not,   it   might   s�ll   clarify   our   own   
ideas.   In   either   case,   growth   results   from   keeping   our   minds   open.     

-   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   

I   will   remember   the   benefits   of   a   more   flexible   and   open   approach   to   new   ideas,   
even   those   about   the   spiritual   aspects   of   recovery.       dra
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OPEN-MINDEDNESS,   Entry   #3   of   8     

Open-mindedness   leads   us   to   the   very   insights   that   have   eluded   us   during   our   
lives   (Basic   Text,   Chapter   9:   Just   for   Today).   

When   many   of   us   arrive   in   NA,   we   fancy   ourselves   as   reasonably   open-minded   people.   For   one   
thing,   many   of   us   tried   lots   of   different   drugs!   More   seriously,   we   may   have   an    anything   goes    or   
live   and   let   live    type   of   a�tude   and   have   been   tolerant   toward   others   who   aren’t   like   us.   But   
were   our   minds   even   a   �ny   bit   open   to   others’   insights   and   opinions   or   to   feedback   about   our   
behavior?   Could   we   even   listen?   Were   we   able   to   admit   that   we   might   be   wrong   or   didn’t   know   
something?   Did   we   believe   that   we   needed   to   change—and   even   if   so,   did   we   believe   we   
actually   could?   Probably   not   so   much.   

Our   experience   tells   us   that   open-mindedness   is   at   the   very   founda�on   of   change   for   us.   While   
some   NA   members   may   insist   that   we   have   to   “change   everything   about   ourselves,”   prac�cing   
open-mindedness   does   not   mean   that   everything   we   know—or   think   we   know—is   worthless.   
Instead,   we   gain   some   carefully   wrought   insight   into   what   behaviors   and   perspec�ves   we   want   
to   keep   in   our   lives   and   what   is   no   longer   serving   us   today—and   we   learn   to   share   these   insights   
with   others.   Asking   ques�ons,   listening   to   the   answers,   and   then   le�ng   those   answers   resonate   
helps   us   to   iden�fy   our   old   ideas   and   pa�erns,   see   our   behavior   more   clearly,   and   act   differently   
when   it’s   called   for.   

Open-mindedness   is   also   one   of   the   most   indispensable   tools   for   carrying   the   message   to   other   
addicts   and   for   having   produc�ve   discussions   regarding   NA   service.   We   learn   to   listen   more   to   
our   sponsees   and   service   buddies,   rather   than   planning   out   what   we   want   to   say.   In   the   process,   
hopefully,   we   grow   more   comfortable   with   the   concept   of    I   don’t   know.    As   one   member   put   it,   
“We’re   not   here   to   be   right,   we’re   here   to   be   be�er.”   

Open-mindedness   prevents   us   from   running   away   from   problems,   ourselves,   and   each   other.   
Many   of   us   believe   that   striving   to   be   open-minded   keeps   us   closer   to   our   Higher   Power   or   to   
the   higher   self   we   want   to   be.   

-   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   

I   aim   to   keep   my   mind   and   my   heart   open.   I   will   listen   more   and   speak   less.   And   I   
will   allow   my   insights   and   opinions   to   evolve   as   my   recovery   does.     
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OPEN-MINDEDNESS,   Entry   #4   of   8   

New   informa�on   can   be   hard   for   us   to   accept   when   it   doesn’t   come   to   us   in   the   
way   we   think   it   should.   ( Living   Clean ,   Chapter   1,   “Keys   to   Freedom”).   

Our   ideas   about   the   help   we   need,   how   it’s   packaged,   and   who   delivers   it   can   be   decidedly   
unhelpful.   Our   work   in   Step   Three   can   provide   some   useful   strategies.   We’re   o�en   advised   to   “do   
the   footwork   and   leave   the   results   to   your   Higher   Power,”   and   to   “pay   a�en�on   to   what   doors   
are   opening   and   which   remain   shut.”   When   we   find   ourselves   too   a�ached   to   an   outcome   or   
banging   our   heads   against   the   same   locked   door,   open-mindedness   may   be   in   order.     

In   the   classic   allegory   told   in   NA   mee�ngs   over   the   years,   a   flood   drives   a   man   onto   the   roof   of   
his   home   where   he   prays   for   help.   He   refuses   to   get   in   the   rescue   boat   or   the   helicopter   that   
come   to   his   aid,   telling   them   “My   God’s   got   me!”   The   water   con�nues   to   rise   and   the   man   
perishes.   In   the   a�erlife,   he   rails   at   his   maker   for   allowing   him   to   die,   to   which   his   God   replies,   “I   
sent   a   boat   and   a   helicopter!”     

There’s   a   reason   this   story   is   a   classic:   It   reveals   some   of   the   problems   with   closed-mindedness.   
One   member   described   their   broken   process   this   way:   “I   put   my   needs   out   to   the   universe   and   
ask   for   help,   then   I   evaluate,   judge,   and   reject   the   help   that’s   offered.   Turns   out   I’m   o�en   just   
looking   for   someone   to   cosign   my   BS.”   Open-mindedness   will   come   in   handy   here,   too.   

A�ending   out-of-town   mee�ngs   illustrates   the   benefit   of   open-mindedness.   “I   was   just   25   
kilometers   down   the   road,   but   everything   I   heard   seemed   so   profound,”   one   addict   shared.   “I  
realized   that   not   knowing   these   members   made   me   a   be�er   listener.”   Without   the   mental   sta�c   
about   the   messenger—their   clean�me,   reputa�on,   or   other   baggage—it’s   easier   to   hear   the   
message.   Listening   in   the   same   way   takes   a   li�le   more   effort   close   to   home.   Applying   the   
principle   of   anonymity   helps   us   set   aside   informa�on   that   interferes   with   how   we   hear   others.   
Instead   of   listening   to   validate   our   own   perspec�ves,   we   can   prac�ce   humility   and   open   our   
minds   to   consider   others’   experience,   strength,   and   hope.   

-   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   

I   will   entertain   the   possibility   that   I   don’t   always   know   what’s   best,   making   space   
to   consider   the   ideas   of   others,   no   ma�er   whose   they   are.     
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OPEN-MINDEDNESS,   Entry   #5   of   8     

Open-mindedness   gives   us   the   ability   to   see   more   and   more   clearly   within   
ourselves   as   we   go   through   the   never-ending   process   of   surrendering,   taking   
inventory,   and   invi�ng   change   ( Living   Clean ,   Chapter   1:   Living   Clean).   

“A   closed   mind   is   a   killer!”   A   member   riffed   on   the   idea   that   a   parachute,   like   a   mind,   can’t   
func�on   well,   if    closed:   “When   we   dive   into   recovery,   we   tug   at   that   ripcord   in   an   impulse   to   
surrender,   with   some   measure   of   courage   and   faith.”   

Being   close-minded   makes   us   jaded,   sealing   off   our   secrets   and   locking   in   bad   habits.   It   excludes   
others;   their   perspec�ves,   their   insights,   and   their   compassion.   When   we   resist   being   
open-minded,   the   light   can’t   get   in,   so   our   humanity   is   stunted.   We   can’t   see   ourselves   honestly.   
New   ideas   cannot   penetrate   our   fortress   of   anger   or   avoidance,   and   we   end   up   stuck   in   
isola�on.   

Ge�ng   and   staying   clean   in   NA   dares   us   to   open   up   the   parts   of   ourselves   that   we   would   rather   
keep   hidden.   As   we   prepare   to   engage   each   of   the   Twelve   Steps,   we   have   to   keep   our   
closed-mindedness   in   check.   Through   this   process   of   self-examina�on   that   is   afforded   to   all   of   
us,   we   pry   open   our   minds   to   a   new   way   of   life.   We   inventory   our   pasts,   so   we   can   stop   running   
from   them   and   let   go.   We   assess   our   shortcomings   and   assets   to   see   ourselves   clearly   and   to   
seek   balance.   We   make   amends   to   help   us   avoid   the   same   mistakes   in   rela�onships.   In   addi�on   
to   our   minds,   we   open   our   eyes,   our   hearts,   and   our   arms,   helping   others   to   seek   change   as   we   
have.   

This   process,   however,   does   not   end—unless   we   stop   a�ending   to   it.   We   don’t   arrive   at   
openness   and   wellness   and   just   stay   there.   To   keep   evolving,   we   keep   relying   on   
open-mindedness.   The   member   con�nued,   “Our   feet   may   touch   the   ground   for   a   moment,   but   
life   will   have   us   up   in   that   plane   again.   We   have   to   jump   and   pull   that   cord   again.”   Maintaining   
open-mindedness,   even   with   years   clean,   prevents   us   from   becoming   too   rigid,   from   building   
walls   that   we   can’t   see   over,   helping   us   to   navigate   new   areas   of   conflict   that   arise.   

-   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   

Where   in   my   recovery   can   I   be   more   open-minded?   Who   or   what   am   I   resis�ng   
today?   What   part   does   this   spiritual   principle   play   in   the   Step   I’m   working   on?   If   
I’ve   halted   ac�vely   working   on   myself,   what   needs   to   happen   so   I   can   pull   that   
cord   and   expand?     
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OPEN-MINDEDNESS,   Entry   #6   of   8     

The   principle   of   open-mindedness   helps   us   to   remain   teachable,   and   to   look   for   
teachers   all   around   us   ( Living   Clean ,   Chapter   5,   “Being   a   Parent”).   

When   we   read   “Just   for   Today”—as   we   do   at   many   mee�ngs   —we’re   reminded   to   cul�vate   a   
be�er   perspec�ve   on   life.   Open-mindedness   is   one   of   the   keys   to   a�aining   this   improved   
outlook.   Without   an   open   mind,   we   limit   ourselves   to   what   we   already   know.   As   one   member   
pointed   out,   “If   I   knew   how   to   fix   myself,   why   would   I   come   to   NA?”   Knowing   we   don’t   have   all   
the   answers   can   be   a   real   asset.   Such   humility   helps   us   to   stay   teachable.   

In   addi�on   to   looking   within,   we   can   find   lessons   and   teachers   in   our   experience   and   all   around.   
Despera�on,   no   ma�er   the   degree,   can   be   a   teacher.   It   has   a   way   of   opening   our   minds   to   the   
possibili�es   recovery   has   in   store.   When   we’re   open   to   finding   teachers,   we’re   quicker   to   detect   
life’s   guardrails   and   correct   course   to   avoid   some   of   the   harshest   lessons.   When   things   don’t   go   
our   way,   open-mindedness   helps   us   find   opportuni�es   to   stretch   ourselves.   New   ideas   seem   
less   like   a   personal   a�ack   and   more   like   a   chance   to   increase   our   understanding.   Instead   of   
avoiding   cri�cism,   we   seek   to   learn   from   it   without   ge�ng   defensive.     

Once   we   stop   using   and   lose   the   desire   to   use,   the   job   of   finding   a   new   way   to   live   is   a   lifelong   
project   we   chip   away   at   each   day.   It   takes   on   new   meaning   as   we   mature   in   recovery.   “The   new   
way   to   live   I   found   when   I   was   20   and   new   to   NA   would   kill   me   today,”   one   member   shared.   If   
we   want   to   con�nue   to   learn   and   grow,   it   helps   to   remain   open   and   teachable.   Life   never   stops   
offering   new   lessons.   Instead   of   resen�ng   life’s   twists   and   turns,   we   try   to   focus   on   what   we   can   
discover   about   ourselves   as   we   navigate   them.   

-   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   

I   will   stretch   myself   to   consider   perspec�ves   that   may   be   different   from   my   own   
today.   I   will   look   at   my   challenges   as   opportuni�es   for   growth.       dra
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OPEN-MINDEDNESS,   Entry   #7   of   8     

Staying   open-minded   and   teachable   about   our   basic   principles   allows   our   
understanding   to   deepen   and   mature   ( Guiding   Principles ,   Introduc�on,   “In   This   
Book”).   

Many   of   us   go   through   a   phase   in   early   recovery   in   which   we   experience   what   some   call   “Peter   
Pan   syndrome.”   Like   the   fic�onal   character   who   refuses   to   grow   up,   some   of   us   set   out   to   have   
the   happy   childhood   that   addic�on   stole   from   us.   Making   up   for   lost   �me   may   be   a   natural   
response   to   the   new   freedom   we   enjoy.   The   laughter   and   fun   we   share   with   other   members   is   a   
big   part   of   what   keeps   us   coming   back   at   any   stage   of   recovery.   But   like   so   many   things,   we   can   
take   Peter’s   approach   too   far,   refusing   to   act   responsibly   or   to   mature   in   our   recovery.   

As   we   accumulate   both   age   and   clean�me,   it   can   be   a   shock   to   realize   that   new   members   have   
us   in   mind   when   they   refer   to   “our   predecessors.”   A   member   shared,   “I   s�ck   by   my   defini�on   of   
‘old�mer’   as   anyone   clean   at   least   five   years   longer   than   me.   At   some   point,   I   no�ced   that   I   fit   
that   descrip�on   for   others   and   that   they   looked   to   me   for   mentorship.   I   felt   the   need   to   know   
more   and   do   be�er   so   I   started   a   Tradi�ons   study   to   help   me   live   up   to   the   predecessor   label.”   

Also   like   Peter   Pan,   some   of   us   might   resist   the   idea   of   maturing   or   we   may   reject   the   idea   of   
pursuing   a   deeper   understanding   of   our   principles   because   we   think   it   sounds,   well,   dull.   Either   
stance   might   be   an   excuse   for   a   closed   mindset.   Likewise,   “This   is   the   way   we’ve   always   done   
it,”   doesn’t   exactly   invite   discussion   or   allow   for   the   explora�on   of   varying   perspec�ves.   

Remaining   teachable   and   open-minded,   on   the   other   hand,   allows   us   to   consider   different   
perspec�ves   through   reading,   discussion,   and   contempla�on.   With   our   minds   open   to   learning   
more   about   our   guiding   principles,   we   o�en   find   new   applica�ons   in   our   lives   in   and   out   of   NA,   
as   well   as   for   our   groups   and   in   service.   A   member   shared,   “Before   I   really   understood   them,   I   
viewed   the   Tradi�ons   as   a   rigid   set   of   rules.   I   didn’t   grasp   that   by   protec�ng   us   from   our   worst   
impulses,   they   create   the   condi�ons   for   crea�vity   and   freedom   in   service   to   NA.”   

-   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   

Do   I   have   some   ideas   about   the   Tradi�ons   that   get   in   the   way   of   pursuing   a   
deeper   understanding?   How   can   I   prac�ce   open-mindedness   and   be   more   
teachable   while   also   embracing   the   responsibility   of   mentoring   others?   
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OPEN-MINDEDNESS,   Entry   #8   of   8     

Tradi�on   Three   asks   us   to   prac�ce   open-mindedness   toward   ourselves,   toward   
others,   and   toward   the   possibility   of   change   ( Guiding   Principles ,   Tradi�on   Three,   
“For   Members”).   

Tradi�on   Three,   which   states   that   the   desire   to   stop   using   is   the   only   requirement   for   Narco�cs   
Anonymous   membership,   is   direct,   inclusive,   and   thorough.   We   can   even   say   that   it’s   radical   in   
what   it   invites   us   to   do:   leave   our   judgments   about   who   qualifies   for   NA   membership   at   the   
door.   As   individual   addicts,   we   decide   if   we   qualify,   and   we   leave   that   decision   to   others   to   make   
for   themselves.   

As   with   all   spiritual   principles   applied   to   any   single   Step   or   Tradi�on,   open-   mindedness   is   not   an  
“I   got   this”   posi�on   we   take.   It’s   an   ongoing   process   that   demands   work.   The   excerpts   from   our   
literature   that   are   read   aloud   in   mee�ngs   con�nually   confront   our   views   of   who   is   an   addict   or   
what   recovery   is.   We   need   to   keep   reading   them,   hearing   them,   and   ac�ng   on   them.   They   
support   NA’s   values   of   inclusiveness   and   acceptance   of   all   addicts   no   ma�er   where   we   come   
from   or   look   like,   what   substances,   delivery   method,   or   quan��es   we   used,   what’s   on   our   
resumes   (criminal   or   otherwise),   whom   we   are   a�racted   to,   what   our   spiritual   pursuits   have   
been   in   the   past   (if   any),   and   so   on.   We   are   all   welcome   here   in   theory—and,   ideally,   we’re   
welcomed   by   each   other   in   prac�ce.   

At   the   prac�cal   core   of   this   Tradi�on   is   not   only   open-mindedness   but   also   compassion   for   
ourselves   and   for   others.   We   begin   to   reject   our   preconceived   no�ons   of   belonging,   relieved   that   
even   a   slight   desire   is   enough.   We   become   willing   to   be   part   of   a   group   that   will   have   us   as   a   
member.   For   many   of   us,   that’s   tough   going,   as   in   the   past   we’ve   resisted   becoming   a   member   of   
anything.   Our   dual   low   self-respect   and   lack   of   humility   told   us   that   a   group   that   welcomes   us  
and   is   so   open   to   anybody   probably   is   for   losers   anyway,   so   why   bother?   

We   bother   because   we’re   desperate   and   we   want   our   lives   to   improve.   As   we   grow,   
open-mindedness   further   expands   our   investment   in   others’   health   and   well-being.   It’s   the   
gateway   to   empathy   and   uncondi�onal   love.   Our   open-mindedness   helps   keep   others   in   the   
room   who   doubt   that   they   qualify   as   addicts,   who   fear   being   part   of   a   group,   or   who   think   that   
they   can’t   stay   clean.   

-   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   

I   will   put   my   membership   to   good   use   by   ac�vely   prac�cing   open-mindedness.   
I’ll   do   what   I   can   to   make   space   for   others   to   grow.   
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VIGILANCE,   Entry   #1   of   5   

We   must   be   willing   to   do   whatever   is   necessary   to   recover   (Basic   Text,   Chapter   9:   
Just   for   Today).   

“I   always   remind   myself:   Yesterday’s   recovery   won’t   keep   me   clean   today,”   a   self-described   
chronic   relapser   shared   as   they   celebrated   a   major   milestone.   “Vigilance—right   here,   right   
now—has   been   key   for   me,”   they   explained.   “I   learned   the   hard   way   that   the   real   work   of   
recovery   is   that   I   have   to   be   willing   to   do   whatever’s   necessary.   And   I   needed   to   take   �me   to   be   
s�ll   and   figure   out   what   that   is   at   any   given   moment.”     

As   spiritual   principles   go,   vigilance   is   kind   of   a   rock   star.   It’s   thick   with   meaning,   pairing   
watchfulness   with   deliberate   ac�on.   We   start   our   prac�ce   of   vigilance   simply   by   paying   
a�en�on   .   We   level   up   from   basic   abs�nence   to   a   meaningful   recovery   when   we   choose   to   be   
ac�ve   in   our   program,   self-reflec�ve,   and   flexible,   fine-tuning   our   approach   as   our   personal   
program   evolves.     

In   the   beginning,   going   to   lots   of   mee�ngs   and   not   taking   anything   between   them   has   the   
desired   effect;   a   clear   head   and   a   bit   of   hope   make   for   a   great   start.   It’s   enough   to   keep   us   
coming   back.   Listening   to   other   members’   stories   makes   us   want   more.   A   member   shared,   “If   I   
want   more   out   of   my   program,   I’ve   got   to   put   more   in.”   Inspired,   we   get   a   sponsor,   cul�vate   a   
rela�onship   with   a   Higher   Power,   and   make   steady   progress   through   the   Steps.   As   a   result,   we   
get   more   and   more   comfortable   in   our   own   skin.     

Vigilance   helps   us   to   se�le   into   our   new   way   of   life,   applying   what   we’ve   learned   about   spiritual   
principles   in   our   daily   affairs.   We   make   �me   to   reflect   and   fine-tune   our   approach   as   we   move   
through   life   clean.   As   we   remain   watchful,   we   may   no�ce   that   our   emo�onal   life,   our   thinking,   
our   physical   selves,   or   spiritual   condi�on   will   s�ll   get   out   of   whack   from   �me   to   �me.   That’s   
because   we’re   human   and   because   things   change.   But   life’s   lessons   have   revealed   a   process   for   
naviga�ng   through   our   difficul�es,   regaining   focus,   and   reconnec�ng   with   ourselves,   those   who   
care   about   us,   and   a   Higher   Power.     

-   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   

I   am   an   addict   every   day,   but   today   I   choose   to   be   a    recovering    addict.   I’m   willing   
to   do   what’s   necessary   to   care   for   my   spiritual   condi�on   and   stay   watchful   over   
my   program.   
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VIGILANCE,   Entry   #2     

We   can   get   stuck   in   pa�erns   so   quickly.   Vigilance   is   necessary   to   keep   old   
pa�erns   from   resurfacing   ( Living   Clean ,   Chapter   2,   “Connec�on   to   Ourselves”).   

We   used   to   be   u�erly   stuck,   didn't   we?   Caught   up   in   impulsive   pa�erns   that   were   impossible   to   
interrupt   with   any   long-term   success.   Recovery   in   NA   has   been   our   first   real   hope   of   breaking   
free   from   the   mires   of   our   disease,   of   walking   the   same   toxic   path   over   and   again.   We   admit   
we’re   powerless   over   our   addic�ve   pa�erns   of   behavior   so   we   can   create   new,   stable,   and   
produc�ve   ones.     

We   do,   however,   need   vigilance   to   stay   on   track.   Crea�ng   new   pa�erns   certainly   prevents   our   
disease   and   old   behaviors   from   wreaking   disaster   to   the   same   degree   But   during   �mes   of   
intense   struggle   or   humdrum   complacency   o�en   our   minds   will   seek   out   instant   relief,   pu�ng   
us   at   risk   for   going   back   to   our   old   ways,   or,   as   one   member   put   it,   “quickly   find   new   bad   
behaviors   to   give   us   that   rush,   even   ones   that   seem   helpful   on   the   surface.   One   minute   we’re   
taking   on   a   service   commitment,   or   maybe   two,   and   the   next   we’re   completely   obsessed,   
ignoring   our   families   and   other   responsibili�es.”   

The   member   also   shared,   “Prac�cing   vigilance   is   serious   business.   It’s   how   we   remind   ourselves   
that   there’s   danger   out   there,   in   our   midst,   and   up   inside   our   heads.”   How   do   we   stay   vigilant?   
As   we’ve   learned,   sharing   what’s   going   on   with   us   is   crucial:   Be   vulnerable,   and   then   be   open   to   
taking   sugges�ons.   We   can   do   a   daily   Tenth   Step   inventory   and   share   it   with   our   sponsor.   We   
can   diversify   our   program,   if   that’s   what’s   needed:   Talk   to   more   newcomers.   Shed   a   wearying   
commitment   and   replace   it   with   a   new   challenge.   Or   hit   our   lit:   work   the   Tradi�ons   in    Guiding   
Principles    or   reflect   on   these   entries   every   day.     

Like   with   much   of   recovery,   we   won’t   be   prac�cing   vigilance   alone.   O�en,   it’s   NA   members   
we’re   close   to   who   no�ce—before   we   do—that   we   are   veering   off   into   the   wilderness.   It’s   a   
fellow   member’s   keen,   protec�ve   eye   and   each   other’s   wisdom   that   will   help   us   keep   what   we   
have   and   give   us   some   courage   to   walk   down   a   different   path,   crea�ng   new   pa�erns.   Again.   

-   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   

Vigilance   keeps   me   on   guard,   on   track,   and   free.   Mindful   assessment   and   
openness   to   sugges�ons   will   give   me   the   choice   to   make   changes   before   old   
pa�erns   morph   into   new   problems.     
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VIGILANCE,   Entry   #3     

Many   of   us   leave   not   when   things   are   horrible,   but   when   we   have   one   more   
spiritual   hump   to   get   over.   We   lose   our   way   right   before   the   miracle—   some�mes   
again   and   again   ( Living   Clean ,   Chapter   1,   “Growing   Pains”).   

Most   of   us   have   heard   the   saying,   “don’t   leave   before   the   miracle   happens.”   For   newcomers,   
that   can   mean   staying   in   a   mee�ng   even   when   the   urge   to   leave   feels   like   more   than   we   can   
handle.   A�er   a   li�le   �me   clean,   it   might   mean   taking   one   more   phone   call   from   the   sponsee   
who   hears   nothing   we   say,   or   choosing   not   to   react   when   our   boss   or   significant   other   pushes   
our   last   bu�on—again   (and   again   and   again).   

But   how   do   we   get   there?   How   does   the   newcomer   stay   in   the   seat   when   everything   in   them   
screams:   “Get   up!   Get   out   of   here!”   How   does   the   sponsor   dig   deep   and   offer   experience,   
strength,   and   hope   to   the   troublesome   sponsee,   instead   of   just   sighing   deeply   and   dismissively   
asking,   “have   you   prayed   about   it?”   How   do   we   shi�   our   focus   from   the   momentary   frustra�on   
of   an   argument   to   the   fulfillment   we   experience   in   our   rela�onship   or   career?   

It’s   easy   to   do   the   right   thing   when   things   are   going   well,   when   we’re   ge�ng   what   we   want   or   
think   we   deserve.   Some�mes,   though,   the   “rewards”   might   seem   minimal,   or   feel   like   they’re   
taking   forever   to   arrive.   

Some   members   have   described   recovery   as   being   “a   marathon,   not   a   sprint.”   Marathoners   call   it   
“hi�ng   the   wall”—that   point   in   the   race   when   it   feels   impossible   to   keep   going,   and   there’s   no   
end   in   sight.   It   happens   in   recovery,   too:   We   live   by   these   principles   for   months,   years,   even   
decades,   but   some   of   our   hopes   and   dreams   s�ll   seem   so   out   of   reach.   We   can’t   even   see   the   
finish   line   yet,   and   we   are   TIRED.   We   have   to   remember   that   there   is   no   “finish”   line   in   a   just   for   
today   program.   We’re   not   here   for   the   reward   at   the   end.   

We   keep   the   pace.   Even   if   it’s   slow   and   steady,   we   keep   moving   forward   whether   we   feel   like   it   
or   not.   We   might   need   to   stop   at   an   aid   sta�on—for   runners,   a   cup   of   cold   water   or   sports   drink   
every   couple   of   miles   can   make   the   world   of   difference.   In   recovery,   it’s   coffee   or   tea   with   
another   addict.   

-   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   

When   I   feel   like   qui�ng,   I’ll   take   a   moment   to   remember   that   recovery   is   a   journey   
not   a   des�na�on.   I   will   be   vigilant   and   keep   moving   forward.     
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VIGILANCE,   Entry   #4     

We   hang   on   fiercely,   mistaking   the   a�empt   to   control   all   the   variables   in   our   lives   
for   vigilance   in   our   recovery   ( Living   Clean ,   Chapter   1,   “Growing   Pains”).   

As   with   character   assets   or   defects,   many   spiritual   principles   have   a   flipside.   Too   much   of   a   good   
thing   can   take   us   down   an   unintended   path.   Ideally,   prac�cing   vigilance   is   being   reflec�ve   and   
real   about   our   progress,   monitoring   our   program’s   balance   with   outside   responsibili�es,   and   
keeping   an   eye   out   for   possible   danger   zones.   But   if   we   turn   the   vigilance   coin   over,   we   may   find   
ourselves   being   fearful   of   change   once   again,   or   desperately   trying   to   puzzle   out   all   possible   
scenarios   of   a   situa�on   before   it   even   happens.   “I   look   at   vigilance   like   a   fence   to   protect   myself   
from   danger,”   a   member   quipped.   “I   know   I’m   ge�ng   out   of   hand,   hypervigilant   even,   when   I’m   
constantly   repain�ng   the   fence,   for�fying   it   with   more   and   more   materials   so   that   I   can’t   see   
out   and   no   one   can   see   in,   and   then   patrolling   the   perimeter   24/7.   All   I   need,   really,   is   the   
fence.”   

Vigilance   does   not   equal   control.   It’s   an   awareness   we   can   prac�ce   daily,   reminding   us   of   the   
severity   of   this   disease   and   of   the   horrors   of   our   last   days   of   using.   And,   of   course,   this   
awareness   extends   beyond   the   past   to   our   present:   No   ma�er   how   much   �me   we   have   clean,   
we   best   serve   our   recovery   and   our   wellbeing   if   we   remain   open   and   flexible.   We   keep   
members   close   who   will   help   keep   us   accountable   by   aler�ng   us   if   our   fence   has   come   down   too   
low   or   is   built   too   high   to   let   anyone   in.     

Even   though   we’re   clean   today,   we’re   s�ll   powerless   over   many   things.   We   don’t   do   ourselves   
any   favors   by   having   unrealis�c   expecta�ons   or   being   overly   watchful   of   how   others   are   working   
their   program.   We’re   not   failing   if   we   stray   from   prac�cing   principles   perfectly.   We   can’t   build   
an   impenetrable   fortress   against   danger,   challenges,   or   change.   Our   job   is   to   stay   clean   today,   
take   ac�on   on   what’s   in   front   of   us,   and   stay   out   of   the   result.     

-   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   

I   will   make   sure   to   temper   my   vigilance   with   surrender,   willingness,   and   
open-mindedness.   I’ll   take   care   of   my   “fence”—   but   I   won’t   obsess   about   it.   Not  
today,   anyway.     dra
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VIGILANCE,   Entry   #5     

We   need   to   keep   an   eye   on   our   passion,   lest   it   become   self-righteousness;   and   
we   keep   an   eye   on   our   disagreements,   lest   we   begin   to   harbor   ill   will   toward   our   
fellows.   Vigilance   is   an   inside   job   ( Guiding   Principles ,   Tradi�on   Two,   “In   Service”).   

The   prac�ce   of   vigilance   can   be   like   holding   vigil:   keeping   space   and   silence   to   honor   something   
of   value,   such   as   the   spiritual   principles   that   bring   us   freedom   and   peace   of   mind.   In   our   
personal   recovery,   vigilance   o�en   means   paying   close   a�en�on   to   our   feelings,   thoughts,   and   
ac�ons   so   we   can   catch   ourselves   before   slipping   into   old   behaviors   or   pa�erns.   Our   Basic   Text   
reminds   us   that   “we   are   each   other’s   eyes   and   ears;”   our   sponsor   and   other   NA   members   can   
hold   vigil   with   us   by   reflec�ng   our   values   to   us   when   we   forget   them,   or   poin�ng   out   our   ac�ons   
when   we   fail   to   see   them.   We   need   one   another’s   vigilance.   

Our   vigilance   has   a   place   in   NA   service,   too.   We   strive   always   to   adhere   to   the   guidance   of   our   
Tradi�ons,   working   to   maintain   unity,   anonymity,   focus   on   our   primary   purpose,   and   so   forth.   
Many   of   us   have   gone   through   a   phase—or   phases—in   our   service   to   NA   when   we   felt   as   
though   the   Tradi�ons   needed   enforcers,   and   we   were   just   the   right   candidates.   One   member   
shared,   “I   had   been   calling   the   local   helpline   and   pretending   to   be   a   using   addict   to   see   if   I   could   
catch   the   volunteers   making   a   mistake.   Then   my   sponsor   asked   me   which   list   of   spiritual   
principles   I   found   ‘decep�on’   in.   I   felt   pre�y   embarrassed.”   

Our   Tradi�ons   guide   us   to   do   our   best   for   NA,   and   we   each   have   a   responsibility   to   remain   
vigilant   and   speak   our   conscience.   Some�mes,   those   who   disagree   may   treat   us   like   
vigilantes—people   who   take   ma�ers   into   their   own   hands.   Other   �mes,   we   might   feel   like   
vigilantes—like   NA   won’t   survive   if   we   don’t   save   it.   Tradi�on   Two   reminds   us   to   trust   the   
expression   of   a   Higher   Power   in   our   group   conscience.   NA   is   a    we    thing,   not   a    me    thing—rather   
than   enforcing   our   Tradi�ons   or   trying   to   catch   our   fellow   members   slipping,   we   speak   our   
conscience   clearly   and   directly,   and   leave   the   results   up   to   a   power   greater   than   ourselves.   

-   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   

I   can   be   vigilant   without   becoming   a   vigilante;   my   perspec�ves   and   
interpreta�ons   are   one   of   many.   I   will   give   my   fellow   members   something   we   all   
deserve:   room   to   make   mistakes—and   room   to   learn   from   them   and   grow.   
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We   do   not   have   to   understand   this   program   for   it   to   work.   All   we   have   to   do   is   to   
follow   direc�on   (Basic   Text,   Chapter   8:   We   Do   Recover).   

Are   we   truly   able   to   understand   something   before   we   experience   it   for   ourselves?   Likely,   no.   
But,   as   newcomers,   this   isn’t   always   our   logic.   Instead,   we   want   to   know   what   the   “it”   refers   to,   
when   we   hear   that   NA   “works   when   you   work   it.”   We   seek   hard   evidence   to   prove   it   will   work   
for   us   before   we’re   willing   to   commit.   We’re   told   NA   is   a   simple   program   for   complicated   
people,   and,   while   that   is   an   interes�ng   concept   to   chew   on,   we   don’t   quite   get   it.   

We’re   also   told   that   taking   sugges�ons   from   members   with   experience   is   cri�cal   to   staying   
clean.   For   most   of   us,   there’s   proof   enough   that   the   program   works   right   here   in   the   rooms   that   
are   filled   with   recovering   addicts   who   seem   to   be   doing   something   right.   At   some   point,   our   
desire   to   stay   clean   is   for�fied   by   a   growing   willingness   to   ask   for   help.   We   then   take   a   leap   of   
faith   by   trus�ng   another   person,   perhaps   without   fully   understanding   why.   

For   many   of   us,   that   leap   is   inspired   by   a   sponsor’s   direc�on.   We   also   consult   other   members   
who   display   characteris�cs   we   admire   and   whom   we   believe   are   trustworthy.   Their   direc�ons   
are   not   rocket   science;   they’re   simple   and   pre�y   consistent,   no   ma�er   whom   we   ask.   We   act   
now   and   leave   the   understanding   for   later.   Ideally,   this   process   con�nues   throughout   our   
recovery.   “Direc�ons   are   what   leads   us   back   when   we   get   lost,”   one   member   shared.   “A�er   
years   clean,   I   s�ll   want   direc�on,   and   now   I’m   able   to   ask   for   it.”   

As   far   as   understanding   the   program,   we   learn   as   we   go.   Though   many   of   us   are   clever   people,   
we   try   not   to   overthink   it.   We   accept   that   others   found   a   new   way   to   live,   through   working   
Steps   and   Tradi�ons   and   doing   service,   so   we   become   willing   to   follow   in   their   footsteps.   The   
more   we   have   willingness   to   trust   and   exercise   faith   in   this   process,   the   more   trustworthy   we   
ourselves   become.   Understanding   comes   from   experiencing   NA   and   then   communica�ng   that   
experience   to   others   who   may   not   yet   be   willing.   That's   how   “it”   works.   

-   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   

Can   I   commit   to   taking   sugges�ons   from   someone   I   trust—or   at   least   believe   to   
be   trustworthy?   As   long   as   I’m   willing   to   follow   direc�on,   understanding   will   
follow.     
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Willingness   without   ac�on   is   fantasy   (Living    Clean ,   Chapter   6,   “Commitment”).   

Those   of   us   who   weren’t   stoned   out   of   our   minds   for   middle   school   science   may   recall   the   law   
of   iner�a:   "An   object   at   rest   stays   at   rest   and   an   object   in   mo�on   stays   in   mo�on   with   the   same   
speed   and   in   the   same   direc�on   unless   acted   upon   by   an   external   force.”   In   other   words,   things   
tend   to   keep   doing   what   they're   doing   unless   something   intervenes.   The   same   might   be   said   for   
people.   

When   humans   experience   iner�a,   it   can   signal   our   resistance   to   change.   Addicts   some�mes   take   
this   to   extremes—imagine   that!   When   we   get   stuck   in   place   or   in   constant   mo�on,   a   powerful   
force   may   be   needed   to   provoke   change.   That’s   why   ge�ng   through   the   doors   of   our   first   
mee�ng   is   so   extraordinary.   This   first,   o�en   tenta�ve   ac�on   demonstrates   a   sublime   willingness.   
Looking   back   on   this   first   hint   of   surrender,   many   of   us   might   see   the   presence   of   an   external   
force   that   propelled   us   into   ac�on.   Individually   and   collec�vely,   you   might   say   that   the   force   is   
strong   with   us.   

Then   and   now,   mee�ngs   can   provide   a   potent   an�dote   to   iner�a.   They   offer   inspira�on   and   
help   us   to   imagine   a   future   without   drugs.   Beyond   fantasizing,   we   learn   from   each   other’s   
experience   and   try   out   prac�cal   new   tools.   We   give   ourselves   a   break   and   learn   to   let   
momentary   or   even   obsessive   thoughts   of   using   come   and   go.   By   a�ending   mee�ngs   regularly,   
we   get   frequent   reminders   about   the   kinds   of   ac�ons   we   can   take   to   sustain   our   clean�me   or   
delve   more   intensely   into   recovery.   

The   NA   program   holds   the   poten�al   to   change   the   direc�on   or   speed   of   the   addict   who   s�ll   
suffers,   but   it   takes   some   coopera�on   and   effort   on   our   part.   As   one   member   pointed   out,   “We   
say   ‘It   works   if   you   work   it’    not    ‘It   works   if   you   fantasize   about   it.’”   We’re   not   strangers   to   
wishing   things   were   different.   In   NA,   we   s�ll   hope   and   pray,   but   then   we   roll   up   our   sleeves   and   
get   to   work.   As   the   age-old   saying   goes:   “If   nothing   changes,   nothing   changes.”     

-   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -     

Whether   I’ve   let   complacency   grind   my   forward   momentum   to   a   halt   or   let   
constant   mo�on   block   my   awareness,   I   invite   a   loving   force   greater   than   myself   
to   nudge   me   out   of   iner�a.     
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When   we   first   begin   to   think   about   recovery,   many   of   us   either   don’t   really   
believe   it’s   possible   for   us   or   just   don’t   understand   how   it   will   work,   but   we   go   
ahead   with   the   First   Step   anyway—and   that’s   our   first   experience   with   
willingness   ( NA   Step   Working   Guides ,   Step   One,   “Spiritual   Principles”).   

Early   in   our   exposure   to   Narco�cs   Anonymous,   many   of   us   believe   that   mere   abs�nence   will   be   
enough.   We   tell   a   member   who   asks   us   if   we’ve   started   working   with   a   sponsor   yet,   “Oh,   I’m   
fine   as   long   as   I’m   not   using.   I   don’t   want   to   do   the   Steps   and   have   a   sponsor   and   all   that.”   

The   member   asks,   “Well,   weren’t   you   willing   to   do   things   you   didn’t   really   want   to   do   to   feed   
your   addic�on?   So   why   not   apply   that   logic   to   staying   clean   and   read   about   the   First   Step?”   Our   
logic   tells   us   that   these   are   not   parallel   issues,   because   we   understand   what   we   got   out   of   
ge�ng   high   but   are   uncertain   about   what   Step   One   would   do   for   us.   We   don’t   say   this,   
however,   because   we   are   sure   this   member   will   have   an   answer   to   that   too.   

“Okay,   then,”   the   member   says,   wheels   turning.   “How   about   this:   are   you   willing   to   become   
willing?”   As   it   turns   out,   we   are—because   we   keep   coming   back.   

Most   of   us   do   find   that   willingness   to   begin   the   next   phase   of   our   journey.   For   some,   we   quickly   
saw   the   evidence   of   recovery   working   in   other   members’   lives.   We   ac�vely   wanted   to   move   
forward   and   were   willing   to   do   whatever   it   took.   For   others,   willingness   came   when   our   
discomfort   outpaced   our   resistance.   For   s�ll   others,   we   found   it   only   a�er   going   back   out   and   
using   more.   

Working   on   Step   One   and   staring   straight   into   the   mirror   of   our   unmanageability   can   elicit   
intense   emo�ons:   shame,   regret,   remorse,   anger,   fear,   and   doubt.   In   response,   a   member   said,   
“The   stuff   of   our   past   can   either   be   weight   or   be   fuel.”   We   don’t   want   to   be   weighed   down   
anymore,   so   we   become   willing   to   explore   our   burdens.   We   learn   how   to   convert   the   pain   of   
our   past   into   fuel,   and   we   use   that   fuel   to   propel   ourselves   further   down   the   road   toward   
freedom.   

-   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   

I   don’t   want   only   to   be   abs�nent.   I   want   to   recover.   I’m   willing   to   start   or   come   
back   to   Step   One   as   o�en   as   is   necessary   to   fuel   my   recovery.  
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When   we   show   up   for   life   with   willingness   and   an   open   mind,   the   next   right   thing   
tends   to   present   itself   ( Living   Clean ,   Chapter   3,   “Spirituality   Is   Prac�cal”).   

“I   have   a   full,   rich   life   in   recovery,”   a   member   shared   to   knowing   nods.   “But   I’m   facing   some   
decisions   about   what   comes   next   for   me.   The   op�ons   are   all   good,   but   I   can’t   figure   out   what   
God’s   will   is   for   me.”   A�er   the   mee�ng,   some   more   experienced   NA   members   offered   their   
insights   on   Steps   Three   and   Eleven.     

“I   would   freak   out   trying   to   know,    really   know,    if   my   choices   aligned   with   my   Higher   Power’s   
will,”   one   member   shared.   “I   was   told:   ‘If   you’re   looking   for   a   burning   bush,   you’re   going   to   be   
disappointed.’”   When   we’re   dealing   with   clear-cut   ques�ons   of   right   and   wrong— Should   I   steal   
this   candy   or   pay   for   it? —the   next   right   thing   is   obvious.   But   seeking   a   singular   right   response   to   
all   of   life’s   dilemmas   can   be   paralyzing.   The   member   con�nued:   “I   came   to   understand   that   Step   
Three   is   all   about   my   decision.   I   put   that   decision   into   ac�on   by   working   the   rest   of   the   Steps   and   
they   give   me   a   way   to   sort   out   my   mo�va�ons.   So   long   as   I’m   plugged   into   the   Steps,   I   can   trust   
my   intui�on.”   

“I   used   to   pray   to   know   God’s   will   for    me ,   too,”   another   member   confessed.   “My   sponsor   
pointed   out   that   self-centeredness   had   distorted   my   hearing:   Step   Eleven   isn’t   about    me .   It’s   
about    us .”   She   went   on   to   explain   how   a   focus   on    us    broadened   her   perspec�ve.   “It   changed   my   
outlook   and   influenced   how   I   pray   and   meditate.   That   made   it   easier   to   live   by   principles   and   to   
listen   to   my   heart,   trus�ng   that   my   choices   would   enrich   my   ability   to   serve.”   Viewing   life   
through   a   wide-angle   lens   puts   our   decisions   within   a   larger   context   filled   with   love,   support,   
and   service.   Even   our   missteps   expand   our   usefulness   to   others.     

When   we’re   spiritually   fit,   doing   the   next   right   thing   doesn’t   have   to   be   complicated.   We   find   the   
willingness   to   walk   in   faith,   knowing   that   we’ll   be   alright.   People   like   saying,   “when   one   door   
closes   another   opens.”   As   NA   members,   we   become   be�er   equipped   to   navigate   hallways   with   
mul�ple   doors,   some   leading   nowhere,   others   to   new   worlds,   and   all   of   them   preparing   us   to   
serve.    

-   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -     

I   will   make   principled   decisions   and   take   posi�ve   ac�on,   secure   in   the   knowledge   
that   my   service   will   be   enhanced.       
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We   go   from   simply   showing   up   and   repor�ng   for   duty   each   day   to   a   willingness   
to   serve   the   greater   good   in   the   best   way   we   can   ( Living   Clean ,   Chapter   3,   
“Crea�ve   Ac�on   of   the   Spirit”).   

A   lot   of   us   describe   ourselves   as   having   been   spiritually   asleep,   bankrupt,   or   even   dead   before   
coming   to   NA.   Some   of   us   find   immediate   relief   when   we   hear   NA   described   as   a   spiritual   
program.   We   may   not   be   fully   willing   to   let   go   and   dive   into   a   new   spiritual   journey—or   
con�nue   the   one   that   we   had   been   on   before   our   addic�on   darkened   the   path—but   the   spark   is   
there.   Others   of   us   do   not   take   comfort   in   NA   being   a   spiritual   program.   We   may   not   know   what   
the   word   “spiritual”   means,   especially   as   it   relates   to   “religious”   or   “not   religious.”   It   may   not   
feel   authen�c   to   describe   ourselves   as   being   on   a   spiritual   path   or   even   interested   in   pursuing   
one.   

No   ma�er   what   our   beliefs   are,   or   how   open-minded   we   are   to   challenging   them,   we’re   all   
willing—to   some   degree—to   show   up   for   ourselves.   At   the   start,   we   report   for   recovery   duty,   
because   we’re   following   sugges�ons   made   by   other   members   and   because   it’s   making   us   
be�er:   mee�ngs,   Steps,   sponsorship,   a   service   commitment   or   two.   We   build   a   support   system   
in   NA,   and   we   work   on   developing   a   rela�onship   with   a   Higher   Power.   Our   understanding   of   
spiritual   principles—and   how   we’re   already   applying   them   to   our   recovery—expands.   

Our   willingness   becomes   more   expansive,   too.   We   con�nue   to   show   up   for   our   own   healing   and   
because   we’ve   made   commitments.   But   our   mo�va�on   to   serve   broadens   when   we   follow   
sugges�ons   to   do   so.   A   desire   to   contribute   to   NA   and   help   other   addicts   slowly   blooms   within   
us   and   we   express   it   through   service.   This   progress   includes   sharing   about   our   awakening   to   the   
spiritual   aspects   of   NA   and   our   budding   spiritual   life.   

Most   of   us   become   willing   to   let   go   of   our   ambivalent   or   nega�ve   preconceived   feelings   and   
ideas   about   spirituality.   Though   we   don’t   fully   understand   our   transforma�on,   many   of   us   
eventually   can   describe   ourselves   as   spiritually   awake,   enriched,   or   alive—in   no   small   part   
because   of   our   willingness   to   serve.   

-   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   

I’m   willing   to   show   up   for   my   own   wellbeing.   Am   I   also   willing   to   do   that   for   the   
greater   good   of   NA?   How   will   I   demonstrate   that   today?     
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Great   or   small,   our   awakenings   show   in   our   willingness   to   prac�ce   the   principles   
and   carry   the   message   (Living    Clean ,   Chapter   3,   “Crea�ve   Ac�on   of   the   Spirit”).   

We   may   have   hoped   for   easy   answers   to   our   drug   problem   when   we   a�ended   our   first   mee�ng.   
Some   of   us   were   looking   for   a   set   formula,   a   specific   order   of   opera�ons   that   would   invariably   
add   up   to   a   spiritual   awakening   or   at   least   bring   some   relief   to   our   troubled   existence.   We   warm   
up   to   the   idea   that   recovery   is   less   like   math   and   more   like   one   of   Grandma’s   unwri�en   
recipes—a   li�le   of   this,   some   of   that,   and   so   on.   Our   longing   for   respite   or   connec�on   or   
awakening   gets   us   to   mee�ng   a�er   mee�ng   nonetheless.   Without   fully   recognizing   it,   we   learn   
to   prac�ce   persistence.   

We   hear   a   member   celebra�ng   30   days   clean   explain,   “I   went   to   mee�ngs   every   day   and   didn’t  
take   anything   in   between.”   Duly   noted.   Could   this   be   the   formula   we   were   looking   for?   It   seems   
almost   too   simple   and   also   impossible.   But   maybe   it’s   a   good   start—hello,   open-mindedness!   
We   give   it   a   try.     

As   our   heads   start   to   clear,   we   awaken   to   the   possibili�es   of   a   be�er   life.   We   gravitate   towards   
another   formula   that   seems   doable:   “Go   to   mee�ngs,   get   a   sponsor,   read   the   literature.”   Check,   
check,   and   check.   We   willingly   take   these   ac�ons   and   prac�ce   humility   by   keeping   things   
simple.   We’re   handed   a   pink   card   with   the   “Just   for   Today”   reading   and,   as   we   read   it   aloud,   
another   light   comes   on.   We   put   this   approach   to   work   and   prac�ce   a   bit   of   pragma�sm.     

The   value   of   taking   ac�on   is   revealed   by   our   experience   at   30   days.   We   made   it   this   far!   Holding   
up   our   keytag,   we   share:   “I’m   celebra�ng   30   days   today   because   I   went   to   mee�ngs   every   day   
and   didn’t   take   anything   in   between.   I   picked   up   the   Basic   Text   and   a   sponsor   and   am   finding   
that   there    is    life   a�er   drugs.   As   much   as   I   wanted   to   figure   out   this   recovery   thing,   I’m   learning   
to   just   do   what   you   do   and   it   seems   to   work.   "   And   just   like   that,   we’re   carrying   the   message   
and   offering   hope   to   every   addict   in   the   room.     

-   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -     

No   ma�er   how   many   days   I   have,   I   recognize   the   awakening   that’s   evident   in   my   
willingness.   I   will   apply   spiritual   principles   to   the   work   that’s   in   front   of   me   and   
allow   my   example   to   carry   the   message.     
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With   self-acceptance   comes   a   willingness   to   crea�vely   explore   new   direc�ons   
( Living   Clean ,   Chapter   4,   “Wellness   and   Health”).   

Our   willingness   to   stay   clean   triggers   willingness   to   improve   our   lives.   In   turn,   we’re   able   to   look  
at   ourselves   with   greater   clarity   and   a   realness   we   never   imagined   possible.   Our   minds   become   
open   to   an   awareness   of   our   shortcomings   and   our   limita�ons.   We   humbly   evaluate   and   
acknowledge   our   assets.   Acceptance   of   where   we   are   right   now   creates   a   willingness   to   move   
forward.   And   like   everything   in   recovery—and   in   life—we   won’t   experience   self-acceptance  
perfectly.   Rather,   it’s   something   we   strive   for   daily.     

In   recovery,   accep�ng   ourselves   doesn’t   mean   we   accept   our   condi�ons.   Instead,   we   can   pursue   
new   goals   that   be�er   mirror   the   self   we   have   come   to   accept.   Many   of   us   who   find   some   
stability   in   NA   also   find   the   willingness   to   create   new   opportuni�es   for   ourselves,   or   to   take   
ones   that   are   offered   to   us.   We   now   know   that   we   don’t   have   to   be   held   back   or   be   vic�mized   
by   our   pasts.   We   follow   through   on   a   long-held   dream,   rent   our   own   place   for   the   first   �me,   
enroll   in   or   finish   college,   or   have   a   kid   (on   purpose).   

We   also   can   be   led   by   a   deep-seated   knowing,   or   what   one   member   called   “divine   
dissa�sfac�on.”   A   mo�va�ng,   self-affirming   voice   tells   us   it’s   �me   to   move   on   from   the   
rela�onship   that   we’ve   used   all   the   arrows   in   our   quiver   to   save.   It   tells   us   to   move   on   from   a   
job   that’s   no   longer   fulfilling   us,   to   move   to   a   new   city,   to   just   move   our   lives   in   some   significant   
way.   We   learn   to   trust   our   ins�ncts.   

Our   self-acceptance   helps   us   to   be   willing   to   make   mistakes—and   then   be   willing   to   forgive   
ourselves   and   learn   from   them.   We   find   ourselves   o�en   being   more   flexible,   knowing   that   we’ll   
be   okay   no   ma�er   what,   more   resilient   and   responsible,   less   of   a   perfec�onist.   If   one   endeavor   
doesn’t   work,   we’re   willing   to   feel   the   pain   of   failure   and   then   seek   an   alternate   strategy   to   
reach   our   goal.   

-   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   

I   am   determined   to   accept   who   I   am   and   who   I’m   becoming   today.   With   those   
arrows   in   my   quiver,   I’m   willing   to   point   my   life   in   a   new   direc�on   and   take   aim.     
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When   we   show   up   with   an   open   mind   and   a   willingness   to   be   of   service,   the   
rewards   can   be   far   greater   than   our   efforts   ( Living   Clean ,   Chapter   5,   “Family”).   

A   nudge   from   a   sponsor,   a   longing   to   be   a   part   of   NA,   a   hunger   for   valida�on   —any   of   these   
might   be   our   ini�al   inspira�on   to   serve.   Regardless   of   what   mo�vates   us,   the   rewards   of   service   
quickly   become   apparent.   It   feels   good   to   be   part   of   the   beehive   of   ac�vity   that   goes   into   
keeping   the   doors   open   and   mee�ngs   running   smoothly.   We   feel   a   sense   of   belonging   as   home   
group   members   greet   us   by   name   and   invite   us   to   check   out   other   mee�ngs.   We   welcome   new   
members   and   introduce   them   to   others   who   have   their   best   interest   at   heart.   Realizing   that   we   
fit   that   descrip�on,   too,   we   offer   our   phone   number   and   some   advice:   “If   you   don’t   pick   up,   you   
can’t   get   high.   Call   one   of   us   if   the   disease   starts   talking   to   you.”   We’re   humbled   to   think   that   
our   willingness   to   be   of   service   might   make   a   difference   for   a   poten�al   new   member.   Viewed   
with   an   open   mind,   we   realize   that   it’s   already   made   a   difference   for   us.     

While   groups   remain   the   most   powerful   vehicle   for   carrying   the   message,   the   NA   service  
infrastructure   exists   to   amplify   our   ability   to   fulfill   this   primary   purpose.   Members   contribute   to   
the   good   and   necessary   work   organized   by   service   bodies   large   and   small.   All   of   these   efforts   
are   geared   to   helping   more   addicts   find   their   way   to   the   rooms.   We   offer   our   �me   and   effort   
and   find   ourselves   becoming   more   invested,   more   connected,   and   more   alive.   Our   willingness   
to   show   up   and   pitch   in   means   that   our   groups   have   current   mee�ng   directories,   that   cops   and   
doctors   send   addicts   our   way,   that   websites   provide   the   latest   informa�on,   and   that   
incarcerated   members   get   sponsors   and   NA   literature.     

Our   primary   purpose   inspires   all   of   these   service   efforts   and   more.   We   show   up   with   the   
s�ll-suffering   addict   in   mind   and   find   that   our   burdens   are   lessened   by   our   generosity.   Our   
service   to   NA   affects   who   we   are   and   how   we   interact   with   the   world.   Within   NA   and   beyond,   
we   do   loving   things   for   our   families   and   communi�es   and   experience   love   in   return.   Our   insights   
compel   us   to   keep   showing   up   and   giving   back   and   enjoying   the   rewards.     

-   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -     

I   am   willing   to   show   up   and   give   of   myself   today.   It   will   keep   me   clean   and   remind   
me   of   the   abundance   I   enjoy   as   a   result   of   the   life   I   found   in   Narco�cs   
Anonymous.       
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When   we   take   the   Serenity   Prayer   seriously   and   really   consider   what   in   our   lives   
we   do   have   the   courage   to   change,   we   find   that   our   ability   to   shape   our   lives   is   
limited   more   by   our   willingness   than   by   anything   outside   ourselves   ( Living   Clean ,   
Chapter   6,   “Finding   Our   Place   in   the   World”).   

We   say   the   Serenity   Prayer   so   o�en   in   NA   mee�ngs   that   it’s   easy   to   do   it   by   rote,   without   
inten�on   or   commitment.   “Some�mes   I   forget   that   it’s   actually   a   prayer,”   one   member   
reflected.   “It   was   only   when   it   was   suggested   that   I   say   it   outside   of   mee�ngs   as   a   prayer   for   
willingness   that   I   began   to   connect   to   it,   to   really   use   it   to   help   me   in   a   moment   of   strife,   
confusion,   or   indecision.”   

“It   helps   me   get   real,”   another   member   offered.   “I   need   to   know   what   I   can   change   before   
mustering   up   the   courage   to   do   it.   Most   of   the   �me   it’s   me   that’s   standing   in   my   own   way.   Not   
my   past.   Not   my   upbringing,   or   my   culture,   or   ins�tu�ons,   or   even   other   people.   Just   this   
addict.”   

Change   is   hard,   because   it’s   o�en   painful.   Too   o�en,   we   view   the   pain   we’re   in   now   as   
worthwhile,   because   at   least   it’s   familiar.   We   know   we   can   live   with   that.   We   fear   the   pain   will   
be   worse   on   the   other   side   of   a   decision.   Who   wants   to   experience   rejec�on   or   failure?   Or   what   
if   we   succeed?   Then,   there   may   be   a   slew   of   new   responsibili�es   to   deal   with.   Will   we   be   able   to   
manage   those?   In   the   simplest   terms,   these   are   fears   that   limit   our   capacity   to   grow.   

Change   is   even   harder   when   we   view   the   world   as   hos�le   to   us,   when   we   listen   to   the   voice   in   
our   heads   telling   us   “you   can’t”   or   “don’t   do   it.”   Ignoring   that   voice   and   prac�cing   willingness   to   
change   the   things   we   can—and   then   taking   an   ac�on   toward   that   change   we   want   to   
make—requires   a   lot.   We   have   to   simultaneously   accept   where   we   are   right   now   and   be   willing   
to   take   a   risk.   

There   are   lessons   to   be   learned,   no   ma�er   how   things   turn   out.   A   bonus   of   NA   membership   is   
that   we   get   to   report   back   and   share   those   with   each   other.   

-   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   

I’ll   carefully   consider   what   I   have   the   power   to   change   in   my   life   right   now.   
Instead   of   cursing   the   dark,   I   pray   for   willingness   to   change   the   lightbulb.   
Some�mes   it   is   that   simple.     
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Our   ability   to   enjoy   our   lives   is   directly   related   to   our   willingness   to   let   go   of   our   
self-obsession   (Living    Clean ,   Chapter   7,   “Love”).   

The   very   idea   of   dancing   without   some   chemical   courage   sounds   in�mida�ng   if   not   absurd   
when   we’re   newly   clean.   Clubbing   might   have   been   in   the   early   chapters   of   our   stories,   but   as   
fun    turned   into    fun   with   problems    and   later   to   simply    problems ,   any   dancing   we   did   was   more   
o�en   about   commerce,   than   enjoyment.   Going   to   our   first   NA   dance,   therefore,   can   be   a   rite   of   
passage,   especially   those   of   us   who   danced   for   fun   or   a   fix   in   our   using   days.     

As   the   saying   goes:   "We're   fools   whether   we   dance   or   not,   so   we   might   as   well   dance."   We   
might   warm   up   to   the   idea   by   lurking   outside   with   the   smokers   a�er   a   speaker   mee�ng.   A   
familiar   face   from   mee�ngs   asks   if   we’re   going   in.   Not   wan�ng   to   disappoint,   we   lean   into   
willingness   and   say,   “Ugh.   Okay.”   

We   might   muster   enough   willingness   to   get   through   the   door   and   s�ll   come   up   short   when   it’s   
�me   to   dance.   We’ll   be   lining   the   walls:too   tough,   too   cool,   too   self-absorbed   to   give   dancing  
clean   a   try.   When   and   if   we   do,   the   self-doubt   of   adolescence   returns   to   inquire:   “Am   I   doing   
this   right?   Do   I   look   a�rac�ve?”   and   other   obnoxious   ques�ons   that   poke   at   our   insecuri�es.     

We   retreat   to   the   bathroom   where   we   encounter   a   homegroup   member.   They   prac�cally   read   
our   minds   and   offer   this   sage   advice:   “Remember   that   we’re   all   self-obsessed.   I   just   assume   that   
everyone’s   too   busy   thinking   about   themselves   to   worry   about   my   dancing.”   This   prac�cal   
advice   helps   us   combat   our   self-obsession   and   find   the   willingness   to   get   back   out   on   the   dance   
floor.     

It’s   not   as   if   our   preoccupa�on   with   ourselves   ends   with   one   NA   dance.   If   we’re   paying   a�en�on   
though,   there’s   a   lesson   on   willingness   that   we   can   apply   to   other   pursuits.   Acknowledging   that   if   
we’re   thinking   about   ourselves,   we’re   not   really   enjoying   what   we’re   doing   is   a   good   place   to   
start.   With   that,   we   can   rally   the   willingness   to   release   those   unhelpful   self-concerns   that   are   the   
enemy   of   joy.    

-   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -     

I   won’t   let   self-obsession   constrain   my   choices   or   limit   my   joy   today.   I   will   set   
aside   unhealthy   thinking   that   interferes   with   being   in   the   moment   and   enjoying   
life   clean.   Might   as   well   dance.     
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Through   some   combina�on   of   despera�on,   courage,   anguish,   and   hope,   we   find   
willingness   ( Guiding   Principles ,   Tradi�on   Three,   opening   essay).   

Our   willingness   to   admit   to   being   addicts   who   are   powerless   over   our   addic�on   in   Step   One   is   
linked   to   our   willingness   to   be   members   of   NA   in   Tradi�on   Three.   They   are   complementary   parts   
of   the   same   surrender.   Resistance,   doubt,   and   fear   may   forestall   our   ini�al   surrender   to   seek   
help   by   months   or   years,   even   decades.   But   they   ul�mately   are   no   match   for   the   array   of   
emo�ons   and   experiences   that   drive   our   decision   to   let   go   and   allow   ourselves   to   be   welcomed   
into   the   Fellowship   of   NA.   

All   of   us   have   been   newcomers   to   NA;   perhaps   we’re   new   right   now.   Regardless   of   the   amount   
of   �me   we   have   today,   as   we   read   this   passage,   we   have   a   shared   experience   of   ac�ve   addic�on   
that   compelled   us   to   try   something   different.   We’ve   all   had   a   moment   of   despera�on—or   
thousands—that   brought   us   to   this   moment.   No   doubt   we’ve   experienced   pain   and   anguish   
from   using.   We’ve   had   the   courage   to   walk   into   an   NA   mee�ng   for   the   first   �me.   And   whether   
or   not   we   are   feeling   it   today,   we’ve   felt   at   least   a   flicker   of   hope   for   the   future.   All   of   this   
collec�ve   experience   gives   us   the   willingness   to   get   through   the   day   clean   and   to   safeguard   our   
NA   membership.   

It’s   not   uncommon   for   us   to   rethink   our   membership   in   NA   at   some   point.   We   may   be   hurt   by   or   
experience   abuse   from   another   member.   There   may   be   a   conflict   in   our   home   group   or   in   the   
region   that   disheartens   us.   Our   par�cipa�on   in   the   Fellowship   may   fade,   because   we’re   busy   
with   our   work,   school,   and   family.   Many   of   us   have   relapsed,   and   the   reality   is   that   many   s�ll   
will.   But   we   can   surrender   again—and   again   and   again—and   recommit   to   NA,   if   we’re   willing   
and   if   we   make   it   back.   

To   stay   clean,   experience   the   fullness   of   our   lives   in   and   out   of   NA,   and   keep   what   we   have   so   
we   can   give   it   away,   we   need   at   least   some   willingness   every   day—no   ma�er   what   emo�ons   are   
driving   it.   

-   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   

Mee�ng   the   only   requirement   for   membership   is   the   easy   part.   I   will   summon   the   
willingness   to   surrender   once   more   and   show   up   for   my   recovery   today.     
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Balancing   willingness   and   humility   means   that   we   are   able   to   step   up   to   the   work   
we   are   able   to   do,   and   also   admit   that   some�mes   we   need   help   ( Guiding   
Principles ,   Tradi�on   Eight,   “Spiritual   Principles”).   

Each   of   us   contributes   to   NA   in   ways   that   fit   our   lives   and   abili�es.   As   home   group   members,   we   
show   up   early   and   stay   late.   As   sponsors,   we   demonstrate   love   in   ac�on.   We’re   elected   to   serve   
in   various   posi�ons   established   by   groups   and   service   bodies   to   support   our   primary   purpose.   
And   we   bring   this   spirit   of   service   to   our   lives   outside   of   NA.   Giving   back   is   an   expression   of   our   
gra�tude   and   a   big   part   of   our   iden�ty   as   individuals   and   as   a   Fellowship.     

Service   gives   us   purpose   and   helps   us   find   our   place   in   the   NA   community,   but   our   commitment   
to   helping   others   can   skew   our   perspec�ve   at   �mes.   In   the   service   equivalent   to   having   eyes   
bigger   than   one’s   belly,   we   can   be   tempted   to   pile   too   many   commitments   onto   our   plates.   We   
might   find   ourselves   neglec�ng   our   families   and   stepwork   in   favor   of   service   to   others.   Our   
willingness   to   serve   can   outpace   its   usefulness   for   many   noble   reasons   and   a   few   lousy   
ones—like   avoidance,   hubris,   and   a   desire   for   control.   We   learn   to   be   realis�c   about   our   limits,   
allowing   humility   to   temper   our   willingness.   It   gets   easier   to   ask   for   help   and   to   recognize   when   
saying   “no”   is   the   right   thing   to   do.     

One   addict   shared:   “When   I   see   someone   being   a   commitment   hog,   I   know   their   heart   is   in   the   
right   place,   but   they’re   not   doing   themselves   or   us   any   favors   by   taking   on   too   much.   Our   
challenge   is   to   moderate   our   willingness   with   some   humility.   Too   much   of   this   good   thing   is   a   
bad   thing   for   this   addict   and   for   those   who   have   to   deal   with   me.”   

To   balance   our   enthusiasm,   we   also   become   willing   to   consider   our   limits.   We   face   our   
limita�ons   collec�vely   and   as   individuals.   Time   is   not   infinite.   Our   skill   sets   are   not   
comprehensive.   Some�mes   our   needs   and   passion   simply   exceed   our   ap�tude   and   energy.   We   
find   ourselves   willing   but   not   quite   able   to   meet   all   the   demands,   or   no�ce   the   price   we’re   
paying   as   we   try   to   do   too   much.   Honesty   helps   us   to   recognize   reality.   Humility   allows   us   to   ask   
for   and   accept   help.     

-   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -     

I   will   examine   the   por�ons   on   my   service   plate   and   temper   my   willingness   with   
humility,   sharing   the   blessings   of   service   with   others.   
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